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Abstract
Children learn best when knowledgeable adults support their learning
process. Yet many learning technologies have not yet incorporated this vital
social dimension. In response, we develop a technology-assisted coaching
system, where a new adult collaborator—a coach—uses digital tools to
support children and their families as they use children’s literacy apps.
This coaching system blends in-person and digital coaching in order
to preserve the relational elements vital to coaching, while harnessing
the power of digital technology to make information easily accessible to
coaches, children, and families at their convenience.
In our system, as children play with literacy apps, every tap and click of
their play is streamed to their coach through our digital coaching platform.
Using custom-built digital tools, coaches engage in four core coaching
practices. They analyze children’s in-app activity, scaffold their learning,
share progress with caregivers, and invite caregivers to engage in literacy
learning experiences with their children.
To develop this system, we iteratively designed, built, and evaluated
it with approximately a hundred children and their families. We conducted in-depth study of two versions of the system’s design through
a randomized control trial (RCT) and a formative pilot study. From the
RCT, we found that the coaching system increased caregivers’ awareness
of their children’s in-app play and children’s playtime with the literacy
app. We also found that for families with lower formal education levels,
the effect of the coaching system was greater across almost all outcome
variables investigated. In both studies, we found coaches were able to use
our digital coaching tools to effectively engage in the four core coaching
practices, and that these tools helped increase coaches’ efficiency. Based on
our findings, we discuss changes to the system’s design to improve and
scale this approach and provide design considerations for building digital
coaching systems.
Through the creation and in-depth study of a novel sociotechnical system
for coaching children’s literacy learning, this work contributes to the field
of learning technology. We hope this work serves as a helpful guide to
designers, developers, and policymakers as they create and scale-up these
types of digital networks for children’s learning.
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INTRODUCTION

Children’s learning is social, best learned within environments where
caregivers, teachers, and other knowledgeable adults and peers can collaborate with and coach the child through the learning process (Bruner, 1978;
Resnick, 2017; Vygotsky, 1978). However, technologies for children’s learning are often not designed with the relational elements vital to effective
learning in mind. In response to this, in this dissertation, we develop the
concept of technology-assisted coaching, where a human coach uses digital
tools to support children and their families as they play with open-ended
literacy apps, and study this coaching role and surrounding system with
approximately a hundred children and their families.
Improving children’s literacy skills has been a persistent challenge in
the United States. According to the reading standards set by the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (2019a), as of 2019, only 35% of fourth
graders in the United States were proficient readers. About 80% of lowincome fourth graders were not proficient readers, and this percentage was
similar for Black, Hispanic, and American Indian/Alaska Native fourth
grade students (National Assessment of Educational Progress, 2019b).
Fourth grade reading proficiency levels in the U.S. have stayed roughly
stagnant for over a decade (National Assessment of Educational Progress,
2019a), despite recent neuroscience advances in understanding how children learn to read.
Fourth grade is an influential inflection point in a child’s reading journey.
It is around the start of fourth grade when school curricula often shift
focus from learning how to read, to having students use reading as a tool
to learn about the world (Chall et al., 2009). For the many students who
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are not yet proficient readers, this is when they begin to fall even further
behind. As their classmates embark on literary explorations of fantastical
worlds and pore over historical accounts, soaking up new vocabulary, ideas,
and experiences, those lagging behind continue to struggle to unlock the
meaning behind the marks and squiggles on the page. Research shows
that students who are not proficient readers by the end of third grade are
four times as likely to drop out of high school than their classmates who
are proficient readers by this point, and this dropout rate is even more
pronounced for low-income students (Hernandez, 2011).
This is not just concerning for children’s reading development and
continued academic achievement, but also for what it means cognitively
in children’s brains. Humans, as a species, “were never born to read”
(Wolf, 2018, p. 1). Reading is a culturally learned process, and one that
fundamentally rewires the human brain (Wolf, 2008). In the process of
learning to read, we repurpose older neural circuitry, rewiring our brains
to form new reading pathways (Dehaene, 2009; Wolf, 2008). Children that
miss out on this opportunity to emerge as truly proficient readers are not
just being robbed of the vital skill of reading itself and the knowledge
it unlocks, but also the underlying act of rewiring, strengthening, and
deepening the neural connections formed through the literacy learning
process.
To learn to read, children need access to reading materials that can
help support their literacy skills and foster their interest in becoming a
reader. However, children’s ability to access print media differs across
socio-economic divides. In their studies of how children’s access to print
media differs across neighborhoods within American cities, Neuman and
Moland (2019) found that none of the six low-income communities they
studied had adequate reading resources for young children. For example,
in the Anacostia D.C. neighborhood, there was only one book available for
purchase for every 830 children, in contrast to the 13 purchasable books
per child found in a middle-income neighborhood (Neuman & Celano,
2001; Neuman & Moland, 2019).
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With the ever-increasing presence of digital technologies in our lives,
new opportunities are emerging to harness their power to help children
learn to read. Whereas children may have unequal access to print media,
among children ages zero to eight in the United States, 98% live in homes
with a mobile device (Rideout et al., 2017). Children in this age bracket are
estimated to use mobile media for 48 minutes a day, with lower-income
children using mobile media about 50% more than their middle-income
peers and 100% more than their higher-income peers on a daily basis
(Rideout et al., 2017).
When technology for children’s learning is well-designed to encourage
open-ended exploration, provide scaffolding, and promote co-creation,
these technologies can have unique affordances for learning (Hirsh-Pasek
et al., 2015; Vaala et al., 2015). However, technology alone is not enough,
and can lead to a larger achievement gap unless technology creators
acknowledge the critical role that parents and other adults play as guides
and role models for children’s learning (Guernsey & Levine, 2015). In
response, Guernsey and Levine (2015) suggest a “technology-assisted,
human-powered” approach to working with children, where technology
is used as a powerful tool in a teacher’s toolbox, rather than as the teacher
itself (p. 129).
The first step, selecting and understanding how to use a learning technology, is not an easy task. As of 2020, there were over 75,000 educational apps
on Apple’s App Store (Apple Inc., 2020). In response, many researchers
in the field have proposed the role of a media mentor (Campbell et al.,
2016; Donohue, 2016; Guernsey & Levine, 2015). Media mentors “support
children, teens, and families in their media decisions and practices related
to media use,” (Campbell et al., 2016, p. 6) drawing upon and sharing
research and recommendations for how children and teens engage with
media (Campbell et al., 2016; Donohue, 2016; Guernsey & Levine, 2015).
Media mentors can help caregivers wade through the masses of educational technologies available (e.g., apps, websites), support them in
selecting options that will be the best fit for their children and family, pro-
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vide ideas about how they can use these technologies with their children,
and even suggest complementary off-screen materials (Campbell et al.,
2016; Donohue, 2016; Guernsey & Levine, 2015). Children’s librarians,
seeing the need to evolve their role for the digital age, have been on the
forefront of this movement, piloting media mentorship programs across
the country and advocating for media mentorship to be included in library
school coursework (Campbell et al., 2016). Along with librarians, media
mentorship can be provided by people with a wide range of personal and
professional experience, such as educators, child care providers, early intervention specialists, pediatricians and pediatric nurses, and other caregivers
(Donohue, 2016).
The concept of a media mentor role was one of our inspirations for
developing the role of a technology-assisted coach. We began thinking
about what happens after the child goes home and begins playing with
their new learning app or game. Could we provide families with a human
coach that could guide children and engage with their families remotely,
scaffolding learning experiences within the apps themselves? Could we
document children’s in-app activity in fine-grained detail and use this
digital documentation as the basis for coaching?
Many programs have used technology as a means of connecting learners
with coaches, tutors, and mentors, and capturing data to track learners’
progress. For example, the TutorMate program uses video conferencing
to connect local volunteers to elementary schoolers for individual reading tutoring, making the program more accessible to volunteer tutors
because they do not have to leave work and commute to a volunteer
site during the middle of the workday (Innovations for Learning, 2020).
The PACT program uses digital technology’s ability to record data on
caregivers’ shared-book reading, using an app that tracks the amount of
time caregivers read with their children weekly to make it possible for
researchers to help caregivers set personal reading goals informed by their
own behavioral data (Mayer et al., 2015).
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Outside the world of K-12 education, digital coaching experiences have
emerged among fields as varied as professional development and physical wellbeing. For example, Bravely offers on-demand, over-the-phone
coaching for company employees by trained professional coaches (Bravely
Inc., 2020). In a similar vein, Ezra offers video-based coaching sessions for
employees, and provides them with the ability to track their progress in
these coaching sessions over time via their app (Lee Hecht Harrison LLC,
2019). In the realm of athletics and nutrition, Noom pairs people remotely
with health coaches who use behavioral insights to help them develop
healthy nutrition and physical activity habits (Noom Inc., 2020).
Drawing upon this research in digitally-mediated mentoring, tutoring,
and coaching environments, we develop the concept of a technologyassisted coach, a new role designed to support children’s learning and their
family’s engagement as they play with open-ended literacy apps. After an
initial in-person introduction to the families they will work with, most of
a coach’s job occurs digitally through asynchronous communication. They
analyze children’s in-app activity, scaffold children’s learning through
the app, share progress with caregivers, and invite caregivers to engage
in literacy learning experiences with their children. Coaches use digital
coaching tools to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of this work.
The need for these new types of digital coaches and coaching systems is
more relevant than ever. I am writing this dissertation in August of 2020,
a few months into the COVID-19 pandemic, which has changed how we
think about educational technology around the world. As children left
school and abruptly moved to virtual classrooms this past March, educators and technologists scrambled to restructure learning environments so
that they could reach students in a completely digital world. Suddenly,
digitally-mediated tutoring, mentoring, and coaching networks sprung up
everywhere. Overnight, a coalition of undergraduate students from schools
across the country created an online mentoring network, CovEducation,
that has paired upwards of three thousand underprivileged youth with
college students providing one-on-one academic support remotely through
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video calls and email (CovEducation, 2020). Common Sense Media and
75 other organizations joined forces to quickly build Wide Open School,
a website that curates virtual learning resources for and provides advice
and support to students, families, and teachers (Common Sense Media,
2020). Chapters of the national Big Brothers Big Sisters (BBBS) mentoring
program suddenly shifted their mentoring sessions online (BBBS of Massachusetts Bay, 2020; BBBS of Southwest Louisiana, 2020; BBBS of Western
North Carolina, 2020). Universities like MIT and Stanford set up online
coaching to provide support for college students in the abrupt transition
to online learning (Bliss, 2020; MacMillan Bankson, 2020). And, on a national level, in an effort to combat the learning losses due to the pandemic,
countries like England have announced a federally-funded country-wide
tutoring program for disadvantaged K-12 students that will take place
virtually and in person (Barnum, 2020; National Tutoring Programme,
2020).
When we began our work in digital coaching in 2016, we could have
never imagined (nor could anybody) the dramatic changes in children’s
education and daily life that have occurred between March and August
of 2020. The rapid expansion of these virtual tutoring, mentoring, and
coaching options, sparked by a dire need, have shown promise as a means
of expanding in-person coaching programs to reach more children and
engage more coaches than ever before.
In this dissertation, we provide in-depth study of two instantiations of
our technology-assisted coaching system (1) to examine how the coaching system affected children’s and caregivers’ engagement with and perceptions of literacy learning apps and (2) to understand how coaches
operationalized their role, the experience they gained, and the humanand machine-based support structures they needed to flourish within a
digital coaching system. As we look towards creating the next generation
of digital systems for children’s learning, this dissertation work serves
as both a concrete example of a digitally-based coaching network and a
helpful guide to designers, developers, and policymakers as they design,
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implement, and scale up these types of digital networks for children’s
learning in the future.
This dissertation is laid out in three parts. In the first part, I focus on the
theory, design, and implementation of our coaching system. In Chapter
2, I discuss the theories behind coaching. Next, in Chapter 3, I present
our framework for technology-assisted coaching for children’s learning
and walk through the stakeholders in our coaching system and the digital
tools they used to learn and engage with one another. Then, in Chapter
4, I discuss the studies we ran with this coaching system, detailing the
research questions posed, setups, and data collected.
In the second part of this dissertation, I focus on examining the effectiveness of the coaching system and the supports provided. In Chapter 5, I
look at how coaches implemented each practice in the technology-assisted
coaching framework. Next, in Chapter 6, I look at how having a coach
affected children’s learning through, and family engagement in, in-app
play. Then, in Chapter 7, I examine the support coaches needed to be
successful and grow in their roles, addressing changes that could be made
to improve the coaching experience in the future.
In the third part of this dissertation, I focus on paths forward for our
coaching system, and how others can use what we have learned to build
coaching systems of the future. In Chapter 8, I discuss how we can scale
up our coaching system to serve more children and families. In Chapter
9, I provide a practical guide that can help others envision new types of
technology-assisted coaching systems. Finally, in Chapter 10, I conclude
this work with a discussion on the limitations of our research and thoughts
for future directions.
Before we get started, please note that I will use the terms “we” and “I”
somewhat interchangeably throughout this dissertation. This is because,
while I (Juliana) am the author of this particular text, building and studying
this coaching system has been a collective team effort. The work here is
the direct result of a multi-year close collaboration between myself and my
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colleagues Anneli Woolf (nee Hershman) and Sarah Ballinger, and many
of the ideas in this text are a result of this collaboration.

Part I
T H E T H E O R Y, D E S I G N , A N D I M P L E M E N T A T I O N O F
A T E C H N O L O G Y- A S S I S T E D C O A C H I N G S Y S T E M

2

COACHING THEORY

We often use the term “coach” to refer to people who play a specific role in
a child’s life, such as an athletic, vocal, or college readiness coach. However,
at its core, coaching is not a role. It is a process that people in many roles
engage in, such as teachers, tutors, and those we traditionally refer to as
coaches (Parsloe & Wray, 2000, p. 42).

2.1

an operational definition of coaching

Coaching stems from many different disciplines, making it difficult to
define holistically (Mooney, 2008). Parsloe and Wray (2000) define coaching as “a process that enables learning and development to occur and
then performance to improve” (p. 42). The International Coach Federation
(2020), one of the major international accreditation bodies for professional
coaches (e.g., executive coaches) suggests a similar process-based definition, explaining that coaching involves partnering with clients in a
thought-provoking and creative process that inspires them to maximize
their potential. Ganz (2014) outlines the process of coaching public narrative in a similar manner. He states that coaching is about helping people
uncover their own solutions through a process by which coaches inquire
and observe, diagnose, intervene to help create a plan, observe the student
in action, and check in with the student to hold them accountable. Showers and Joyce (1996), in their work on coaching in teacher professional
development, highlight the collaborative and active nature of coaching re-
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lationships between two or more teachers as they strive towards a common
goal.
These definitions, despite their differences, have a common theme. They
describe coaching as a goal-directed process in which the coach and student work together to help the student actively construct their knowledge
in pursuit of the development of a complex skill. This is the operational
definition of coaching that we adopt in our work.
In practice, the term “coaching” is often used interchangeably with the
term “mentoring,” and in the context of children’s learning, sometimes
with “tutoring” as well. The lines between these practices are blurry—there
are no widely accepted conceptual definitions that draw clear distinctions
between the three (Irby et al., 2018). However, research does show that the
processes of tutoring, mentoring, and coaching differ in their scopes and
focuses (Irby et al., 2018).
Tutoring tends to be problem-focused, geared towards short-term improvement, and centered around specific teaching goals (Irby, 2018). These
teaching goals are usually drawn from a defined body of knowledge (e.g.,
a third grader’s multiplication curriculum) that has relatively clear and
recognizable benchmarks, making it straightforward to decide when a
student has mastered the goal. A main difference between tutoring and
coaching is the desired outcomes of the practice. For tutoring, it is to help
a student master a defined body of knowledge, compared to coaching,
which aims to help a student learn a complex skill with no “right” answer.
By this definition, professionals move fluidly between the two processes
to build students’ background knowledge (tutoring) that can then be
leveraged to help them learn a complex skill (coaching). For example, a
music instructor may tutor a student on the conventions of how to read
music, and then subsequently coach the student on how to improve their
saxophone-playing skills through playing a particular piece of sheet music.
Both coaching and tutoring are goal-driven processes intended to help a
student learn within a specified scope (Clutterbuck & Spence, 2017; Irby,
2018). Mentoring, on the other hand, is often more general and long-term
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in nature (Irby, 2012; Parsloe & Wray, 2000). There are also usually power
and authority relationship dynamics between the mentor and student
(Garvey, 2011; Parsloe & Wray, 2000). Mentoring focuses on providing
support on broad topics such as personal, spiritual, career, or life growth
(Carr, 1999). Due to the breadth of these topics, mentoring is much more
focused around the person selected as a mentor and the relationship built
between the mentor and student, and uses less structured interactions
such as advice-giving and storytelling (Garvey, 2011; Irby et al., 2018). In
theory, coaching and tutoring can turn into mentoring and vice versa. A
single person could tutor, coach, and mentor a student.

2.2

coaching children’s learning

Of the fields that specifically coach youth, the best-known is youth athletics.
Athletics lends itself well to coaching because children need to actively
construct their own understanding of how their bodies should move to
master the complex skills required to play a sport. An athletic coach acts
as a “guide on the side”—observing, designing exercises, asking questions,
and pointing out specifics to help a child improve (United States Soccer
Federation, 2018).
The concept of a teacher as a sideline coach has gained popularity in
academics, and is championed in project-based learning environments
in K-12 and post-secondary education (Goldberg & Somerville, 2014; T.
Wagner & Dintersmith, 2015; Wojcicki & Izumi, 2015). In these projectbased learning environments, student ownership over their own learning
processes has been shown to be a key part of effective learning (T. Wagner
& Dintersmith, 2015; Wojcicki & Izumi, 2015).
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2.2.1 Analyzing children’s play and scaffolding their learning
Whether in athletics or academics, coaching practices can benefit children’s
learning and help children achieve more than they can by themselves.
Vygotsky studied and termed this gap between what a child can achieve
by themselves and what they can achieve with guidance from adults or
more capable peers as the “Zone of Proximal Development” (Vygotsky,
1978). The guidance necessary to bridge this gap is often referred to as
“scaffolding,” drawing upon the visual metaphor of the scaffolding used
in construction — the more is constructed or learned, the less scaffolding
the child needs from the coach as they work on developing a particular
skill (Wood & Wood, 1996).
Scaffolding is a practice often used when coaching children’s learning.
When an adult scaffolds a learning experience for a child, they “reduce the
degrees of freedom with which the child has to cope,” helping the child
concentrate on a manageable amount of information by both constraining
the environment and providing example responses that the child can select
and modify for their needs (Bruner, 1978, p. 254). The adult also extends
the child’s understanding by helping them see how this new knowledge
can be applied in new environments and situations, and plays the role of
a learning backstop, moving the learning process forward once the child
shows mastery of a concept (Bruner, 1978).
A coach may scaffold by asking the child probing questions (Ganz,
2014), drawing attention to the specifics of their actions (Burton et al.,
1984), encouraging the child to expand their use of a skill to new environments (Bruner, 1978), and constructing environments and activities for the
child to practice a given skill (Burton et al., 1984). For example, Dorothy
DeLay, a prominent twentieth-century violin coach, punctuated her violin
lessons with questions such as, “Why do you think it should sound like
this?” and “What is your concept of F-sharp?” (Sand, 2005, p. 66). She
also constructed learning environments (e.g,. exercises, group, individual
lessons) to address each student’s individual needs (Sand, 2005). Reflecting
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on how DeLay used a metronome exercise with one of her students, her
biographer explained that DeLay knew “very well the likely outcome of
that metronome experiment with that particular student, or she would not
have suggested it. It worked for him, where it might have been absolutely
wrong for someone else” (Sand, 2005, p. 64).
However, before a coach can scaffold a learning experience for a child,
they need to first observe their actions. These observations help coaches
identify what the child is struggling with (Enkenberg, 2001; Gawande,
2011), and recognize areas of interest and potential growth. For example, Montessori teachers are trained to act as guides (P. P. Lillard, 1996).
They help steer a child toward relevant learning activities, and take copious notes as they observe the child working through an activity with
Montessori materials in an effort to better refine their activity suggestions
(A. S. Lillard, 2016). Athletic coaches document their players’ actions as
well, using video recordings to capture fine-grained data on a player’s
movements. The coach synthesizes these activity data and identifies what
skills an individual player or student is struggling with in order to come
up with suitable scaffolds to enable them to develop these skills further.

2.2.2

Sharing in-app learning moments with caregivers and inviting
them to co-engage in app-based activities with their children

Coaching children’s learning involves not just interacting with children,
but also working with their families, as families play an integral part in
their children’s learning process. Depending on the moment and context, family members take on varied roles such as teachers, collaborators,
learning brokers, resource providers, and learners (Barron et al., 2009).
With children’s literacy specifically, parent-child activities (e.g., playing
games, reading books together) are linked to better literacy skill development in young children (Fantuzzo et al., 2004; Sénéchal & Young, 2006),
especially when those activities are interactive experiences during which
caregivers ask open-ended questions and respond to, encourage, and
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expand upon children’s attempted answers (Dickinson & Smith, 1994;
Whitehurst et al., 1988; Zevenbergen & Whitehurst, 2003). With respect to
learning with digital media, research has also shown that when an adult
and child are engaging in a media experience together, it supports the
child’s learning by helping them make sense and meaning of an on-screen
situation and apply what they have learned in the future (Takeuchi &
Stevens, 2011). These types of parent-child activities often require minimal
time investment and no specific expertise on the part of the caregiver
(OECD, 2011).
Co-engaging in literacy activities on- and off-screen has benefits for
children and caregivers alike. For example, engaging in these activities can
increase a caregiver’s sense of self-efficacy when they believe that their
actions have helped their child learn (Hoover-Dempsey et al., 2005). Oftentimes, however, family activities centered around developing children’s
English literacy skills are structured around the assumption that the adult
engaging in the activity is a proficient speaker and reader of English. This
is problematic, as 36 million American adults have low English literacy
skills (OECD, 2013) and 65 million people in the United States speak a
language other than English at home (United States Census Bureau, 2019).
Research has shown that in families in which caregivers struggle with
the language of school instruction, the roles of teacher and learner can be
dynamic between caregiver and child (Eksner & Orellana, 2012). At different times during learning activities, the caregiver and child may become
peer-learners, or the child may become the teacher and the caregiver the
student (Eksner & Orellana, 2012). Furthermore, bilingual families may
choose to engage in literacy activities in their home language in order to
ensure the child learns the language and is immersed in the culture of
their family (Lutz, 2008). Research shows that children’s language skills in
their home languages can aid in the development of literacy skills in their
school language (Hammer et al., 2011). Accordingly, parent-child activities
should be adaptable to different languages, accessible to caregivers with
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low literacy levels, supportive of dynamically-changing caregiver and child
roles, and allow families to draw upon their rich cultural backgrounds.
It is easier for caregivers to engage in these activities with their children
when they are up-to-date with what their children are currently learning
outside the home. Since youth coaches often work with children without a
caregiver present, they are responsible for sharing updates about children’s
learning with their caregivers. This practice helps caregivers understand
better what their children are learning and makes it easier for them to
construct a helpful learning environment for their child at home and
co-engage in their learning.
Caregivers can be further motivated to engage in their children’s learning by others (e.g., by teachers), who invite caregivers into the learning
process and actively encourage their involvement (Hoover-Dempsey &
Sandler, 1997). Thus, as they work with children’s families, along with
sharing progress updates, coaches should invite caregivers to engage in
learning activities with their children and support them in this process, as
these activities can help improve children’s learning outcomes, empower
caregivers, and help caregivers learn themselves.

2.2.3

Building relationships and trust with families

The importance of trust existing between the coach and the children and
families they serve cannot be overstated. A core responsibility of coaches
is to form personal connections with children and their families in order
to build a trusting, positive relationship. This trust is integral to coaches’
ability to effectively work with youth and their families. Programs such as
Computer Clubhouse emphasize the importance of trust-building between
youth and program leaders, reflected in their guiding principle to “create
an environment of respect and trust” (Resnick, 2017, p. 109). Programs
that work in-person with families, such as Family Creative Learning (FCL),
encourage their facilitators to build relationships and trust with children
and their families, as familiarity and trust are critical to the openness
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and vulnerability needed to learn new things (Roque, 2016). To build
these relationships, FCL emphasizes the need for in-person activities that
caregivers and children can do with their peers, in order to focus on
connecting with each other and facilitators as individuals, in addition to
as a family unit (Roque, 2016).
Research on in-person program settings with adolescents shows that
when youth trust adult program leaders such as coaches, they are more
likely to be motivated to engage in the program, operationalize leaders’
guidance in their work, and feel a sense of program cohesiveness, among
other benefits (Griffith & Larson, 2016). These program leaders can build
trust with youth through providing support on their projects, responding
to them in situations of vulnerability, aligning their actions with their
goals, and acting in a manner that empowers them as people (Griffith
et al., 2017). However, trust takes time to earn and establish. Youth observe
program leaders over time to determine their trustworthiness (Griffith
et al., 2017).
Most digitally-mediated communication (e.g., text message, email) lacks
access to the non-verbal cues essential to trust-building. Even once trust
is established, these technologies can fail to foster a level of intimacy
(Ensher et al., 2003) that inspires families to communicate about personal
experiences and home environments — information that is vital to helping
coaches contextualize children’s play and tailor feedback. Thus, to establish
these supportive coaching relationships, research suggests that face-to-face
communication is necessary.

2.3

digital technologies used in coaching

In-person coaching has its limitations. Generally speaking, one-on-one inperson coaching is costly and difficult to implement on a large scale (Bloom,
1984). It also requires accounting for logistics such as the availability of
a physical location and commute time, which can make coaching less
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accessible to coaches and students alike. Coaches feedback may be delayed
because students typically have to wait until their next coaching session
to work with their coach (Pellegrini et al., 2015). Additionally, while
students may work on skill development on their own and document their
experience for later review during their coaching session, they may omit
important details that could help their coach understand their learning
process (Pellegrini et al., 2015).
The extent to which a coaching relationship can succeed digitally varies.
While coaching and mentoring differ in their processes, there is overlap
in how coaches and mentors use digital tools to work with learners. In
their survey of online mentoring interventions, Ensher et al. (2003) posit
that digitally-mediated interactions can be “supplemental,” meaning that
they augment the in-person interactions between mentors and students;
“primary,” meaning that they are the primary medium for communication
between mentors and students who also have met at least once in-person;
or “exclusive,” meaning that they are the only medium for communication
between mentors and students who never meet in-person (Ensher et al.,
2003). Primary and supplemental digitally-mediated interactions have also
been used in the school setting to create “blended learning” experiences,
where students engage in both in-person face-to-face learning and online learning experiences (Graham, 2006; T. Wagner & Dintersmith, 2015;
Wojcicki & Izumi, 2015).
There have been new developments in digital face-to-face communication, such as synchronous video conferencing and asynchronous video
messaging, that introduce new possible ways of engaging in digital faceto-face meetings. For example, the Hoot Reading platform allows certified
teachers to coach children’s reading through one-on-one video call sessions
(Hoot Reading Inc., 2020). Additionally, in response to the shift to remote
schooling during the COVID-19 pandemic, new remote coaching and
tutoring platforms and programs are being created and deployed at faster
rates than ever before. However, to the author’s knowledge, these digital
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coaching systems have not yet been studied in comparison to in-person
coaching or blended in-person and digital approaches.
Technology can aid coaches in the coaching process. For instance, computer algorithms can be used to analyze children’s data, identify trends,
and produce helpful visualizations, especially from large amounts of data.
Algorithms can also be used to aid coaches in writing content such as text
updates for families. In fact, these technology-assisted writing tools are
becoming increasingly commonplace. For example, Google’s Gmail uses
Smart Compose, an algorithm that employs machine learning techniques
to predict what users are likely to want to convey as they write emails
and offers to finish users’ sentences (Biersdorfer, 2018). Less complex
technology-assisted writing tools use stock examples sorted into categories. When a user selects a category for the text they want to write, the
algorithm displays a relevant example sentence or phrase that the user can
customize.
However, when studying digitally-mediated coaching interventions, we
need to examine not just the technology coaches use, but also how coaches
use the technology to interact with the children and their families. For
example, Oreopoulos and Petronijevic (2016) explored how coaches in
their digital coaching intervention interacted with students compared to
those participating in an in-person coaching program. They observed that
coaches in the in-person program interacted with their students differently.
These in-person coaches proactively and regularly initiated conversations
with students, worked to establish trust with their students, and kept
records of their past communications with students that allowed them
to follow-up with them about how a previously discussed issue was
resolved—all behaviors that their digital coaching counterparts largely
failed to do.
In a later study, Oreopoulos et al. (2020) found in-person face-to-face
coaching to be effective in improving first-year undergraduate students’
grades and GPAs, while exclusively asynchronous, digitally-mediated
coaching was not. However, the digitally-mediated coaching intervention
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had a positive effect on the students’ sense of belonging at university and
the frequency with which they sought help from others. These findings
suggest that, while in-person face-to-face coaching may be optimal if financially feasible and convenient, asynchronous digitally-mediated coaching
should be explored further, as it may positively affect students’ learning experiences. Furthermore, blended in-person and digital approaches
may help alleviate some of the pain points of fully asynchronous digital
coaching models and deserve further study.
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3.1

COACHING FRAMEWORK AND
COACHING SYSTEM DESIGN

a framework for technology-assisted
coaching for children’s learning

Our framework for technology-assisted coaching (Figure 3.1) draws on the
literature in youth coaching and family engagement practices discussed in
the previous chapter. It takes a blended approach in which coaches first
meet with families in-person to form a relationship and build trust. This
relationship is then extended and maintained virtually. Coaches use digital
tools to engage in four core coaching practices: they analyze children’s inapp activity (Enkenberg, 2001; Gawande, 2011), scaffold children’s learning
(Bruner, 1978; Wood & Wood, 1996), share progress with caregivers, and
invite caregivers to engage in literacy learning experiences with their
children (Fantuzzo et al., 2004; Hoover-Dempsey et al., 2005; Sénéchal &
Young, 2006).
Using this coaching framework as the basis of our system design, we
aimed to create a coaching experience that uses both people and machines
to coach in ways that neither of them could do alone. In essence, we
built “digital power tools” that enable coaches to work with families more
efficiently and effectively at a distance. In this chapter, we will discuss
the design of this coaching system and the human roles and software
technologies within it.
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Establish relationships & trust in-person
Foster relationships & trust digitally

Analyze

Scaffold

Invite

Share

Figure 3.1: Technology-Assisted Coaching Framework: Coaches establish relationships and build trust through in-person meetings with families.
These relationships are then extended and maintained digitally as
coaches use digital tools to engage in four core coaching practices:
they analyze children’s in-app activity, scaffold children’s learning,
share progress with caregivers, and invite caregivers to engage in
literacy learning experiences with their children.

3.2

coaching system design

3.2.1 The coaching loop
During the course of the coaching program, as children play with our
open-ended literacy apps, every tap and click they make on the screen is
recorded, timestamped, and streamed to the Coach Console (Figure 3.2A).
Using custom-built algorithms and visualizations, the console synthesizes
these data into a “summary view” of the child’s play session and a “construction view,” where a coach can look through the process the child
went through as they created something (e.g., word, story) on the screen.

3.2 coaching system design
A coach looks through these summaries and visualizations to analyze
the child’s play. She uses this analysis to send scaffolding in the form
of questions, prompts, and encouragement back to the child’s device
(Figure 3.2B), and to share progress updates and ideas for family activities
with caregivers via text message (Figure 3.2C). Caregivers can reply to
coaches’ text messages and contact their coaches directly via text message
or phone call (Figure 3.2D).
Coaches are supported by coordinators, who are responsible for training
coaches and are on-call to answer their questions, provide feedback and
ideas, help solve issues, and remind them about deadlines via group and
individual text messages throughout the program (Figure 3.2E). Coaches
also support coordinators by surfacing feedback from families and notifying them when issues arise (Figure 3.2F). Each of these roles is outlined
briefly in Figure 3.3.

3.2.2

Technology used to support the coaching loop

Literacy is a complex skill, made up of many components that children
master over the course of their literacy learning process. To focus the
design of our coaching system, we chose to concentrate on coaching a
specific aspect of literacy learning in each iteration of our coaching system.
Our first iteration focuses on coaching children’s phonological processing
and our second on coaching children’s narrative abilities.
We built two literacy apps and two Coach Consoles for these two
iterations. Each app-console pair was designed to help coaches engage in
the core coaching practices outlined in our technology-assisted coaching
framework (Figure 3.1) and was tailored to the needs of the specific literacy
skill they were coaching. The technology used in each iteration of this
system is discussed below.
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A

B
E
C
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D

Figure 3.2: Coaching system design. ( A) As a child plays, all of her play data
are streamed to her coach via the Coach Console. The coach uses
their Coach Console to ( B) send scaffolding back to the child’s device,
and (C ) send text messages to caregivers with progress updates
and ideas for family activities. ( D ) Caregivers can contact coaches
via text message and phone call. Coordinators can see all activity
from children, caregivers, and coaches on the Coach Console. ( E)
They use this visibility to support coaches: They answer questions,
provide feedback and ideas, help solve issues, and remind them
about deadlines via group and individual text messages. ( F ) Coaches
support coordinators by surfacing feedback from families and issues
that arise.

3.3

technology used for coaching phonological processing

3.3.1 SpeechBlocks app
We created the SpeechBlocks literacy app to help coach children’s phonological processing—the ability to use the sounds of English to process
written and spoken forms of the language (R. K. Wagner & Torgesen, 1987).
SpeechBlocks aims to help young children (ages five to eight) develop
their phonological processing through exploration (Sysoev et al., 2017).
In SpeechBlocks, as children pull apart and put together letter blocks
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Child
Plays with open-ended literacy apps
Technology used: Literacy app

Caregiver
Recieves text message updates and family
activites suggestions from their coach.
Technology used: Text message
Caregivers can be any person in a child’s life who
plays a parenting role, such as a parent,
grandparent, older sibling, or guardian.
Coach
Coaches the family (child and caregiver) for the
duration of the program.
Technology used: Coach Console and text
message
Coordinator
Facilitates coach training and supports coaches
throughout the program.
Technology used: Coach Console and text
message

Figure 3.3: The four stakeholders in the coaching system, their roles, and the
technologies they use.

to make real and nonsense words, a speech synthesizer pronounces the
letter sequence using rules of English pronunciation (Figure 3.4). It has a
word drawer, where children can pull out fully-constructed app-generated
words and a letter drawer, where children can pull out letters of the alphabet with which to play. It also has a list of coach-suggested words,
which the app can assist the child in spelling. A walkthrough of the entire
SpeechBlocks app can be found in Appendix H.
We designed SpeechBlocks to document each user action for later analysis by a coach. To do this, all actions are captured, time-stamped, and
streamed to the Coach Console. Coaches are asked to login to the Coach
Console three times a week to engage in the core coaching practices, and
the Console sends them automated reminders to do so. We discuss each
of these practices below and demonstrate how a coach engages in them
using the SpeechBlocks Coach Console.
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A

D

C

B
Figure 3.4: SpeechBlocks app. Children can ( A) pull apart and put together
letter blocks to spell real or nonsense words on the SpeechBlocks
canvas, drag ( B) letters of the alphabet from the “letter drawer” onto
the canvas and (C ) premade app-generated words from the “word
drawer.” Children can save their word constructions by dragging
them back into this “word drawer.” ( D ) They can also tap on the stars
to hear the suggested words and open-ended prompt sent to them
by their coach. The app reads the prompt and words aloud, and can
assist the child in spelling the words.

3.3.2 SpeechBlocks Coach Console
An overview of the SpeechBlocks Coach Console’s user flow is shown in
Figure 3.5. Each of these screens will be discussed in detail in the sections
below. The SpeechBlocks Coach Console was designed as a mobile website,
with a mobile-first approach, and was also available for coaches to use
on larger computer screens as well. As there is no difference in features
or their relative locations between the web and mobile versions (just a
difference in the feature’s size), we illustrate our discussion below with
screenshots of the mobile version of the console.
When coaches login to the SpeechBlocks Console, they see an overview
of all of the families they coach, with individual sections for each child
and caregiver on the home screen (Figure 3.6). A pink dot to the left hand
side of a child’s name indicates to the coach that there is new activity from
this child (e.g., new SpeechBlocks play) that the coach has not yet seen.
Similarly, a blue dot on the left hand side of a caregiver’s name indicates
that there is new activity from this caregiver (e.g., a new message).
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COACH INFO

OVERVIEW

LOGIN

HOME

MESSAGE

SHARE

REVIEW & SEND

SCAFFOLD

A N A LY Z E

Figure 3.5: SpeechBlocks Coach Console’s user flow.

3.3.2.1

Analyzing children’s play

The first step a coach takes for each child they coach is to analyze their
new SpeechBlocks play (i.e., all of the child’s play since the coach’s last
interaction with the family). To enable this analysis, we show coaches
a “snapshot view” of the SpeechBlocks words the child created, a “construction view” where they can delve into the process of how the child
constructed each word, and an “overview” where they can see trends in
the child’s playtime and wordplay over time.
Children’s SpeechBlocks play is algorithmically annotated and displayed
in the snapshot view. This annotation is done on the individual word level.
Each word is annotated to show how it was created (i.e., if the child constructed it letter-by-letter or by combining fully-constructed app-generated
words) and its linguistic attributes (e.g., is it an English word, a complete
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Figure 3.6: SpeechBlocks Coach Console home screen.

reversal of a word, or a nonsense word pronounceable in English?) (Figure 3.7A). Only the annotations relevant to the child’s SpeechBlocks level
are displayed for the coach. Details on SpeechBlocks levels and how they
were determined are in Appendix A.
The construction view shows the process of how SpeechBlocks words
are created, and the feedback the child received from the app during play.
For the SpeechBlocks construction view, we use a modified version of the
PlayTree data visualization to show the process of how children created
words and heard auditory feedback during their play (Soltangheis, 2017).
This helps coaches understand children’s intentionality and expertise level
in forming words. For example, Figure 3.7B shows a child splitting the
word APPLE into APPL and E and merging the words APPL and E into
APPLE.
The overview screen highlights trends in a child’s playtime and wordplay. The coach can see their daily playtime, what letters they have used
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Figure 3.7: The Analyze Tab for the SpeechBlocks Coach Console. ( A) Snapshot
view of words created during a child’s SpeechBlocks play, according
to their SpeechBlocks level. ( B) Construction view, with a PlayTree
visualization of the child’s SpeechBlocks play. When a child (1) drags
blocks onto the screen, (2) puts blocks together, (3) or splits blocks
apart, new nodes appear on the PlayTree. When a child hears auditory
feedback from SpeechBlocks, (4) a new blue line appears showing
what the child heard. When a child saves a word to the word drawer,
(5) a heart appears to show that the word has been saved.

at least one in their play, and “goal progress” towards popular linguistic
attributes and construction patterns used in the child’s play (Figure 3.8).
These are derived from the algorithmic annotations mentioned above in
Figure 3.7A.
3.3.2.2

Scaffolding children’s learning

The next step in the coaching process is to scaffold children’s learning. In
the Coach Console, coaches can scaffold learning experiences for children
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Figure 3.8: The Overview Screen for the SpeechBlocks Coach Console.

by sending words back to the children’s SpeechBlocks devices along with
open-ended prompts (Figure 3.9). These words and prompts appear on
the child’s device (Figure 3.10). This scaffolding not only allows coaches
to help children spell difficult words, but also allows coaches to build
upon children’s play and expand their sphere of exploration on related
topics of interest. For example, one coach sent the words FRENCH FRIES
and BURGER to a child’s app along with the prompt, “It sounds like you
had a fun spring break! You talked a lot about where you ate. What are
your favorite foods? I like french fries and burgers!” In response, the child
made the words APPLES, TURKEY, and CHICKEN NUGGETS in her
SpeechBlocks app.

3.3 technology used for coaching phonological processing

Figure 3.9: The Scaffold Tab for the SpeechBlocks Coach Console. A coach can
add up to four suggested words at a time, keep track of if the child
has spelled them and how long they have been on a child’s device,
and remove old words to make space for new ones. They can also
add a prompt that will be read aloud by the speech synthesizer when
the child opens the scaffolded words on their SpeechBlocks device,
and they can track the past words and prompts they have sent to the
child.

3.3.2.3

Sharing children’s progress with caregivers and inviting caregivers
to engage in literacy learning experiences with their children

Next, coaches compose a caregiver update. To do this, a coach chooses
a category of play for the caregiver update (Figure 3.11A). These categories, created based on examples of past SpeechBlocks play, are: invented
spelling, favorite words, repeated words, backwards spelling, sentence
formation, plural words, common sounds, names, characters, rearranged
words, and “other” (for play that does not fit a category).
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A

B

Figure 3.10: SpeechBlocks suggested words and prompts. When the child opens
the app, they see a flashing star, indicating that the coach has sent
new words and/or a new prompt. ( A) When they click on the star,
the suggested words bar opens and the prompt is read aloud by the
speech synthesizer. ( B) Children can click on individual stars within
the bar, and SpeechBlocks’ built-in algorithm will help them spell
the word sound by sound.

As the coach selects a category, an example sentence appears (Figure 3.11B), which the coach can swap and customize to avoid repetition
(Figure 3.11C). The console also prompts a coach to send a “lack of activity” update if the child has not played with SpeechBlocks in over one
week. When composing updates, coaches also have access to a historical
view of past caregiver updates so they can note trends and view their
communication with the caregiver related to their child’s SpeechBlocks
play (Figure 3.11E).
The last step of the coaching process is to provide invitations for family
engagement to caregivers. To do this, at least once a week, coaches include
a short (less than 5-minute) activity in their caregiver updates that the
caregiver and child can do together either on or off the app based on the
child’s past play. They then indicate in the console that the update contains
an activity (Figure 3.11D). These activity suggestions are designed to invite
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Figure 3.11: The Share Tab for the SpeechBlocks Coach Console. ( A) Dropdown
list of update categories. ( B) When coaches select a category, it
pre-populates the textbox where they compose a caregiver update
with an example sentence for the category. (C ) Coaches can change
the example sentence using the refresh button, and ( D ) can mark if
an update contains a suggestion for a family activity or is directed
towards a specific learning goal. ( E) Coaches have access to a history
of their past caregiver updates.

caregivers to co-engage in literacy learning activities with their children
and provide them support in this process.
For example, one SpeechBlocks coach sent the following caregiver update and activity: “Sofia1 created the word HIPPOBIRD, which is a fun
combination of two animals to make a compound word! For a fun activity,
you could try to think of more silly animal combinations together, and
draw out what they might look like!” The caregiver replied: “Cute idea!
She loves being silly :) Thanks again!” acknowledging that she liked the
coach’s suggested activity and thought it was relevant to her daughter’s
interests.
Once coaches finish writing their caregiver update and adding their
SpeechBlocks suggested words and prompts, they are taken to the review
1 To protect the identity of the individuals, pseudonyms are used for all study participants
(children, caregivers, and coaches) throughout this dissertation.
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Figure 3.12: The Review Tab for the SpeechBlocks Coach Console. This gives
coaches an opportunity to review what they are sending to children
and caregivers before they send it. When they click “schedule,” the
caregiver update is scheduled to be sent out at 5 p.m. on the closest
upcoming Monday, Wednesday, or Friday and the SpeechBlocks
words and prompt are immediately sent to the child’s device.

screen, where they can review everything they are sending to children
and caregivers before sending it (Figure 3.12). Once they click “schedule,”
the SpeechBlocks words and prompt are immediately sent to the child’s
device and the caregiver update is scheduled to be sent out at 5 p.m. on
the closest upcoming Monday, Wednesday, or Friday. Caregiver updates
are scheduled to be sent at these times to allow coaches to write these text
messages at any time without worrying about sending the messages at
times that are inappropriate for contacting families (i.e., not late at night).

3.3 technology used for coaching phonological processing

3.3.2.4

Direct correspondence with caregivers

Coaches and caregivers can directly communicate with each other through
text message and phone call. For caregivers, it is as simple as replying to a
coach’s text message or calling their coach’s phone number. All coaches
and caregivers are given masked phone numbers to protect their privacy,
such that no personal contact information needs to be exchanged between
coaches and families.
For coaches, their communication is streamlined through the caregiver
messaging screen in the console, so that they can see all of their communication with caregivers in one place (Figure 3.13). This screen shows
coaches a record of all of their communication with a given caregiver:
text message updates and ad hoc messages sent, caregiver replies, system
reminders, and phone calls back and forth, and they are able to make
calls and send messages to caregivers directly from this screen. When the
console receives a caregiver reply, an automated text message is sent to
the coach from the console with the contents of the message and a prompt
to login to the console to reply. Coaches often use this messaging screen of
the SpeechBlocks Coach Console to send out reminders, schedule check-in
phone calls with caregivers, and solicit feedback about their coaching if
they were unable to reach caregivers by phone.
3.3.2.5

Access to coach resources

To make all coaching materials accessible in one place, the console has a
coach user page (Figure 3.14). On this page, along with the typical user
actions (e.g., logout and reset password), coaches can access resources
such as a PDF version of the SpeechBlocks Coach Handbook, a list of
technical FAQs, and the Google Hangout permalink for coach-coordinator
check-ins (see Sections 3.5 and 3.6 for more details).
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Figure 3.13: The Caregiver Messaging Screen of the SpeechBlocks Coach Console.
On this screen, coaches can see all of their text-message and phone
call history with caregivers (both scheduled caregiver updates and
ad hoc text messages), send text messages, and make phone calls to
the caregiver.

3.4

technology used for coaching narrative
skills

3.4.1 StoryBlocks app
As children grow older, they progress from spelling words to creating stories. In line with this progression, StoryBlocks aims to help older children
(ages six to ten) develop their narrative skills (Figure 3.15). In StoryBlocks,
a child can make comic-book style stories. They can write character dialogue, add audio narration, spell words to search for items to put into
their scene, and arrange the background, characters, and items to create

3.4 technology used for coaching narrative skills

Figure 3.14: The Coach User Page of the SpeechBlocks Coach Console.

a cohesive narrative. There are three main characters that children can
use in their StoryBlocks stories, Boo, Kiwi, and Lem, shown in orange,
green, and yellow respectively in Figure 3.15. We designed these characters in collaboration with Sesame Workshop. A walkthrough of the entire
StoryBlocks app can be found in Appendix H.
We designed StoryBlocks to document each user action for later analysis
by a coach. To do this, all actions are captured, time-stamped, and streamed
to the StoryBlocks Coach Console. Coaches are asked to login to the Coach
Console three times a week to engage in the core coaching practices, and
the Console sends them automated reminders to do so. We discuss each
of these practices below and demonstrate how a coach engages in them
using the StoryBlocks Coach Console.
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Figure 3.15: StoryBlocks app main screen. In each frame of their story, children
can ( A) add the characters Boo (orange), Kiwi (green), and Lem
(yellow) and set their emotions, ( B) pull in speech bubbles and
insert dialogue in the bubbles, (C ) spell words to search for items to
add to their scene, ( D ) set the scene’s background, and add audio
narration for each frame.

3.4.2 StoryBlocks Coach Console
An overview of the StoryBlocks Coach Console’s user flow is shown in
Figure 3.16. Each of these screens will be discussed in detail in the sections
below.
When a coach logs into the StoryBlocks Coach Console, they see an
overview of the new activity from the families they coach on the home
screen (Figure 3.17). The children are shown as individual cards, colorcoded according to family, and the caregivers are shown on the righthand side. Notification dots are used to indicate new activity (e.g., new
StoryBlocks play, new caregiver messages) that the coach has not seen.
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Figure 3.16: StoryBlocks Coach Console’s user flow.
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Figure 3.17: StoryBlocks Coach Console home screen.

3.4.2.1

Analyzing children’s play

For each child they coach, the first step a coach takes is to analyze their
new StoryBlocks play (i.e., all the stories a child worked on since the
coach’s last interaction with the family). To aid coaches in this analysis, we
show them a “snapshot view” of the current state of the StoryBlocks story
the child created, a “construction view” where they can delve into the
process of how the child constructed each story frame, and an overview
where they can see trends in playtime and story elements.
StoryBlocks play is algorithmically annotated and displayed in the snapshot view (Figure 3.18A-2). This is done at the individual story level.
The text of speech bubbles is annotated to highlight text-based story features such as emotional language, verb tenses, punctuation, and sight
words used. Children’s StoryBlocks levels are used to determine which
sight words are applicable for their literacy level (see details on children’s
StoryBlocks levels and how they were determined in Appendix A). The
story’s metadata (e.g., background image name, characters’ facial emotions) are also annotated to display story features such as setting, number
of characters and items present, and story length.

3.4 technology used for coaching narrative skills
However, due to the complexity of children’s StoryBlocks stories, algorithms alone can not distill a holistic view of the important components
of children’s stories, as aspects such as story genre, emotional tone, and
plot twists cannot be easily identified algorithmically. Screenshots of each
frame of the story are also displayed to provide coaches with a visual of the
most recent version of the child’s story (Figure 3.18A-1) and coaches are
asked to supplement the StoryBlocks snapshot view by adding annotations
as they review the child’s story (Figure 3.18A-3).
The construction view shows the process of how StoryBlocks stories
are created, and the feedback the child received from the app during play.
This is done through providing the coach with a timelapse sequence of
screenshots depicting each user action a child made as they created their
story (Figure 3.18B).
The overview tab highlights trends in a child’s playtime and story
creation process over the program’s duration. The coach can see their daily
playtime and trends in story features, which are derived from a mixture of
algorithmic annotations and coach’s manual annotations mentioned above
(Figure 3.19). For in-depth information on how we developed these story
trends and overview visualizations, please see (Woolf, 2020).
3.4.2.2

Scaffolding children’s learning

The next step in the coaching process is to scaffold children’s learning. In
the StoryBlocks Coach Console, coaches can scaffold learning experiences
for children by sending “Story Stickies” back to the children’s devices
(Figure 3.20). These digital Post-It-style notes allow coaches to share comments, questions, and feedback with children by attaching the stickies
directly to children’s stories. Children can edit their stories to respond to
coaches’ stickies. For example, after reading a child’s story about how she
was trying to help a school of fish escape from a shark and then had a
change of heart and decided to catch the fish for dinner instead, her coach
sent a sticky note that said: “What a creative plot twist! Boo’s decision to
eat the fish really surprised me! What happens next?” The child replied by
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Figure 3.18: The Analyze Tab for the StoryBlocks Coach Console. ( A) Snapshot
view containing (1) screenshots of the most recent version of the
story, (2) algorithmically annotated data on the story, and (3) a form
for coaches’ story annotations. ( B) Construction view of a time-lapse
progression of the child’s story creation process.

adding a conclusion to the story, where Boo (the main character) is back
at his house cooking the fish he caught for dinner.
3.4.2.3 Sharing children’s progress with caregivers and inviting caregivers
to engage in literacy learning experiences with their children
The next step in the coaching process is to compose a caregiver update. To
do this, a coach chooses a category of play for the caregiver update. These
categories (Figure 3.21A), created based on standardized metrics, such as
the Massachusetts English Language Arts and Literacy Standards (Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, 2017) and
the Test of Narrative Language Second Edition (Gillam & Pearson, 2017),
and academic frameworks (Bruner, 1991; Engel, 1995) are: theme, meaning
and plot, emotionality, story type, genre, perspective, problem, action and
attempt, complete story, coherent sequence, sentence fluency, story detail,
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Figure 3.19: The Overview Tab for the StoryBlocks Coach Console.

story grammar, word choice and conventions, creativity, expanded stories,
and “other” (for play that does not fit a category).
As the coach selects a category, a randomly-selected sentence starter
appears (Figure 3.21B), which the coach can swap and customize to avoid
repetition (Figure 3.21C). The console also prompts a coach to send a “lack
of activity” update if the child has not played with StoryBlocks in over one
week. When composing updates, coaches also have access to a historical
view of past caregiver updates so they can note trends and view their
communication with the caregiver related to their child’s StoryBlocks play
(Figure 3.21E).
The last step of the coaching process is to provide explicit invitations
for involvement to caregivers. To do this, at least once a week, coaches
include a short (less than 5-minute) activity in their caregiver updates that
the caregiver and child can do together either on or off the app based on
the child’s past StoryBlocks play (Figure 3.21D). These activity suggestions
are designed to invite caregivers to co-engage in literacy learning activities
with their children and provide them support in this process.
For example, one StoryBlocks coach who coached multiple children
from the same family sent the following caregiver update and activity:
“Ian has done such a wonderful job setting up his ’Boo meets Downtown’
trilogy! He seems ready to move on to the next story, but I’d love to know
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Figure 3.20: The Scaffold Tab for the StoryBlocks Coach Console. ( A) A coach
can add and remove stickies directly to stories’ frames and ( B) listen
to how they will sound being read aloud by the speech synthesizer
on the child’s StoryBlocks device. They can also see a list of all the
past stickies added to an individual story.

how the trilogy will end! Since both Isa and Ian are telling stories about
downtown, it might be fun to have them share their stories together. You
could have them each pretend to be the characters in their stories and
take turns asking each other what kind of problems their characters face
downtown, and what they can do about them!” The caregiver replied:
“That’s a good idea!! Also downtown b/c [because] that’s where we go
a lot,” acknowledging that she liked the coach’s suggested activity and
sharing some useful context about the family with the coach.
Once coaches finish writing their caregiver update and adding their
StoryBlocks stickies, they are taken to the review screen, where they can
review everything they are sending to children and caregivers before
sending it (Figure 3.22). When they click “send,” the StoryBlocks stickies
are immediately sent to the child’s device. When they click “schedule,”
the caregiver update is scheduled to be sent out at 5 p.m. on the closest
upcoming Monday, Wednesday, or Friday. Updates are scheduled to be
sent at these times to allow coaches to write these text messages at any
time without worrying about sending the messages at times that are
inappropriate for contacting families (i.e., not late at night).

3.4 technology used for coaching narrative skills
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Figure 3.21: The Share Tab for the StoryBlocks Coach Console. ( A) Dropdown
list of update categories. ( B) When coaches select a category, it prepopulates the textbox where they compose a caregiver update with
a randomly-selected sentence starter for the topic. (C ) Coaches can
change the sentence starter using the refresh button. ( D ) Coaches
can add a suggestion for a family activity to the text message update.
( E) Coaches have access to a history of their past caregiver updates.

3.4.2.4

Direct correspondence with caregivers

Coaches and caregivers can directly communicate with each other through
text message and phone call. For caregivers, it is as simple as replying to
a coach’s text message or calling their coach phone number. All coaches
and caregivers are given masked phone numbers to protect their privacy,
such that no personal contact information needs to be exchanged between
coaches and families.
For coaches, their communication is streamlined through the caregiver
messaging screen in the console, so that they can see all of their communication with caregivers in one place (Figure 3.23). This screen shows
coaches a record of all of their communication with a given caregiver:
text message updates and ad hoc messages sent, caregiver replies, system
reminders, and phone calls back and forth, and they are able to make
calls and send messages to caregivers directly from this screen. When the
console receives a caregiver reply, an automated text message is sent to the
coach from the console with the contents of the message and a prompt to
login to the console to reply. Coaches can also use this messaging screen of
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Schedule your update:
SCHEDULE

Figure 3.22: The Review Tab for the StoryBlocks Coach Console. This gives
coaches an opportunity to review what they are sending to children
and caregivers before they send it. When they click “schedule,” the
caregiver update is scheduled to be sent out at 5 p.m. on the closest
upcoming Monday, Wednesday, or Friday. When they click “send,”
the StoryBlocks stickies are immediately sent to the child’s device.

the StoryBlocks Coach Console to send out reminders and solicit feedback
about their coaching by asking caregivers questions via text message.
3.4.2.5 Access to coach resources
To make all coaching materials accessible in one place, the console has a
coach user page (Figure 3.24). On this page, along with the typical user
actions (e.g., logout and reset password), coaches can see their coach phone
number, and access the PDF version of the StoryBlocks Coach Handbook,
the Google Hangout for coach-coordinator check-ins, the coach group chat
channel, and report technical issues to the research team (see Sections 3.5
and 3.6 for more details).

3.5 coach training and coach-coordinator communication

Add text here...
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Figure 3.23: The Caregiver Messaging Screen of the StoryBlocks Coach Console.

Figure 3.24: The Coach User Page of the StoryBlocks Coach Console.

3.5

coach training and coach-coordinator
communication

Before any digital coaching begins, all coaches participate in a full-day
coach training, where they are introduced to the coach role and the coaching tools and processes discussed above. During these training sessions,
the coordinators conduct the training using activities and reference information from our program’s coach handbooks (Hershman et al., 2019;
Hershman, Nazare, & Roy, 2018). Coaches are also given access to test
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Figure 3.25: Photos of coaches and families meeting in-person at our program
workshops. ( Le f t) Coach and family talking at a program workshop in the 2018 Greenville Study. ( Right) Coach and child playing
together at a program workshop in 2019 Learning Loops Study.

accounts where they can play around with the apps and practice using the
Coach Consoles.
Coaches can keep their handbooks and test accounts, along with their
notes, after the training for reference. During the digital coaching program,
coordinators check in with coaches via video conference call every other
week, and coaches are connected in a group chat, where they can ask
questions and get feedback from coordinators and other coaches quickly
throughout the program.

3.6

in-person meetings and digital check-ins

Prior to digital coaching, coaches meet with families in-person to start
forming a relationship and building trust (Figure 3.25). This relationship
is then extended and maintained virtually throughout the digital coaching
program.
During their in-person meetings, coaches engage with families in a oneto-one or small group setting. They share with families their motivation
for becoming a coach, and a bit about their background and hobbies, and
ask children and families to do the same. As children and families share,
coaches ask questions, take notes, and follow up with ideas to build on the
children’s and families’ interests. For example, one SpeechBlocks coach,

3.6 in-person meetings and digital check-ins
upon learning that the child she was coaching loved watching professional wrestling, started discussing ideas for wrestling-related activities,
such as learning to spell SMACKDOWN and RING, with him and his
grandmother.
We design the interactions between coach and family to be relational
in focus. At the initial in-person workshop, families save virtual contact
cards containing coaches’ phone numbers, names, and headshots to their
cell phone contact lists, and are given physical magnets with their coaches’
contact information. Coaches also save contact cards containing caregivers’
phone numbers, names, and their children’s names, for each individual
caregiver they coach. In the age of spam calls and messages, these contact
cards help serve as an important reminder that, first and foremost, this
is a real person that is messaging them, and second, that the message is
coming from a friendly face they know.
As they coach, every four weeks, coaches check-in by phone call or
text message with caregivers. During these check-ins, they ask caregivers
about how their family is enjoying the coaching experience, inquire about
upcoming events (e.g. a child’s birthday, upcoming family trip) that could
help them tailor new activity suggestions, and request feedback on what
they could be doing better to support the child and family in their literacy
learning experience. The coach then works to include this new information
and feedback into their coaching practice during the next four-week cycle,
with the aim of creating a feedback loop with caregivers where they can
visibly see their suggestions incorporated into and helping improve the
coaching process for their family.
This concludes the outline of our coaching system’s design presented in
this chapter. We discussed the coaching loop, as well as the human roles,
support structures, and digital technologies used in the system to allow
coaches to coach children’s phonological processing and narrative skills
asynchronously and remotely. In the next chapter, we will discuss how
we studied this coaching system design, detailing the research questions
asked, setup of, and data collected from multiple studies.
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4.1

E X P E R I M E N TA L M E T H O D O LO GY

research questions and overview of
studies

To evaluate our coaching system, we pose the following research questions:
1. Were coaches able to successfully fulfill the coaching role we asked
them to do?
2. Is this coaching system effective in coaching children’s literacy learning and empowering families to support their children’s learning
process?
3. When designing such a coaching system, what tools, training, and
support do coaches need to be successful and grow in their role?
To explore these questions, we took a design-based research approach:
designing, building, and iteratively studying the system’s design (Easterday et al., 2014) over the course of three research studies with 14 coaches
and 101 children from 83 families in total. An overview of these all three
studies is shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Overview of coaching system studies.
Study I: Initial Coaching System Pilot
Study type:

Formative pilot study

Year:

2017

Location:

Roxbury, Massachusetts, USA

Duration

Approximately 10 weeks

Coaching
system:

A limited initial version of the SpeechBlocks coaching
system

Study overview:

Study focused on studying how we can create a coaching
system that helps support caregivers’ engagement in their
children’s literacy learning process.

Families:

Nine families composed of 16 children and 11 caregivers
in total participated. The largest number of participants
in one family was four people, with a median size of
three people. The children’s ages ranged from four to
ten years old. Nine caregivers were female and two were
male. Seven received coach correspondence in English
and two in Spanish. We had a 100% retention of families.

Coaches:

Three coaches participated. All had backgrounds as graduate students in education-related fields and were researchers on the project. We had a 100% retention of
coaches.

Coordinators:

There were no coordinators.
Study II: Greenville (GV) Study

Study type:

Randomized control trial (RCT) study

Year:

2018

Location:

Greenville, North Carolina, USA

Duration

Approximately 8 weeks

Coaching
system:

SpeechBlocks coaching system
(Continued on next page)

4.1 research questions and overview of studies

Study overview:

Study focused on studying if our coaching system is
effective in coaching children’s literacy learning and empowering families to support their children’s learning
process.

Families:

Sixty families participated, 31 families in the treatment
condition and 29 families in the control condition. There
were 64 children and 71 caregivers in total. The largest
number of participants in one family was four people,
with a median size of two people. The children’s ages
ranged from five to eight years old. Fifty-nine caregivers
were female and 12 were male. All families received coach
correspondence in English. We had a 100% retention of
families who enrolled in the study.

Coaches:

Six coaches participated. All coaches were current Speech
Language Pathology graduate students. We had a 100%
retention of coaches.

Coordinators:

There were two coordinators, who were both researchers
on the project and had been coaches previously for the
“Initial Coaching System Pilot” study.
Learning Loops (LL) Study

Study type:

Formative pilot study

Year:

2019

Location:

Roxbury, Massachusetts, USA

Duration

Approximately 8 weeks

Coaching
tem:

sys-

StoryBlocks coaching system

Study overview:

Study focused on how the coaching system can be
adapted to coach children’s narrative development.

Families:

Fourteen families composed of 21 children and 18 caregivers in total participated. The largest number of participants in one family was four people, with a median size
of three people. The children’s ages ranged from five to
ten years old. Fourteen caregivers were female and four
were male. All families received coach correspondence
in English. We had an 88% retention of families who
enrolled in the study.
(Continued on next page)
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Coaches:

Five coaches participated. All had backgrounds in education: two were current graduate students in Speech Language Pathology, two were current graduate students in
education, and one had prior industry experience working with children and families. We had a 100% retention
of coaches.

Coordinators:

There were two coordinators, who were both researchers
on the project, and one of which had been a coach previously for the “Initial Coaching System Pilot” study.

4.2

study i: initial coaching system pilot

The initial coaching system pilot study run in 2017 served as the foundation
for this dissertation work. However, the initial system design did not
enable coaches to engage in all of the core coaching practices outlined
in the technology-assisted coaching framework, as its main focus was on
supporting caregivers’ engagement in their children’s literacy learning
process (Hershman, Nazare, Sysoev, et al., 2018; Nazare et al., 2018).
We include it here because this study has helped us learn about how to
improve our coaching tools and refine our coaching process (Figure 4.1).
For example, through this initial pilot, we learned that coaches wanted to
(1) decrease the time they spent manually analyzing children’s play data
and increase the play analysis automatically done by the coaching tools,

Figure 4.1: ( Le f t) Families learning how to use SpeechBlocks at the pilot study’s
pre-workshop. ( Right) The prototype of the Coach Console used by
coaches during the pilot.

4.3 study ii: greenville (gv) study
(2) directly scaffold learning experiences for children they coached, and

(3) communicate individually with the caregivers they coached, rather
than sending caregiver messages from a collective, multi-person “coaching
team.”
We used these learnings from how coaches used our initial coaching
system to inform the next iteration of both the coach’s role definition
and the coaching tools needed to support the coach in fulfilling their role.
However, the remainder of this dissertation, we focus on the latter two
coaching systems and the studies associated with them.

4.3

study ii: greenville (gv) study

4.3.1

Study design

Building on our initial pilot study of the coaching system, the main goal
of the Greenville (GV) Study was to conduct a randomized control trial to
explore how effective the coaching system is at coaching children’s literacy
learning and empowering families to support their children’s learning
process. To do this, we examined how the coaching system affected the
products of children’s SpeechBlocks play and caregivers’ perceptions of
and engagement in children’s learning through play.
All of the work on the GV Study was conducted in collaboration with
Anneli Woolf, Heather Pierce, James Gray, Ivan Sysoev, Martin Saveski,
Sneha Makini, Eric Chu, Marc Exposito, Marianna Walker (Co-PI), and
Deb Roy (Co-PI). All study protocols were approved by MIT’s and East
Carolina University’s Institutional Review Boards.
We posed the following hypotheses for the GV Study: With respect to
caregivers, we hypothesized that caregivers who have access to a coach
while their children play with the SpeechBlocks app will:
1. Be more aware of their children’s SpeechBlocks play;
2. Report more learning moments in their children’s SpeechBlocks play;
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3. And co-engage more in their children’s SpeechBlocks play than those
without a coach will.
With respect to children, we hypothesized that children whose families
have access to a coach while they play with the SpeechBlocks app will:
1. Play with SpeechBlocks more frequently and have longer SpeechBlocks play sessions;
2. And have more varied types of words in their SpeechBlocks play
than those without a coach will.
We pre-registered these hypotheses, the study methodology, and the
analysis plan before the study began. Our pre-registration plan can be
found at https://aspredicted.org/nd44x.pdf.
Sixty families participated in the GV Study. Among these 60 families,
there were 64 children who were between ages 5 and 8 and participated in
the study. Of these children:
1. 50% were female and 50% were male;
2. 36% of the children were 5 years-old, 20% were 6 years-old, 27%
were 7 years-old, and 17% were 8 years-old at the start of the study.
Of the 60 families that participated in the study:
1. 85% spoke only English and 15% spoke English and another language. (The languages spoken were Spanish, Hindi, Arabic, Bengali,
Dutch, and American Sign Language);
2. 100% of families were comfortable receiving communication in English;
3. 13% of families reported that some college was the highest educational degree completed by an adult in the home, 37% reported a
Bachelor’s degree, 25% reported a Master’s degree, and 25% reported
advanced graduate work or a Ph.D.

4.3 study ii: greenville (gv) study
Seventy-one caregivers from these families participated in the study.
Fifty-nine caregivers were female and 12 were male. The largest number
of participants in one family was four people, with a median size of two
people. All families received coach correspondence in English.
The families were recruited through one of six recruitment sites in
the Greenville, North Carolina area: Four different branches of an afterschool program spread throughout the city, a K-12 private school, and the
community at East Carolina University, a publicly-funded state university.
Greenville, North Carolina has a population of 91,000 people (United
States Census Bureau, 2019). Of Greenville residents 25 years of age or
older, 8% have less than a high school degree, 21% have a high school
degree or GED, 33% have some college or an Associate’s degree, 24% have a
Bachelor’s degree, and 15% have a graduate or professional degree (United
States Census Bureau, 2019). In the group of families that volunteered for
this study, there was an over-representation of families with postgraduate
degrees (50% of families in the study in comparison to the 15% of people in
the greater Greenville population), and an underrepresentation of families
without a bachelor’s degree (13% as opposed to the 62% of people in the
greater Greenville area).
Most of Greenville’s residents are White (54%) or African American
(38%) (Figure 4.2). As we did not collect race and ethnicity demographic
information from our study participants directly, we use the demographics
of Greenville from the American Community Survey (ACS) five-year
estimates (collected between 2014 and 2018) to provide some partial context
on the demographics of our study participants (United States Census
Bureau, 2019).
Six graduate students studying to be clinical Speech Language Pathologists (SLPs) served as the volunteer coaches for the study. Each coach
coached between four and six children for the study’s full duration. All of
the coaches were female, with an average age of 24 years-old and a median
age of 23 years-old. As 96.3% of certified SLPs in the United States are
women (American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2019), the fact
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ACS Race Data

ACS Ethnic Origin Data

Figure 4.2: Race and ethnicity demographic information for Greenville, North
Carolina from the American Community Survey five-year estimates
collected between 2014 and 2018 (United States Census Bureau, 2019).
Greenville, North Carolina is defined as Census Designated Place
28080 (Greenville City).

that the SLP students who volunteered were all women was not surprising.
All but one coach had prior experience working with children and families
in formal or informal settings (e.g., babysitting, camp counseling, assistant
teaching, working at a daycare, clinical internship). At the end of the
study’s completion, all coaches received a certificate attesting that they
had volunteered as a coach.
There were two experimental conditions in this study: treatment and
control. Families were unaware that there were two experimental conditions throughout the study.
1. In the treatment condition, families were assigned a coach, whom
they met in-person at the study pre-workshop. This coach’s job
was to analyze and scaffold in-app literacy learning experiences
for children by sending new words and prompts, share interesting
learning moments from children’s SpeechBlocks play with caregivers
via text message between one and three times a week (depending
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on the amount of play), and add a family activity idea based on the
child’s on-screen play in these text messages once a week.
2. In the control condition, caregivers received weekly automated
“coaching tips.” These tips were text messages containing generic
ideas for activities families could do together using SpeechBlocks.
On the same weekly cycle, children received three generic suggested
words. These words were pre-selected from wordlists according to
children’s SpeechBlocks level on a literacy pre-assessment (see Appendix A for details). All automated communication with families is
shown in Appendix F.
To assign families to these two experimental conditions, we used clusterrandomized assignment with blocking. Each cluster was a family and
blocks consisted of clusters that were similar to each other. The unit of
randomization was a cluster (i.e., a family) so that children from the
same family are, by design, always assigned to the same experimental
condition. Randomizing within each block allowed us to make sure that the
treatment and control groups are very similar on all relevant pretreatment
characteristics. Originally, 31 families were assigned to the treatment
condition and 31 families to the control condition using this method.
However, two families that were assigned a condition did not enroll in
the study (i.e., did not attend the pre-workshop). Thus, 31 families were
enrolled in the study’s treatment condition and 29 in the control condition
(see robustness and randomization checks in Appendix C for more details).
Prior to the study’s start, at the study pre-workshop, each child received
an Android phone with the SpeechBlocks app and a cellular data plan. For
families in the treatment condition, they met their coaches in-person at this
time in approximately 15-minute one-on-one time slots. In these meetings,
along with introducing themselves and exchanging contact information
with families, coaches asked questions about the child’s interests and
showed the child how to use SpeechBlocks. Caregivers left the workshop
with the coaches’ contact information saved to their phone and physical
magnets containing the coaches’ contact info.
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Figure 4.3: ( Le f t) An example of the word journals children received in their
goody bags at the GV post-study workshops. ( Right) At the GV poststudy workshop for the treatment condition, families celebrated and
did SpeechBlocks-related arts and crafts activities with their coaches.
In this photo, a coach plays a game with two children she coached.

The study was concluded with two post-study workshops—one per
condition. At these workshops, families returned their SpeechBlocks devices, celebrated the conclusion of the study, played games, received goody
bags with magnets of their SpeechBlocks word clouds (Figure 4.3), and
participated in interviews. In the treatment-condition workshop, coaches
attended and celebrated with families as well (Figure 4.3).
Children were administered subtests of two standardized assessments
prior to the study’s start and after its conclusion. These tests were the
Phonological Awareness subtest from the Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing Second Edition (CTOPP-2) (R. Wagner et al., 2013), which
we used to assess children’s phonological awareness, and the Grapheme
Matching, Homophone Choice, and Sight Spelling subtests from the Test
of Orthographic Competence (TOC) (Mather et al., 2008), which we used
to assess children’s spelling. The results of the pre-assessments were used
to align the automated play analytics with children’s literacy skills by
determining their SpeechBlocks level (see Appendix A for details on app
levels). They were also used in the randomization process. After the study
concluded and the post-workshops were conducted, all participating families were notified of the two study conditions, their condition assignment,
and their children’s standardized test scores.

4.3 study ii: greenville (gv) study

4.3.2

Data collected

In total, the 64 children in the study played SpeechBlocks for 188 hours
over the course of the study. The SpeechBlocks app records every user
action during these play sessions. This allows us to reconstruct children’s
play session and analyze these data at a fine-grained level. Additionally,
all coach interactions with the Coach Console were documented, along
with all coach-caregiver interactions (e.g., text messages, phone calls) and
coach’s digital interactions with coordinators and other coaches via group
chat and video conference calls.
Along with this rich dataset of child-coach-caregiver interactions, all
families were asked to complete four online surveys which were sent
via text messages containing the survey links. Of the 60 families in the
study, 87% completed all surveys. The first survey (S0) was to learn basic
information about families and understand their use of digital technology
at home prior to the study. The information from this survey was used
in the randomization process. The latter three surveys asked caregivers
to report specific words and learning moments that they witnessed in
their children’s SpeechBlocks play and how often they co-engaged with
their child using the app. These latter three surveys (S1, S2, and S3) were
conducted during week 3, week 6, and at the study’s conclusion (week 9).
They were structured with conditional filtering, such that caregivers would
only have to respond to the questions applicable to them and their family
(see Appendix I for more details). At the end of the S1 and S2 surveys, as
a token of gratitude, caregivers could select a children’s book for each of
their children enrolled in the study, which was promptly mailed to the
address they provided.
At the post-study workshops, caregivers from 20 randomly-selected families (ten per condition) were asked to participate in one-on-one 15-minute
exit interviews to discuss their experience in the study. Sixteen caregiver
interviews were conducted in total. These interviews were conducted
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Figure 4.4: The coach workshop, where GV coaches provided feedback as a
group on the coaching role and tools after the GV Study.

by a member of the research team who was not a coordinator nor had
previously known the caregivers.
Coaches were asked to complete a pre- and post-survey, with 100% of
coaches completing all surveys. These surveys asked coaches about their
initial expectations of and later experience with the coach role. After the
post-workshop, all coaches participated in one-on-one 30-minute exit interviews where they discussed their experience as coaches with a member of
the research team who was not a coordinator nor had previously known
the coaches.
Shortly after the study concluded, all coaches participated in a two-day
coach workshop with researchers (Figure 4.4). In this workshop, coaches
reflected on their roles as coaches and co-designed the next iteration of
the coaching tools, training, and processes with the research team. All
coach-generated artifacts and researcher notes from this workshop were
documented.

4.4 study iii: learning loops (ll) study

4.4

study iii: learning loops (ll) study

4.4.1

Study design

Building on the Greenville RCT study, we iterated on the coaching system’s
design, adapting the coaching system to coach children’s play on a new
app, StoryBlocks, where children can develop their narrative skills through
making open-ended comic book-style stories. Using this system, we ran
the Learning Loops (LL) formative pilot study in Spring 2019 with 14
families in the Roxbury, Massachusetts area over an eight-week period.
Two additional children and their families enrolled in the study, but
dropped out after the first couple of weeks, and their data were not used
for analysis.
All of the work on the LL Study was conducted in collaboration with
Anneli Woolf, Sarah Ballinger, Sneha Makini, David Bonner, and Deb Roy
(PI). All study protocols were approved by MIT’s Institutional Review
Board.
Among families who completed the study, there were 21 children between the ages of five and ten who participated in the LL Study. Of these
children:
1. 62% were female and 38% were male;
2. Their average age was 7.95 years-old and their median age was 8
years-old.
Eighteen caregivers from these families participated in the study. Of
these caregivers, 14 were female and four were male, and all were comfortable receiving communication from their coaches in English. The largest
number of participants in one family was four people, with a median size
of three people. All families received coach correspondence in English.
We recruited families in partnership with 826 Boston, a non-profit writing program located in Roxbury, Massachusetts that aims to “empower
traditionally underserved students ages 6-18 to find their voices, tell their
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826 Boston's Afterschool Program in Roxbury, MA
Hispanic or Latino

25%

Black of African American

25%

White

16%

Two or more races

16%

Other

9%

American Indian and Alaska Native

3%

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander

0%

Asian

0%

Prefer not to say

6%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Figure 4.5: Race and ethnicity demographic information for 826 Boston’s afterschool tutoring program for the 2018-2019 school year.

stories, and gain communication skills to succeed in school and in life”
(826 Boston, 2020). They have an after-school tutoring program, as well
as in-school writing programs embedded in public and charter schools
throughout the city.
The majority of the children in this study (57%) were enrolled in 826
Boston’s flagship program, their after-school tutoring. According to internal surveys done by 826 Boston, 25% of the students in the after-school
program are Hispanic or Latino, 25% are Black or African American,
16% are White, 16% are two or more races, 3% are Native American and
Alaska Native, 9% are other, and 6% prefer not to say (Figure 4.5). The
students not enrolled in after-school were enrolled in 826’s other in-school
programming, or had heard about the program through 826’s network.
As we did not collect race and ethnicity demographic information
from our study participants directly, we use the demographic data from
826 Boston’s internal surveys to provide some partial context on the
demographics of our study participants.
Five people served as volunteer coaches for the study. Each coach began
the study with coaching between four and six children, and coached

4.4 study iii: learning loops (ll) study
between three and six children for the study’s full duration due to study
attrition.
Two of the coaches were SLP graduate students, two were graduate
students in education, and one was a professional with experience working
with children and families. All of these coaches were women, with an average age of 26.2 years-old and a median age of 28 years-old. All coaches had
prior experience working with children and families in formal or informal
settings (e.g., babysitting, camp counseling, assistant teaching, working
at a daycare, clinical internship). At the end of the study’s completion,
all coaches received a certificate attesting that they had volunteered as a
coach.
At the study pre-workshop, each child received an iPad Mini with
the StoryBlocks app that streamed data to the researchers and coaches
when connected to Wi-Fi. Families were assigned a coach, whom they
met in-person in small groups of families assigned to the same coach. In
these meetings, along with introducing themselves and exchanging contact
information with families, coaches had time to chat with caregivers without
the children present, while children were shown how to use StoryBlocks by
the research team. Caregivers left the workshop with the coaches’ contact
information saved to their phone and physical magnets containing the
coaches’ contact info.
From that point forward, the coach’s job was digitally-based. They were
asked to analyze children StoryBlocks play, scaffold in-app literacy learning experiences for children by sending story stickies, share interesting
learning moments from children’s stories with caregivers via text message
between one and three times a week (depending on the amount of play),
and include family activity ideas based on children’s on-screen play in
these text messages once a week.
At the mid-way point of the study, we held a mid-study workshop where
families and coaches met in-person again to discuss how the program was
going, and play some storytelling games together. In the latter half of the
study, children were asked to select one of their stories to be published in
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Figure 4.6: ( Le f t) After receiving his copy of the StoryBlocks Tales book at the
post-workshop, a child reads one of the stories. ( Right) At the poststudy workshop, families celebrate the end of the program with their
coaches. In this photo, a coach poses with one of the families she
coached.

“StoryBlocks Tales,” a book of stories from the study, which they received
a copy of at the post-study workshop (Figure 4.6). Along with receiving
their books, at this post-study workshop, families and coaches celebrated
the conclusion of the program together, families returned their StoryBlocks
devices, and, similar to a yearbook signing party, children were encouraged
to sign each others’ copies of the book (Figure 4.6).
All children were administered one “comprehension” and three “production” subtests of the Test of Narrative Language Second Edition (TNL-2)
standardized assessment (Gillam & Pearson, 2017), which assesses children’s narrative abilities, before the study began. The results of this preassessment were used to align the annotation algorithms with children’s
narrative skills by determining their StoryBlocks level (see Appendix A
for details on app levels).

4.4.2 Data collected
The 21 children in the study played for 394 hours over the eight-week
period. As children created stories, StoryBlocks recorded all user actions
for later analysis by coaches and researchers. Coaches’ interactions with the
Coach Console and coach-caregiver communication (text messages) were
logged, timestamped, and saved for analysis. Similarly, coach interactions

4.5 approach to analysis
with coordinators and other coaches via group chat and email were also
documented.
To supplement this dataset, all families were asked to complete three
surveys, with 79% of families completing all surveys. The first survey was
to understand families’ use of digital technology at home, their literacy
practices, and their educational experiences. The latter two surveys asked
caregivers to report about their children’s learning through StoryBlocks,
their co-engagement in their children’s in-app play, and the value they
perceived in having a coach.
Coaches were also asked to complete a pre- and post-survey to understand their initial expectations of and later experience with being a coach.
All except one of the coaches completed both of these surveys.

4.5

approach to analysis

Using the data collected from the GV and LL studies, we took a mixedmethods approach to analysis, using a blend of quantitative analysis
methods to examine the usage and structured survey data and a qualitative
approach to examine the conversational data, exit interviews, workshop
artifacts, and open-ended response survey data (Johnson et al., 2007).
As the quantitative analysis methods we used are specific to each research question, they will be described in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. However,
the qualitative coding approach we used pervades all three research questions, and feeds into some of the quantitative analysis. Therefore, we
provide an overview of it here for clarity.

4.5.1

Qualitative coding methods

To begin the coding process, we developed a codebook for the data that, at
a high level, encompassed the categories: How coaches’ viewed their own
role, coach actions, coach preparation, coach supports, coach-family rela-
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tionships, coaching schedule, usefulness of the coaching system, incentives
to volunteer as a coach, use of the Coach Console, positive sentiment, negative sentiment, and suggestions for improvement. Please see Appendix B
for a copy of our codebook, with code names, definitions, and examples
for each code. To develop this codebook, we iteratively examined a small
subset of the data for emic codes, mapping these codes to our research
questions and sub-questions, and then discussed and refined these codes
and added additional useful codes (e.g., sentiment) through discussion
between the research team.
It is important to note, that with the exception of the app usage data,
almost all of the data collected about the child’s experience is from the
caregiver or coach’s perspective. In a couple of instances, children joined
their caregivers for the caregiver exit interviews, and so their feedback is
recorded directly. However, this was entirely happenstantial, and was not
built into the interview’s design.
We transcribed all data in audio, video, and hand-written artifact form,
and used the NVivo R1 software (QSR International, 2020) to examine the
data in data types 2-5 in Table 4.2. Two researchers conducted all of the
qualitative coding. Each of the researchers conducting the analysis had
been a coordinator for one of the studies, but not for the other, allowing
for both an “insider” perspective and an “outsider” perspective on the
data.

4.5 approach to analysis

Table 4.2: The study data collected and examined about the coaching system over
the course of the GV and LL studies. Data types are: 1 = software usage
data; 2 = Coach Console data; 3 = conversational data; 4 = stakeholders’
overall experience data; and 5 = Coach Workshop data. Asterisks (*)
indicate that the data was not used for qualitative analysis.

Source

Stakeholders

GV

LL

App usage data (1)*

Child Õ Coach

3

3

Coach Console usage data
(1)*

Coach

3

3

In-app feedback (2)

Coach Õ Child

3

3

Coach-caregiver SMS mes- Coach Ö Caregiver
sage threads with caregiver
updates and activities (2)

3

3

Check-in phone call tran- Coach Ö Caregiver
scripts (3)

3

Coach group message thread
(3)

Coach Ö Coach & Coor- 3
dinator

Coach-coordinator check-in
video call transcripts (3)

Coach Ö Coach & Coor- 3
dinator

Coach-coordinator individual
message & email threads (3)

Coach Ö Coordinator

3

3

3

Caregiver during-study sur- Caregiver
vey(s) (4)

3

3

Caregiver post-study survey
(4)

Caregiver

3

3

Coach post-study survey (4)

Coach

Caregiver exit interviews (4)

Caregiver

3

Coach exit interviews (4)

Coach

3

Coach co-design workshop ar- Coach
tifacts (5)

3

3
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As there was a large amount of data to qualitatively code, we classified
the qualitative data into three categories: data sources that contained
representation of stakeholders’ overall experience with the programs such
as interviews with participants and participant surveys (Data Type 4 in
Table 4.2), Coach Console data used to examine the coach practices (Data
Type 2 in Table 4.2), and conversational data (Data Type 3 in Table 4.2) that
would give us insight into how coaches interacted with each other and the
coordinators. The coach workshop artifacts (Data Type 5 in Table 4.2) were
not part of this qualitative coding process, as they were already organized
and labeled with themes by coaches and researchers during the workshop
itself.
For each category of data, we took a different approach. For the data
about stakeholder’s experience with the program, as the data was openended and there were over 20 applicable codes per data source, we coded
the data using social moderation, where each researcher coded the entire
dataset, then we came together to go through both sets of coded data and
agree upon the final coded dataset (Williamson Shaffer, 2017). Then, once
we became practiced at applying the codes in our codebook through social
moderation, we took a less arduous approach to coding the Coach Console
data. We randomly selected 20% of the documents in each data source
to be coded by each of the two researchers. Once the 20% sample was
coded, we checked to see if we had achieved a Cohen’s Kappa of more
than 0.65 (Williamson Shaffer, 2017) for each code used. If this kappa was
not reached, the researchers discussed the differences in their coding, and
then another 20% of the documents were randomly selected and coded
in order to achieve a new kappa greater than 0.65 for a given code (see
Table 4.3). Lastly, as we had now become more experienced and aligned
in applying our codebook through the previous two methods, for the
remaining data, only one researcher coded the remaining data.
In this chapter, we outlined the setup of the GV and LL studies, detailing
the research questions, setup, participants, and data collected in each. We
also explain some of the methods used to analyze the data collected

4.5 approach to analysis
Table 4.3: Average Cohen’s Kappa for each code across all its sub-codes and
sources. Each kappa had to be greater than 0.65 for the researchers
to decide they had enough interrater reliability to proceed. Each textmessage, sticky note, or prompt was counted as a paragraph, and all
kappas were calculated at the paragraph level. As the sources varied
in length, kappas were weighted by the source size (i.e., number of
paragraphs).

Code Name and Number

Average Cohen’s Kappa

Analyze and Share (2.1)

0.80

Scaffold (2.4)

0.80

Invite (2.5)

0.78

from these two studies, focusing on the qualitative methods that are
generalizable across all of our research questions. In the next section, we
dive into each of the three research questions posed at the beginning of
this chapter to examine the effectiveness of the coaching system and the
support systems coaches needed to be successful at their jobs.
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WERE COACHES ABLE TO

5

S U C C E S S F U L LY F U L F I L L T H E I R
COACHING ROLE?

In this chapter, we investigate the first research question posed in Chapter
4: Were coaches able to successfully fulfill the coaching role we asked them
to do? To do this, we examine coaches’ behavior in the GV and LL studies
to understand how they engaged in each of the core coaching practices.
We then look to see if coaches’ own views of their roles were aligned with
their actions as coaches, in order to see if coaches’ interpreted their role in
the same way we had envisioned it in the coaching framework.

5.1

setting the playtime context

In both the GV and LL studies, there was a lot of in-app play with which
coaches could engage. The coached children in the GV Study (n=33) played
with SpeechBlocks for a cumulative total of 113 hours (Figure 5.1). The
coached children in the LL Study (n=21) played with StoryBlocks for a
cumulative total of 394 hours—almost four times the amount of play as in
the GV Study.
Along with the differences in overall playtime, the two studies varied
dramatically in terms of sustained engagement with the app, as shown
in Figure 5.1. While there was an initial flurry of play with SpeechBlocks
at the beginning of the GV Study, engagement declined rapidly after the
first two weeks. In the LL Study, there was sustained engagement with
StoryBlocks throughout the whole study period.
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Figure 5.1: Total daily app playtime for coached children in both the GV and LL
studies. There were n=33 coached children using the SpeechBlocks
app in the GV Study and n=21 coached children using the StoryBlocks
app in the LL Study.

In both studies, there were a few superusers who played disproportionately more than the other children. For the GV Study, there were three
coached children who we classified as superusers (i.e., outliers in Figure 5.2) with the most active child playing with SpeechBlocks for 14 hours
over the study’s duration. For the LL Study, we identified four superusers
(shown as outliers in Figure 5.2), with the most active child playing with
StoryBlocks for 152 hours over the study’s duration. Three of these LL
superusers were home-schooled children that were members of the same
family.
Before exploring how coaches engaged in the practices outlined in the
coaching framework, it is important to understand this playtime context.
The system is fueled by children’s engagement with the apps so these
playtime trends have direct implications for how coaches’ engaged in the
coaching practices discussed in this chapter.

5.2 coaching practices in the wild

Figure 5.2: Total app play over the course of the study duration for each coached
child in the GV and LL studies. There were n=33 coached children
using the SpeechBlocks app in the GV Study and n=21 coached
children using the StoryBlocks app in the LL Study. Three of the four
outliers for the StoryBlocks app were home-schooled children from
the same family.

5.2

coaching practices in the wild

In each of the two studies, we asked coaches to engage in the coaching
practices outlined in the technology-assisted coaching framework. However the GV and LL systems made it possible for them to engage in these
practices to different extents. In this section, we explore coaches’ behavior
in each study to see how they engaged in each coaching practice and if
coaches’ own views of their role were reflected in their actions as coaches.
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5.2.1 GV Study
The way coaches engaged with families in the GV Study was shaped by
the SpeechBlocks app’s playtime curve. At the beginning of the study,
there was a high volume of play for coaches to analyze and share. As the
study continued, coaches spent more of their time nudging families to play
through a mixture of scaffolding SpeechBlocks learning experiences for
children and suggested family activities related to children’s interests and
SpeechBlocks play. In the analysis below, as we are examining how coaches
engaged with families, we will focus our analysis on the 31 treatment
condition families in the GV Study who were paired with the study’s six
coaches.
5.2.1.1 Analyzing children’s in-app play
As the first step in the coaching process, coaches were asked to analyze
children’s in-app play. In the GV Study, this took the form of analyzing the
new words children made since they had sent their last caregiver updates.
Coaches did this in order to note any patterns, themes, or progress in
children’s wordplay. They then used this analysis to convey interesting
learning moments in the children’s wordplay to their caregivers using
short text-message updates.
To explore how coaches analyzed children’s play and shared their analysis in their communication with families, we qualitatively coded coaches’
caregiver updates to investigate if and how they were directly connected
to children’s in-app SpeechBlocks play. In order to be classified as directly
connected to children’s SpeechBlocks play, caregiver updates had to contain at least one of the criteria outlined in Table 5.1. The full codebook
containing these codes can be found in Appendix B.

5.2 coaching practices in the wild
Table 5.1: Criteria applied to identify whether a coach’s update was directly

connected to the child’s in-app SpeechBlocks play. The content
the update needs to meet at least one of these criteria to be
considered connected to children’s in-app play. An update can
meet more than one of these criteria.
Criteria

Examples

Coach references
a word or words
from a child’s
SpeechBlocks
play.

Danny made “JETSPLZZA” and I think he’s talking
about getting pizza from Jets. YUM!
Kayla made a lot of advanced ’s’ words like "SANDCASLE" and "STICKERS"!
Bar did a great job spelling words with the sound
’b’! She made “BOOKBAG,” “BALLOONS,” and “BOX.”

Coach references
a word pattern
from a child’s
SpeechBlocks
play
(e.g.,
a
rhyme pattern,
words that start
with “b”, rearranging words
into other words).
Coach references
a theme from
words in a child’s
SpeechBlocks
play (e.g., words
related to the
beach,
words
related to outer
space).

By making the words: "BARE", "AIR", and "HAIR" I
think that Landry might be exploring rhyming sounds.
This is cool play!
Nate played with the hard C sound, and spelled
"CUP I CAN,” “CLOCK,” and “CARD.”
Alex played with the common sound "oo", creating the words: "WOOF", "BOO", and "BOOM." What a
cool way to play!
Tommy does so well creating themed words about
superheroes! Today I asked him to come up with as
many villains as he can think of, like "VENOM" "BANE"
and "JOKER."
Ari spelled "ZOO", "COW", "PIG", and "ZEBRA",
which all fall in the theme of zoos! Did he go recently?
Patrick created the words "NOSE" "TOE" and "LEG",
which all have the theme body parts! awesome!
(Continued on next page)
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Coach references
a literacy skill
identified from
a child’s SpeechBlocks play (e.g.,
adding a silent
“e” to a word,
sounds out a
word,
moving
from the phonetic
to the conventional spelling of
a word, spelling
sight words).

Danny made "PAPPRRONE" which is an invented
spelling of the word pepperoni. Help him think of some
other words that have the "er" sound in them. I thought
of "bird" and "work".
Bess created a sentence: "MY FAORIT FOOD IS
TOCO BELL." She did a great job playing with sounds to
build a sentence!
Kelly wrote the word "MULTIBULCATION", and
then after hearing the word aloud she created "MULTIPLICATION". I think she was exploring how to spell
"multiplication" by hearing it aloud, which is a great way
to practice more complex patterns!

Across all of the text message updates (n=423) sent by coaches to caregivers over the course of the study, we found that 58% of these updates
were connected to children’s in-app play. As coaches also used these updates to remind families to use the app and inform them about program
deadlines (e.g., checkins, workshops), we never expected this percentage
to be 100%.
However, as noted above, many children lost interest in SpeechBlocks
later on in the GV Study. Therefore, for many children, there was little
to no new play for coaches to analyze. When this occurred, coaches were
asked to send “lack of activity” updates, which were designed to nudge
children who have not played with SpeechBlocks in at least a week to
play by offering ideas for activities children and their families can do
with SpeechBlocks. These lack of activity were usually not connected to
children’s play, as there was no new play about which to communicate.
To understand better if, given new play, coaches’ updates were connected to children’s in-app play, we isolated the updates (n=282) for which
the coach could see recent play to analyze. We see that, for these updates, 82% were connected to children’s SpeechBlocks play. Thus, it seems
that coaches did analyze children’s SpeechBlocks play using the Coach
Console—provided that there was new play to analyze.

5.2 coaching practices in the wild

5.2.1.2

Scaffolding children’s learning

The second coaching practice that coaches were asked to do was scaffold word-building experiences for children. In the GV Study, coaches
attempted to include this scaffolding by creating short in-app prompts
that would be read aloud to the child. Along with these prompts, coaches
could send accompanying words that the SpeechBlocks app would help
the child spell letter-by-letter. In total, over the course of the GV Study,
coaches sent 311 suggestion prompts and 606 suggested words to children.
To understand what sorts of scaffolding were in these suggestion
prompts, we drew upon the scaffolding types outlined in the literature
in Chapter 2, applying them to the SpeechBlocks use-case to create the
following scaffolding types shown in Table 5.2. We chose to include the
high-level category of “suggesting an in-app learning activity to the child”
in order to capture coaches’ attempts to encourage children to play SpeechBlocks through scaffolding learning activities. We manually coded each
prompt to see if they contained each of these scaffolding types. Using this
method, we found that almost all prompts (98%) contained at least one
type of scaffolding.
However, the breakdown of scaffolding types was heavily skewed. We
found that, while almost all of the prompts (98%) contained a suggestion
for an in-app learning activity (e.g., prompting the child to make a specific
word, to make words related to a theme, etc.), far fewer prompts (43%)
related to what the child had previously made on the app or encouraged
the child to expand on their play (44%).
Coaches may not have been able to relate to or build on children’s prior
play because, for many coaches towards the end of the GV Study, they had
no SpeechBlocks play to build on in their scaffolding. Instead, since they
had no past play to reference, they suggested activities that they felt the
child might like based on their expressed interests and context.
Additionally, almost no prompts (<1%) asked the child a clarifying
question about what they were making. This may point to a limitation
of the way the scaffolding was built: it was difficult for coaches to ask
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clarifying questions to children since children had no way to respond
except through SpeechBlocks itself which was likely difficult for a child
learning to spell. It may also point to a limitation in coaching wordbuilding in general, as coaches may be inclined to make an educated guess
about what word the child is trying to spell by looking at the child’s
play and send them a prompt scaffolding the correct spelling of the word,
rather than asking the child a clarifying question first.
Next, we look at how children responded to the scaffolding present in
the coaches’ prompts. To do this, for suggestion prompts with scaffolding,
we manually coded data from the Coach Console to look for evidence of
children acting upon the prompt during the timeframe that it was active on
the child’s SpeechBlocks device. This took the form of the child completing
one or more of the coach-suggested words that accompanied the prompt;
visibly attempting to create one or more of the words; or creating words
that fit the specific theme, letter pattern, or sound pattern suggested in
the prompt. Two examples of children’s responses to these prompts are
shown in Figure 5.3.

5.2 coaching practices in the wild
Table 5.2: Scaffolds used in coach communication with children through

SpeechBlocks suggestion prompts.
Criteria

Examples

Asking the child
a clarifying question about their
wordplay.

Wow you made lots of great words! Did you visit the
aquarium this weekend?

Asking a question
or making a statement to encourage the child to
expand on their
wordplay.

How many new words can you make using some of the
letters in the word “almosaurus” that you made earlier?
I sent you “moon” and “tooth” so you can keep
playing with the "oo" sound. Can you think of any more
words with this sound?
Hi Alex. Since you were writing about Simba1 , I
sent you “simba,” “golden,” and “doodle.” Try to make
a story about him.

Drawing
attention to the
specifics of a
child’s actions (in
italics).

I saw you made words that look like “daddy” and “grammy”!
I sent the words “play,” “read,” and “cuddle” so you can
talk about what you like to do with them!
Great words! You made the words ”zoo” and “two”!
Can you come up with any other words that rhyme with
zoo? I sent you one to start!
You spelled the word "halloween"! That’s great work!
What other words can you make that relate to Halloween? I sent you “treat” to start!

Suggesting an inapp learning activity to the child.

How many silly tongue twisters can you make? I sent
you one I made, that says “threw three free throws.”
If you were in the WWE, what would your outfit
look like? Design it and then describe it to me! Would
you have a “cape” and “boots”?
Kevin, what are your favorite things to do with
your friends? To get you started, I sent “movies” and
“hiking” which I like to do with my friends.

1 Simba was the name of the child’s dog. The dog’s breed was a Goldendoodle.
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We found that 47% of coaches’ scaffolding prompts spurred related
play from children, and all but two of the 33 children showed evidence
of responding to at least one of their coach’s suggestion prompts over
the course of the study. Due to the drop off in SpeechBlocks activity,
we isolated the prompts sent to children who were active SpeechBlocks
users (i.e., had opened the SpeechBlocks app during the time the prompt
was on their device), as inactive users would have never been able to
see their coach’s prompts. Of the scaffolding prompts (n=199) sent to
active SpeechBlocks users, 72% were acted upon, indicating a high level of
engagement with coaches’ scaffolding when children were actively playing
with SpeechBlocks.
To supplement this analysis, we also examined the suggested words
(n=606) sent by coaches to children over the course of the GV Study. Of
these suggested words, 39% of them were completed by children. However,
when looking at only the suggested words (n=393) sent to children who
were active SpeechBlocks users during the time the word was on their
device, the percentage of coach-suggested words created by children
increases to 60%.
This percentage represents the lower bound of coach-suggested words
that children attempted since it only captures when a child spelled the
coach-suggested word in its entirety. The scaffolding feature was designed
to encourage exploration with new sounds, and children could start the
word, spell some portion of it, then diverge from the scaffolding to spell a
different word that sparked their interest. For example, the coach might
suggest that the child spell “greek.” The child might start spelling the
word “gree” and diverge to spell the word “green” without completing
the word “greek” in its entirety.
5.2.1.3 Sharing progress with caregivers
The third coaching practice we asked coaches to engage in was to share
updates about children’s learning with caregivers. From our initial analysis
of coaches’ text-message updates, we know that coaches sent a lot of

5.2 coaching practices in the wild

COACH SENDS PROMPT
You did a great job with your
rhyming words! Tell me some things
that make you happy. I sent
"mydog" and "pizza" which are
things that make me happy.

COACH SENDS PROMPT
I loved how you made the word
happysauce yesterday! I sent you
the words funny, tasty, and lucky to
see if you can make some more fun
new words!

CHILD RESPONDS TO PROMPT IN WORDPLAY CHILD RESPONDS TO PROMPT IN WORDPLAY

Figure 5.3: Examples of how children responded to coach scaffolds in their
SpeechBlocks play. ( Le f t) In response to the coach asking the child
to tell her what makes her happy, a five-year-old child makes words
a series of words (i.e., “school,” “granny,” “barbiedoll,” “tv,” “tea,”
and “mama”) describing things that make her happy. ( Right) In
response to the coach sending her the words “lucky,” “tasty,” and
“foot” and prompting her to make more silly compound words, an
eight-year-old child makes words such as “luckyduck,” “tastyfoot,”
“funnymoney,”, and”numnom.” At the end of her play, she writes the
word “crazywords.”
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updates throughout the GV Study. In total, 423 updates were sent by
coaches to caregivers of 31 families, with an average of 1.39 updates sent
weekly about each child. However, 33% of these coach updates were lack
of activity updates, which typically did not contain observations about
children’s play (as there was no play about which to report).
Looking at the updates coaches wrote when there was new play, as stated
previously, most of them (82%) were directly connected to children’s inapp play. This means that, for the most part, coaches did share interesting
moments in children’s play with caregivers when there was new play
about which to report. As we asked coaches to send between one and
three updates about each child’s play per week and both the cadence and
content of these updates were in-line with what we had asked coaches to
do, when there was new play to discuss.
Next, we wanted to understand how caregivers felt about these updates.
To do this, we look at caregiver responses to the GV caregiver survey to
identify: (1) if they report that the coach updates helped them understand
how their children are learning through in-app play and why they feel
these updates are helpful or unhelpful and (2) how often caregivers report
reading coaches’ text message updates.
Across the three survey waves of the GV caregiver survey, 80% of the
responses from caregivers with coaches agreed with the statement “I
feel confident that CHILDNAME is learning something when HE/SHE is
playing with SpeechBlocks.” For caregivers that agreed with this statement,
they were then asked to select all of the reasons why they felt their child
was learning. The most popular reason selected—in 59% of caregiver
responses—was “I receive coaching updates” (Figure 5.4).
However, caregiver updates can only be helpful if caregivers read them.
As we have no way of detecting whether a caregiver read a coach’s text
message update using our software, in each of the three survey waves we
asked caregivers the survey question, “In the last week, did you read the
coaching update?” For caregivers with coaches, 85% of responses reported
that they read the coaching updates. This percentage was slightly lower
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Figure 5.4: Helpful - Number of caregiver responses (n=78) containing each reason
in response to the question: “What are the reasons that you feel
confident that CHILDNAME is learning something when HE/SHE
is playing with SpeechBlocks? (Check all that apply)” Unhelpful Number of caregiver responses (n=18) containing each reason in
response: "Are there any reasons why you don’t feel confident that
CHILDNAME is learning something when HE/SHE is playing with
SpeechBlocks? (Check all that apply)."

in the first survey wave (75%), then increased in the second wave (94%),
and fell slightly (84%) in the last survey wave administered at the study’s
conclusion.
5.2.1.4

Inviting caregivers to engage in literacy learning experiences with
their children

The last coaching practice we asked coaches to do was to invite caregivers
to engage in literacy learning experiences with their children through
suggesting family activities centered around children’s interests and inapp play. To study if coaches suggested these types of family activities, we
manually coded the coach updates to see if they contained a suggestion
for an activity that included an explicit invitation or suggestion for family
members (e.g., caregiver, sibling, grandparent) to do the activity with the
child. Oftentimes, these family activity suggestions would use wording
such as “brainstorm together. . . ,” “work with CHILDNAME. . . ,” “y’all
can. . . ” We did not classify activity suggestions that either used an implied
“you” to mean both caregiver and child or asked the caregiver to relay
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the activity to the child to do by themselves as invitations for caregiver
engagement.
Across the coach updates (n=423) sent to caregivers, we found that 35%
contained explicit suggestions for family activities, averaging approximately one activity suggestion per child every two weeks. However, the
coaches’ self-reported in the Coach Console that the updates they were
writing contained a family activity more often than our coding suggests.
According to this console data, 62% of their updates contained family
activities, averaging approximately one activity suggestion per child each
week.
Given this, coaches seemed to largely follow our guidance to include at
least one family activity per week. However, they did not always follow our
guidance for how to message the family activities, as they only provided
explicit invitations for family engagement in their activity suggestions
about half the time. This suggests that our tools and training need to be
revised to better support coaches to write clearer messaging for family
activities.
Next, we looked to see if there is evidence in the play data of caregivers
engaging in the coach-suggested family activities sent to them. Of coaches’
text message updates that contained an explicit family activity, we could
see evidence of the child exploring the activity in their play 43% of the time
these activities were sent. This evidence could take the form of completing
at least one of the coach-suggested words accompanying the family activity,
a visible play pattern following the activity (e.g., visible rhyme patterns for
a rhyming activity), or creating a word or words that fit into the activity’s
theme (e.g., “shark” and “dolphin” for an ocean-themed activity).
However, we lack visibility into the home setting to contextualize these
data: We do not know (1) if the child is engaging in an activity with family
members or on their own, (2) if they do any of the components of the activity that take place off of-screen (e.g., draw a picture of your SpeechBlocks
word, tell a story aloud with SpeechBlocks words), or (3) if they learned
about the activity from the coach update sent to their caregiver or from
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the coach-suggested prompt sent directly to their device, as coaches were
trained to couple a family activity suggestion with a suggestion prompt
sent directly to the child’s device about the same activity so that child and
caregiver received complimentary activity suggestions. For example, one
coach sent this family activity in her text message update to a caregiver:
“Brainstorm together some words that have the same vowel sound as in
TEA. To get you started, I sent the words READ and FREE.” At the same
time, she sent the suggestion prompt, “What are some other words that
have the same vowel sound as TEA? I sent READ and FREE,” and the
suggested words READ and FREE to the child’s device.
To supplement this analysis, we also look at caregiver survey responses
to see if, regardless of if they completed an activity or not, caregivers
report value in coaches’ activity suggestions and why they find them
valuable. Across the three survey waves, most caregivers with coaches
either agreed or strongly agreed that the coaching updates were helpful
in coming up with ideas for activities to do with their children using
SpeechBlocks (Figure 5.5).
Almost all (91%) of caregivers’ responses were greater than 50 (i.e.,
positive), meaning that for the most part, caregivers reported value in
the coaches’ activity suggestions. In over half of caregiver responses, caregivers indicated that they found these coach-suggested activities valuable
because they were directly relevant to their children, simple, and specific
(Figure 5.6). For the few caregivers that did not find them valuable, there
was no reason that appeared in over half of their responses except “other,”
in which most caregivers wrote-in that their child lacked interest in playing with SpeechBlocks, rendering their coaches’ activity suggestions not
useful.
5.2.1.5

Nudging children to play

Due to the dropoff in SpeechBlocks play, coaches sent many lack-of-activity
updates to caregivers during the SpeechBlocks study, and this became an
unexpected part of their coaching routine. As a rule of thumb, coaches were
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Figure 5.5: Responses from caregivers in the treatment condition across three
survey waves (n=97) to how strongly they agree with the statement:
“The coaching updates are helpful in coming up with ideas for activities to do with CHILDNAME using SpeechBlocks.” Caregivers used
a survey slide to answer this question, where 0=Strongly Disagree,
50=Neutral, and 100=Strongly Agree.

instructed to send a lack-of-activity update only after a week of inactivity
from the child, and only if the caregiver had not already informed the
coach that the child would be unable to use the app (e.g., due to a family
trip). As noted previously, coaches sent 141 lack-of-activity updates — 33%
of the total updates they sent over the course of the study.
In their exit interviews, coaches explained how they felt about sending
these updates. For example, one coach said:
“Sometimes I felt bad when the kids weren’t playing and I
would have to send lack-of-activity updates a couple times in
a row. I don’t know if it’s frustrating or it was kinda like, ’Why
am I not reaching with them? When I send my activities, why
isn’t it landing?’ And then sometimes. . . it’s hard to judge if it
was really the activities or if the kids were just really busy.”
Another coach elaborated on her frustration with sending lack-of-activity
updates to a particular child, explaining that she felt like she “was con-
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Figure 5.6: Helpful - Number of caregiver responses (n=88) containing each reason
in response to the question: “Which of the following are reasons
that you find the coaching updates helpful in coming up with ideas
for activities to do with CHILDNAME using SpeechBlocks. (Check
all that apply.)” Unhelpful - Number of caregiver responses (n=9)
containing each reason in response to the question: “Which of the
following are reasons that you don’t find the coaching updates helpful
in coming up with ideas for activities to do with CHILDNAME using
SpeechBlocks. (Check all that apply.)”

stantly like, ’hey, he’s not playing, he’s not playing’” in her messaging to
the child’s caregiver.
We found that sending lack-of-activity updates was one of coaches least
favorite parts of the coaching experience. This is understandable; no one
wants to feel like their suggestions are going unheard, or that they are
annoying someone with unwelcome messages. Due to this, changes in the
cadence and structure of lack-of-activity nudges need to be made to our
tools and training, in order to improve the experiences for both coaches
and families. This will be discussed further in Chapter 6 when we discuss
families’ experiences working with coaches.
5.2.1.6

Building trust and relationships between families and coaches

Coaches worked to establish a rapport with the families they would
coach when they initially met in-person at the study’s pre-workshops.
They chatted with the families, sharing a bit about their background
with caregivers and asking questions about the child and family. They
also showed children how SpeechBlocks worked and played with them
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individually while their caregivers filled out forms with the research team.
However, not all caregivers were able to bring their children to this initial
meeting, and one coach was unable to meet many of her families, as there
was a major traffic accident that delayed her arrival at the workshop.
In the post-study interviews, all six GV coaches discussed how important
they felt that the in-person interactions with families were (or would have
been) for building coach-family relationships. According to coaches, these
initial in-person touchpoints provided them with insight on children’s
interests and families’ contexts. For example, a coach described how she
knew that the child loved making the invented word “stargado” from
playing with him in-person. Because of this, when she saw the word
appear in his play, she knew exactly what it was. She explained:
“. . . in the beginning when he initially met me, he made this
word called "Stargado". . . I was like, "Oh my gosh, that is so
neat. That sounds like a super hero’s name. That is so cool."
And I saw Stargado like 60 times [in his SpeechBlocks play].
He brought it back, he favorited it. . . and he thought that was
the neatest thing. And that was, you know, the fact that I put
so much. . . That helped meeting him initially, forming that
relationship and showing that interest.”
Similarly, coaches remarked that it was because of the initial in-person
meeting that they knew about their children’s hobbies and interests. For
example, one coach remarked: “I would say I feel like I got to know Luke,
because I knew he liked sports. When I met him at the initial check-in, he
talked to me a lot about what he liked.”
Additionally, meeting caregivers gave coaches’ context about the family
that was helpful as they analyzed play and created word prompts and
family activities. Coaches learned the names of other people in children’s
households (e.g., siblings, grandparents, aunts and uncles), and about their
pets and their favorite family activities. For example, one coach pointed
out that she noticed one child’s older sister was very engaged at the preworkshop, and so she suggested SpeechBlocks activities that they could do
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together. Another coach learned from a family that they had a dog named
Cody that the child was training, and so was able to create SpeechBlocks
prompts related to Cody such as: “I saw you spelled the command ’Cody
sit.’ I sent you ’jump’ and ’speak’ so you can make more commands for
Cody to do!”
However, these workshops were very logistics-heavy and families had
short, 15-minutes slots to meet one-on-one with their coaches, which did
not leave much time for coaches to organically interact with children
and their families. One coach remarked: “I didn’t really get to interact
with them a lot to find out [information] more organically. It was just
kind of like, I was asking questions to try and figure something out fast.”
Coaches recommended that we change the workshop format to create
more time for organic coach-family interactions, and provide them with
information about children’s interests and families’ contexts prior to the
workshop by asking families to fill out a pre-program questionnaire. Per
these recommendations, changes were made to the workshops in LL Study.
These changes, discussed in-depth later in this chapter (see Section 5.2.2.5),
allowed coaches and families to spend longer together and engage in
specific relationship-building activities.
For the coaches who did not get to meet some of the children they
coached in-person at the outset of the study, they remarked that they felt
this was a barrier to engaging with them using the SpeechBlocks coaching
system. One coach remarked: “. . . before the study, I was only able to
meet a couple of my kids during the pre-workshop, so I didn’t really
have a huge personal relationship with a lot of them or have met them
before, so that was kind of a barrier to feeling engaged with them over
the [SpeechBlocks] phone.” Another coach who did not meet two of the
children she coached in-person echoed a similar sentiment: “I didn’t meet
Kyle or Ari, but I met their parents. I think that was a little bit awkward.
When I first saw Ari [at the post-workshop], I was like, ’Hi, I was your
coach’. . . She didn’t realize she had one. I was kind of thinking in my head,
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’Who do you think’s sending all these prompts?’ Because I’d be like, ’Hey,
Ari. You did a really cool word here.’”
After the coaches and families met in-person, their relationship moved
online, as coaches engaged in the core coaching practices outlined in
the framework. Caregivers were aware that they were texting with a
person, as they had the coaches contact information (name, headshot, and
coaching phone number) saved to their phones. With this knowledge, it
was interesting to see that only 24% of coach updates were acknowledged
by caregivers with some sort of response.
However, when caregivers did respond, their responses ranged from
simple acknowledgments such as “okay,” “thank you,” and the thumbs
up emoji, to providing context for the words children made (e.g., the
examples in Table 5.3), answering coaches questions about children’s
interests (e.g., the examples in Table 5.4), and acknowledging that the
coach sent an activity idea relevant to their child’s interests (e.g., the
examples in Table 5.5).
Table 5.3: Examples of caregivers providing context to coaches via text

message.
Thread

Description
In response to the coach’s update
about the child writing “Auburn,” the
child’s mother explains that the family is from Auburn, Alabama.

(Continued on next page)
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In response to the coach’s update that
the child is trying to spell “olympics,”
the child’s mother informs the coach
that the child’s school had special
activities for the olympics today in
school. The coach shared that she is
excited that the child is incorporating
what she’s learning about in school
into her SpeechBlocks play.

In response to the coach’s update
about the clid playing around with
the letter “F”, the caregiver tells the
coach that the child loved using the
“F” letter block so many times.

In response to the coach’s question
about if the family went to the aquarium, the child’s mother tells her a
bit about her experience at the local
aquarium. The coach shares that she
has not been to this aquarium, but
would like to go in the future.

Table 5.4: Examples of caregivers’ answering coaches’ questions via text

message.
Thread

Description
(Continued on next page)
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In response to the coach asking if the
child knows the song “Watch Me” by
Silentó (referred to here as the “whip
naenae” song), the caregiver confirms
that the child knows the song. The
coach follows up to say that she will
be sending a fun activity related to
the song later that day.
In response to the coach asking the
caregiver which TV shows the child
loves, the caregiver responds with a
list. The coach thanks her and explains that these will be great ideas
for words she can send the child in
SpeechBlocks.

Table 5.5: Examples of caregivers acknowledging that the coach sent a fun

activity via text message.
Thread

Description
In response to the coach’s update containing an idea for a family activity
related to silly compound words the
child made, the caregiver thanks the
coach for her activity suggestion.

In response to their coach’s update
containing an idea for a Pokémonrelated activity, the caregiver thanks
the coach and acknowledges the
child’s love for Pokémon characters.

Coaches also checked in with caregivers about their children’s experience with the coaching system via short ten-minute phone calls one
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or two times throughout the study (depending on caregiver availability).
These calls helped build their relationship, as coaches asked caregivers for
feedback on their coaching (e.g., the activities they were suggesting), if
there were exciting events coming up in the family’s lives (e.g., a trip, a
birthday), and brainstormed together different activity ideas that the child
may like to do with SpeechBlocks. For example, one mother asked her
coach if she could send her son the names of his cousins in SpeechBlocks,
to help him learn how to spell them, and provided the coach with the
spelling of each cousins’ name. Another caregiver, in response to a coach
asking if there were characters that the child particularly loved, told the
coach that her daughter loves anything that has to do with trolls. Her
coach then proposed that she could create an activity where the child
could talk about her favorite troll characters, which the caregiver thought
was a great idea.
During the second phone check-in later in the study, some coaches
and caregivers discussed how well the activities went. For example, the
coach thanked the caregiver who suggested troll-related activities for
her daughter, explaining that it looked like from what she could see of
the child’s play, that she enjoyed the troll-related SpeechBlocks activities.
Building upon this, the caregiver confirmed that her daughter loved the
troll activities the coach had sent.
On these phone calls, many caregivers were also able to candidly explain
to their coach why their children were not playing with SpeechBlocks as
much as they had originally thought they would. In many cases, caregivers
explained that while their child had been excited about SpeechBlocks at
the beginning, their interest in the app had quickly waned. Upon hearing
this, all coaches acknowledged that this was a common phenomenon.
Coaches then typically assured caregivers that this was not a problem and
that they should not feel pressured to play with the app, but only play if
they want to. This interaction may have helped assure caregivers that the
coaches understood and were receptive to their children’s lack of play.
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A few caregivers opened up about other factors affecting their children’s
lives, such as illness, trouble at school, and changes in their family—
information that is much easier to bring forth over the phone than through
text message. Upon hearing this, coaches were sympathetic and assured
the caregiver that there was no need to feel any pressure to engage with
the SpeechBlocks coaching system.
Unlike their caregivers, children had no visual reminder that the suggestion prompts were being sent by their coach, as the prompts were read
aloud by the SpeechBlocks speech synthesizer and there was no visual
image of the coach provided on the app’s interface. Despite this, many
children engaged with the prompts, and some even used SpeechBlocks to
communicate directly with their coach through spelling words in SpeechBlocks. For example, one mother recounted in her exit interview that her
daughter spelled “nosebleed” in SpeechBlocks in response to her coach’s
question about what she did over Spring vacation. Upon seeing this word,
her coach included in her update to the caregiver: “I’m sorry to hear she
got a nose bleed, that’s not fun!” This message stuck with the caregiver:
“You can tell that she really cared, like she found out [about the] nosebleed.” Another coach recounted having a conversation with a child about
what he did over the weekend through SpeechBlocks: “I said, ’Can you
tell me what you did?’ He responded and said, ’I watch Nerf videos.’ So
cool.” Another coach explained how she asked a child she knew had just
returned from a trip to the Grand Canyon about what he had seen on
his trip by sending a suggestion prompt. In response to her question, he
spelled “liszerd” (lizard), “sand,” “deer,” “roc” (rock), and “trane trac”
(train tracks) in SpeechBlocks.
However, many coaches noted that communication could have been
greatly improved between coaches and children if we had created a system that allowed coaches to record prompts in their own voice and had
increased the maximum character length allowed for a prompt to more
than 150 characters. Additionally, the limited screen space on an Android
phone made it difficult for both coaches to send and for children to spell
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longer words and string together words into sentences. Due to this lack
of screen real estate, the Coach Console limited coaches to sending suggested words that were six-letters-long or less. However, many coaches
found workarounds to this, sending two parts of a word (e.g. VALEN
and TINE) and then asking children to put them together in their prompt,
which seemed to work to some extent. However, when children wanted
to spell longer words longer than ten letters, they did not fit. One mother
notified her coach in response to her update that the child had spelled
“almosaurus”: “He wanted to spell elasmosaurus but it [the app] would
not take all those letters.” This limitation of the app was addressed in later
work by Sysoev (2020), where he expanded the SpeechBlocks app to work
on a larger tablet screen and built in scaffolding to help children to write
full sentences.
Overall, coaches and caregivers seemed to be able to build a relationship and establish a baseline of trust throughout the program. However,
it seems there is a limit to how much relationship-building is possible
through an asynchronous digital medium such as text message. When
talking about their relationship-building experiences, making coaches and
caregivers alike mentioned how important the in-person experience of
meeting families was. Additionally, we see through the data that caregivers
and coaches were able to share information during the check-in phone
calls that helped coaches tailor activities to the child’s interests and context, and provided caregivers with an outlet to both give coaches feedback
on their child’s interest (or lack thereof) in the app and have coaches
acknowledge and affirm their experiences. Overall, most caregivers and
coaches—especially those who had met in-person at the study’s outset—
voiced that they had built some sort of relationship. One caregiver noted
in her exit interview that her children were excited to see their coach at the
post-workshop. She explained that she felt her coach, Emily, had gotten to
know her children over time, and she could see a difference between the
activities Emily sent and the week she had a substitute coach while Emily
was away on a trip.
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5.2.1.7 Coaches’ reflections on their role
Assuming the role of a technology-assisted coach was a brand new experience for all of the coaches involved. Indeed, it was a new experience for
all coaches, as we were co-creating the role throughout these studies. At
the end of the GV Study, we asked coaches to reflect upon their role, both
individually through one-on-one interviews, and collectively through a
collaborative workshop session with all six coaches.
In their individual interviews, coaches touched many of the coaching
practices. While none of them were explicitly prompted to discuss any
individual coaching practice, all but one coach discussed analyzing children’s play and sharing interesting learning moments with caregivers,
all coaches discussed scaffolding activities for children, and four of the
six coaches discussed suggested activities that families could do together
based on children’s interests and SpeechBlocks play. Additionally, four
of the six coaches discussed nudging children to play, highlighting that
writing lack-of-activity updates was a prevalent and frustrating experience.
These discussions illustrated what we knew from the data—that coaches
were able to engage in all of the coaching practices outlined above, and
also had to nudge children to play due to lack of engagement with the
SpeechBlocks app.
We also wanted to hear directly from coaches as a group about what
they felt their role as a coach was. For instance, did they find that their
coaching role was more focused on some of the practices than others? To
help understand this, after the study’s conclusion, we held a workshop
session with all six coaches around the theme “what does being a coach
mean to you?” During this session, the coaches worked together to surface
themes about what being a coach meant to them. They came up with the
following themes, which we have mapped to the coaching practices where
possible:

analyze and share:

Coaches’ theme of “translating children’s data

to caregivers” corresponds to these two practices.
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scaffold:

Coaches’ theme of “providing facilitory feedback to chil-

dren” maps to the coaching practice of scaffolding children’s learning.

invite:

Coaches’ theme of “supporting caregivers to engage in chil-

dren’s learning” corresponds to the coaching practice of inviting caregivers
to engage in literacy learning activities with their children.

building relationships and trust:

Coaches’ explicitly mentioned

the theme of “building relationships.” Additionally, they surfaced the
theme of “being responsible and accountable.” This could be viewed both
as an aspect of trust-building, as it may be difficult to trust those who
you feel are irresponsible, and as an overarching requirement for anyone
working with children and families.

Additionally, there was one more theme that did not fall neatly into
the coaching practices framework: “encouraging children’s playful learning.” This theme is prevalent—but not explicitly defined—in the coaching
practices of scaffold, share, and invite, as all three of these practices are
designed to encourage both children and caregivers to engage in playful,
interest-driven learning. It may also map to the practice of nudging children to play, as the coaches wrote comments such as “finding activities
that inspire each individual” under this theme.

5.2.2

LL Study

How coaches engaged with families in the LL Study was shaped by
children’s continued engagement with StoryBlocks throughout the study.
In the analysis below, we will look at how the five coaches engage with
the 14 families in the LL Study.
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5.2.2.1 Analyzing children’s in-app play
As the first step in their coaching process, LL coaches were asked to
analyze children’s StoryBlocks play. To do this, they read through all of the
stories that the child had worked on since coaches sent their last caregiver
updates. As they read, they recorded patterns, themes, or progress in
the child’s narrative development, documenting their observations in
the “coach annotations” forms on the console (shown in Figure 3.18).
Coaches then used this analysis to convey interesting learning moments in
children’s storytelling to their caregivers using short text-message updates.
To explore how coaches analyzed children’s play and used their analysis
in their communication with families, we qualitatively coded coaches’
caregiver updates to investigate if and how they were directly connected
to children’s in-app StoryBlocks play. In order to be classified as directly
connected to children’s StoryBlocks play, caregiver updates had to contain at least one of the criteria outlined in Table 5.6. The full codebook
containing these codes can be found in Appendix B.
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Table 5.6: Criteria for if a coach’s update was considered directly con-

nected to the child’s in-app StoryBlocks play. The content of a
caregiver update needed to meet at least one of these criteria to
be considered connected to children’s in-app play.
Criteria

Examples

Coach references
a specific aspect
of a child’s StoryBlocks
story
(e.g., characters,
setting,
facial
expressions, title,
theme).

Julia started a really sweet story about someone buying
their friend a present! I noticed that Julia expressed
Lem’s appreciation for the present very clearly and his
emotions really came alive in the story. I’m excited to
read the rest of the story! Nice job!
Sally created a very creative and interesting story
where boo and lem were in danger of a zombie attack!
Sally used dialogue and facial expressions to express the
character’s feelings and behaviors. She also ended the
story in a creative way; boo throws a basketball at the
zombie to save the day!
Samantha created a suspenseful story about a camping
trip where a bad guy stole their money and backpack!
She used surprised facial expressions to show how the
characters were feeling!

Coach references
a
cross-cutting
theme or commonality in a
child’s
StoryBlocks
stories
or with their
siblings’ stories.

Jess shared a great story about a group of friends going
swimming at the YMCA. I could tell that the characters
were all really excited to go swimming, and I noticed
Allie has also written a story about swimming. It seems
like swimming and being saved by a lifeguard is a
common plot for the two of them!
I’m starting to notice a theme emerging in Ivan’s
stories. His main character is often challenged with
having a conflict with someone else. I will be interested
to see how he decides to resolve the problems in his
stories! Ivan and Iyla actually both have stories where
their main character has felt excluded or hurt by others.
Lance’s stories are always full of action and adventure! From running through the jungle with breakfast
foods to a dragon breathing fire, he is able to make each
scene full of momentum and excitement.
(Continued on next page)
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Coach references
a
storytelling
skill in a child’s
StoryBlocks play
(e.g., adding a
plot twist, conflict/resolution,
editing based on
feedback).

I noticed Danni went back to her witch and cat story and
made it longer! Her edits to elaborate on the plot really
made me engaged in the story. Editing is a wonderful
practice in storytelling!
I noticed that Jenna added to her story about Lem and
Kiwi getting lost, and she added a lot of detail! In the 9
frames of her story, she used lots of dialogue, images,
and character emotions to really help me understand
what was happening and how everyone felt in the story.
Using words and images to represent important details
is a powerful way to share your story!
Isa is getting really creative with her stories. She
uses plot twists and other unexpected elements to make
her stories stand out. I love it!

There were 211 updates sent by coaches to caregivers over the course
of the LL Study. As most families had multiple children (i.e., siblings)
enrolled in the study, many received multiple updates from their coach
at the same time. Across all of these updates, 75% (n=158) were directly
connected to children’s play on StoryBlocks.
Similar to the GV Study, though to a far lesser extent, some coach
updates (n=28) were lack-of-activity updates. When we excluded the coach
updates that were classified by coaches as lack-of-activity updates, 86% of
remaining updates directly connected to children’s StoryBlocks play.
5.2.2.2 Scaffolding children’s learning
The second step in the coaching process is to scaffold learning moments
for the children they coached. To do this, coaches could send Story Stickies
to children’s StoryBlocks apps, placing stickies with feedback, questions,
and reactions directly on individual story frames. During the course of the
LL Study, coaches sent a total of 292 stickies to children.
To understand what sorts of scaffolding were in these stickies, we drew
upon the scaffolding types outlined in the literature in Chapter 2, applying
them to the StoryBlocks use-case to create the following scaffolding types
shown in Table 5.7. Of these stickies, 96% contained at least one type of
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scaffolding, highlighting that coaches almost always included scaffolding
in their communication with children.
However, the breakdown of scaffolding types favored some forms of
scaffolding than others: The majority (73%) drew attention to specifics
of a child’s story (and thus the child’s actions in creating it), while 35%
encouraged the child to expand on their story and 29% of stickies asked the
child a clarifying question about their story. Only 1% of stickies explicitly
suggested an in-app learning activity to the child.
Table 5.7: Scaffolding used in coach communication with children through

StoryBlocks stickies.
Criteria

Examples

Asking the child
a clarifying question about their
story.

Wow, did the cat betray her friend the witch? How does
that make the witch feel?
Are the characters playing hide and seek here? Is
this scene connected to the next one with the puppies?
OMG is this inside the shark’s belly!?

Asking a question
or making a statement to encourage the child to
expand on their
story.

I see you were searching for a car here! I’m curious to
see where the group of friends head to next!
What happens next? Do they save him, call a doctor, or something else? It looks like it’s going to be
exciting to read!
I’m excited to see what happens next! Does DJ
come here too? What happens after he introduces
himself to the strangers?

Drawing
attention to the
specifics of a
child’s actions.

I love how Lem and Kiwi worked together to solve the
problem! They must be great friends!
Great use of sound words (onomatopoeia!) to add
details to your story! I can really hear what it would be
like to be at the park in this scene! Great work!
Adding in more scenes here was really helpful!
(Continued on next page)
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Suggesting an inapp learning activity to the child.

Another story about sports! Nice! I am excited to see
how this story will continue! Do you play any sports?
Maybe you can write a story about your experiences
playing different sports!
1. I love the new song! 2. One thing storytellers
think about is how to write strong characters. They
might include a character that learns a lesson or changes
by the end. Think about this as you write or edit your
stories next week!
Did you also go on a boat ride when you were in
the DR? Maybe you could make a separate story about
another part of your adventure!

This breakdown may be explained by multiple factors. For one, many
children were prolific StoryBlocks users. At the most basic level, this
meant that when coaches sent a sticky, children were likely to see it and
potentially engage with its content. Furthermore, there was a lot of play
that a coach could highlight in their comments to the child, drawing
the child’s attention to specific choices they made in the story-creation
process. Due to the nature of story-making and story-editing, coaches
rarely had to directly suggest activities to the children, instead they could
leave comments, questions, and reactions that children could choose to
respond to or incorporate in their stories—or not. Indeed, one coach
whose children were prolific StoryBlocks users often used her stickies to
provide her reactions as she read stories, instead of providing any specific
scaffolds, playing the role of an engaged and excited reader of the child’s
story (Figure 5.7).
Next, we wanted to see if there was evidence of children responding to
the scaffolding that coaches sent in their stickies. Since multiple stickies
could be sent to the child about the same story at once, we examined
groups of stickies in “sticky waves.” Stickies that were sent about the same
story at the same time were considered to be part of the same sticky wave,
as there is no way to tease apart which sticky or stickies the child may be
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SHARK
Sneaky shark!
We see you!

Haha go Boo!
Get that shark!

PLOT TWIST!!

I love it!
Bravo :)

Figure 5.7: A child’s story where the coach used stickies to leave comments with
her reactions as she read.

reacting to in their follow-on play. Overall, there were 205 sticky waves, of
which 99% contained at least one sticky with scaffolding.
We manually coded the Coach Console data to see evidence of children
responding to each sticky wave that contained scaffolding. This evidence
took the form of annotator notes explaining how the child may have been
responding to the coach’s stickies in their play. This could be through
actions such as adding frames to expand the story, replying to a coach’s
question by inserting text into a speech bubble, or adding more detail to
the story in response to the coach’s question or suggestion.
Children showed evidence of responding to coach stickies in 31% of the
sticky waves, and 86% of children (all except three children) responded
to at least one coach sticky. Two examples of how children responded to
their coaches’ stickies are shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. Furthermore,
when looking at only the 85% of sticky waves (n=175) were sent to children
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who were active StoryBlocks users during the time the stickies were on
their device, the percent of sticky waves that children responded to rose to
36%, and all except two children who were active players when the stickies
were sent responded to at least one sticky wave. One of the children
experienced WiFi connectivity issues during the study and had not logged
into StoryBlocks while any of the coaches’ stickies were on her device, so
would have had no way to see them to respond.
Like all feedback, we do not hope that the child will reply to every sticky
or sticky wave. In fact, many of the stickies themselves were focused on
drawing children’s attention to aspects of their stories that the coaches
found fun, interesting, or surprising. Children were often working on
many stories at once, and so would abandon one story after a few play
sessions and move onto another without the coach knowing. So, while
they might go back and look at the coaches comments—which we do see
evidence of in their play—they may have already moved on to working on
another story and find the coaches comments irrelevant to their current
work. This suggests that we should revise the StoryBlocks app to allow
children to denote which stories they are actively working on and would
like feedback on, and which they are done with, so as to avoid this issue
in the future. Ideas on how to address this will be discussed further in
Chapter 8 (Section 8.1) when we discuss the idea of play-based coaching.
5.2.2.3 Sharing progress with caregivers
The third coaching practice we asked coaches to engage in is to share
updates about children’s learning with caregivers. From our initial analysis
of coaches’ text-message updates, we know that coaches sent a large
number of updates throughout the LL Study: 211 updates were sent by
coaches to caregivers of 14 families, with an average of 1.14 updates sent
weekly about each child. Furthermore, due to sustained engagement with
StoryBlocks, only 13% of updates were lack of activity updates, which
usually did not contain information about children’s progress.
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THE SAD TREE
ORIGINAL
STORY

COACH
SENDS
STICKY

This is so sad,
poor Boo :(. Is
there anything
they can do in
the face of this
sad news?

CHILD
EDITS AND
EXPANDS
STORY

Figure 5.8: An example of how a seven-year-old child responded to her coaches’
scaffolding. When the coach asked if the main character, Boo, could
do anything about the tree being cut down, she added four more
frames detailing how Boo saved the tree by regrowing it from a pot.
The child’s changes are highlighted in red.
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A DAY NEVER ENDS
ORIGINAL
STORY

COACH
SENDS
STICKY
I love how you
are setting up
the story so
clearly! How
do the dog
and cat know
each other?

This seems like it's
going to be a really fun
story about a dog and a
cat! Does something
crazy or really fun
happen on this night?
Do they go on an
adventure together? I'm
excited to see!

CHILD
EDITS AND
EXPANDS
STORY

Figure 5.9: An example of how an eight-year-old child responded to her coach’s
scaffolding. When asked how the dog and cat know each other, she
provided an explanation in the first frame. When asked if the dog and
cat go on an adventure, she added more frames and text detailing
what they did on their trip around the world. These changes are
highlighted in red.
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Looking at the updates coaches wrote when there was new play to
report on, as noted previously, most of them (86%) were directly connected
to children’s in-app play and shared interesting learning moments and
observations with caregivers. As we asked coaches to send between one
and three updates about each child’s play per week, the both cadence and
content of these updates was in-line with what we had asked coaches to
do.
Next, we wanted to see how caregivers felt about these updates. To do
this, we look at caregiver survey data to identify: (1) if they report that
the caregiver updates are helpful in understanding how their children are
learning through in-app play and why they feel these updates are helpful
and (2) how often caregivers report reading coaches’ text message updates.
In the LL Study, caregivers were surveyed twice: mid-way through
the study and at the study’s conclusion—and were asked the same set of
questions for each of their children enrolled in the study (when applicable).
When asked at the mid-study point if they thought the updates from their
coach provided them with new information about their child’s narrative
development, the majority of caregiver’s responses (56%) strongly agreed,
while 28% agreed, and 17% were neutral (Figure 5.10). At the study’s
end, caregivers were asked a similar question: As part of this pilot, had
they learned about their child’s narrative development from their coach’s
updates? Of the caregivers’ responses, the majority (63%) strongly agreed
and 38% agreed with this statement (Figure 5.11).
When asked why they find the updates valuable on the post-study
survey, of the caregiver responses, the majority of caregivers selected “they
are relevant to my children” (100%), “they include specific information”
(82%), “they are easy to understand” (73%), “they include new information about narrative process” (64%), or “they are detailed” (55%). The one
caregiver who selected “other” included the note: “I like having another
person’s perspective on my child’s writing” (Figure 5.12). As all caregivers
reported finding value in the updates, no caregivers were shown the con-
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Figure 5.10: Responses from caregivers on the mid-study survey (n=18) to how
strongly they agree with the statement: “I think that the updates
from COACHNAME, my Coach, provide me with new information
about CHILDNAME’s narrative development.” Caregivers used a
likert scale to answer this question, where 0=Strongly Disagree,
3=Neutral, and 5=Strongly Agree, and answered multiple times if
they had multiple children enrolled in the study.

verse question about reasons why they did not find the coaches’ feedback
valuable.
To round out this picture, we wanted to see if caregivers read their
coaches’ updates. We found that almost all caregivers reported reading
their LL coaches’ updates. At the mid-study point, 100% of the 12 caregivers who responded to the LL mid-study survey reported reading the
coach updates in the past week. At the end of the study, when reflecting
on how often they had read their coach’s updates throughout the study
using a likert scale (1=Never, 2=Sometimes, 3=About half the time, 4=Most
of the time, 5=Always), all except one of the 11 caregivers who responded
to the survey selected “always,” with the remaining caregiver selecting
“most of the time.”
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Figure 5.11: Responses from caregivers on the post-study survey (n=16) to how
strongly they agree with the statement: “As a part of this program, I
have learned about CHILDNAME’s narrative development from the
updates from COACHNAME, my coach.” Caregivers used a likert
scale to answer this question, where 0=Strongly Disagree, 3=Neutral,
and 5=Strongly Agree, and answered multiple times if they had
multiple children enrolled in the study.

5.2.2.4

Inviting caregivers to engage in literacy learning experiences with
their children

Similar to the GV Study, 36% of all coach updates sent to caregivers in
the LL Study contained a family activity with an explicit invitation for
family engagement. This averaged to approximately 0.42 family activity
suggestions per child weekly—a lower number than what we had asked
of coaches. This same frequency of family activity suggestion is reflected
in coaches’ console data, where they could select if the update they were
writing contained a family activity. According to this console data, 35% of
coaches’ updates contained family activities, averaging 0.43 activities per
child weekly. Thus, as we had asked coaches to send family activities with
explicit invitations for engagement from other family members, coaches
seemed to largely follow our guidance in terms of how they messaged
the family activities. However, they did not follow our guidance in terms
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Figure 5.12: Helpful - Number of LL caregiver responses (n=11) containing each
reason in response to the question: “Which of these reasons best
describe why you found the feedback from COACHNAME, your
Coach, valuable? (Check all that apply.)” Unhelpful - Number of
LL caregiver responses (n=0) containing each reason in response to
the question: “Which of these reasons best describe why you did
not find the feedback from COACHNAME, you Coach, valuable?
(Check all that apply.)” All data is from the LL post-study survey.

of the frequency of providing family activity suggestions, sending fewer
suggestions than they were asked to.
As many of the children in the LL Study participated along with their
siblings, this may be because coaches often aptly chose activities that would
include more than one sibling, and only sent one update with an activity
per family. For example, for a family with two siblings participating in
the study, one coach wrote: “For a fun activity, you, Allison and Jenny
could try writing some problems that you both have encountered down on
pieces of paper and put them in a ’story problems box.’ Each week, Jenny
and Allison can pick a problem out of the box that will occur in their next
story! They will have to use their problem solving skills and creativity!”
This lower number of activity suggestions may also be because the high
engagement with StoryBlocks caused coaches to focus more of their efforts
on the other coach practices, or because coaches did not include explicit
invitations for family engagement in their updates, indicating a need to
reform our tools and training to better guide coaches through the process
of creating and communicating family activity ideas.

5.2 coaching practices in the wild
Next, we explored if families attempted to do the coach-suggested
activities. We could not directly study if families completed these activities
from children’s play, since the majority of the activities coaches suggested
were activities designed to be done either on- or off-the-screen at the
family’s discretion (e.g., “For a fun activity, you and Rachel could try
role-playing different characters from a favorite book, TV show, or movie!
If those characters were going to the store or eating dinner together, what
would they say, think or do?”).
Therefore, instead of looking for evidence in the children’s play data, we
used caregiver survey data to understand if families self-reported doing
these activities. During both the mid- and post-study surveys, we asked
caregivers if that had done any of the coach-suggested family activities.
Indeed, 75% of caregivers (n=12) on the mid-study survey and 73% of
caregivers (n=11) on the post-study survey responded that they had done
at least one of their coach’s suggested family activities with their children.
On the post-survey, when asked how much they think their coach’s
updates helped them to come up with ideas for activities to do with their
children, caregivers agreed with this statement (mean=4.18 on a likert scale
of 1 to 5 where 1=Strongly Disagree and 5=Strongly Agree) (Figure 5.13).
5.2.2.5

Building trust and relationships between families and coaches

Coaches and families in the LL Study had multiple opportunities to form
relationships in-person, as they met in-person three times at the prestudy, mid-study, and post-study workshops. At each workshop, they
had approximately one hour of time together, and engaged in specific
relationship-building activities, such as coaches sharing their personal
stories of what sparked their interest in storytelling with families, playing storytelling games, and spending time with the caregivers while the
children were with the research team doing other activities. In their poststudy survey, coaches commented on the importance of these in-person
experiences, explaining that the workshops helped them grow strong connections with the families they coached. One coach elaborated: “During the
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Figure 5.13: Responses from caregivers on the post-study survey (n=11) to how
strongly they agree with the statement: “My Coach COACHNAME’s
updates helped me to come up with ideas for activities to do with
my child(ren)” Caregivers used a likert scale to answer this question,
where 0=Strongly Disagree, 3=Neutral, and 5=Strongly Agree.

workshops, the parents explained how excited their kids were when I sent
out updates. The kids definitely warmed up to me by the last workshop
which was great!”
Caregivers replied to 33% of coaches’ updates throughout the study.
However, as there were often many updates sent to a given caregiver at
once (one per child in the study), and they only usually replied once to
the thread, 33% represents the lower bound of the number of updates
caregivers acknowledged via text message.
When they did reply, they often replied in short sentences, instead of
the simple acknowledgements such as “okay” and “thank you” that were
prevalent in the GV Study. In the cases where caregivers’ did offer more
expansive replies, they often provided reactions to the coaches’ update
(e.g., the responses in Table 5.8), additional context on children’s stories
(e.g., the responses in Table 5.9), gratitude that the coach sent relevant
activity suggestions (e.g., the responses in Table 5.10), or comments about
children’s developing narrative skills (e.g., the responses in Table 5.11).

5.2 coaching practices in the wild
In the LL Study, coaches primary communication was with the children—
using stickies to communicate with them about their stories. This was
echoed in caregivers’ feedback about coaches, where they focused their
comments on their children’s relationships with their coaches. One caregiver explained that it “makes her [daughter] feel very special when her
coach sends her good feedback on [her] stories.” Another caregiver stated:
“Noelle was fantastic. Her enthusiasm for Ivan’s stories always brightened
my day.”
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Table 5.8: Caregivers reacting to the details of their children’s stories that

coaches shared in their updates.
Thread

Description
In response to the coach’s update
about her daughter’s story, the caregiver replies with a light-hearted reaction.
In response to the coach’s update
about her son’s soccer-themed story,
the caregiver responds that she did
not know he had made a story about
soccer, and that his older brother is
obsessed with watching soccer on TV.
In response to the coach’s update
about her son’s new story, the caregiver lets the coach know that he put
a lot of effort into creating the story.
In response to the coach’s update
about her son’s and daughter’s sharing a common theme, the caregiver
acknowledges this commonality.

Table 5.9: Caregivers providing additional context to coaches about chil-

dren’s StoryBlocks stories.
Thread

Description
In response to the coach’s update
about her son’s stories, the caregiver
lets the coach know that she is trying to encourage her son to write one
longer story instead of many singleframe stories.
(Continued on next page)
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In response to the coach’s update, the
caregiver lets the coach know that
her older son was playing with her
daughter’s StoryBlocks account and
she may see some of his stories as
well.
In response to the coach’s update, the
caregiver informs the coach that her
daughter is collaborating with her
younger brother on a new story that
the coach will see soon.

In response to the coach’s update, the
caregiver lets the coach know that
there is often a common theme of
“downtown” in her children’s stories
because they go downtown often.

Table 5.10: Caregivers thanking coaches for their updates and/or relevant

activity suggestions.
Thread

Description
In response to the coach’s activity
suggestion in her update, the caregiver thanks the coach for the activity
and lets her know that they will try it
once her son finishes with standardized testing at school that week.
In response to the coach’s message,
the caregiver thanks her for sending
out updates.

In response to the coach’s update,
the caregiver thanks her and lets her
know that her daughter loves the StoryBlocks app.
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Table 5.11: Caregivers commenting on or discussing their children’s narra-

tive skills with coaches.
Thread

Description
In response to the coach’s update,
the caregiver and coach engage in a
text-message conversation about how
much fun her daughters are having
creating stories on StoryBlocks, and
how excited she is that her daughter
is “getting her ideas written down
in some form and practicing her
spelling.”

In response to the coach’s update, the
caregiver informs the coach that her
son is still trying to understand the
difference between stories and individual pages of a story.

In response to the coach’s update
about how her son’s new stories contained endings to problems, the caregiver let the coach know that she has
been working with her son on creating stories that make sense.

Since there was a mid-study in-person workshop, coaches did not actively reach out to caregivers to check-in by phone, though in a few cases
they did have short phone conversations when caregivers had questions.
Thus, almost all of the relationship-building was done in-person and
through text message conversations.
The stories that children made were often incredibly personal, discussing
both light-hearted and serious issues that children and their families were
facing. As such, families and coaches had to establish enough of a baseline
of trust in-person for families to feel comfortable with coaches reading
and commenting on their children’s stories. When coaches commented
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on these themes in their updates, it not only reminded caregivers that the
coach could see this information, but also may have helped caregivers
and coaches build a stronger relationship through this mutual visibility
and understanding. Indeed, in their post-study survey, many coaches commented that building relationships with children and their families was
their favorite part of the LL program. For example, one coach explained:
“I really enjoyed getting to know the family I worked with and learned
quite a bit about their family culture.” Other coaches echoed similar sentiments, commenting: “I learned a ton about the children, their likes and
dislikes, and what was going on in their lives that influenced their stories”
and “getting to know them [the children] through their work was really
special.”
5.2.2.6

Providing technology support

Due to a technical issue, coaches had to embrace an unexpected and
important aspect of coaching with a digital system—providing technology
support. In the first week of the LL Study, we encountered a serious
technical problem with the StoryBlocks app that caused the app to crash
repeatedly and unexpectedly as children played. While families were
provided with instructions to contact the research team if they experienced
any technical issues, many contacted their coaches as well. This made
sense, as coaches were the face of the program for families, and thus the
most logical person for them to reach out to.
Luckily, the coaches took on this unexpected “tech support” role with
grace and understanding. They apologized, let the families know that
they would notify the research team about the issues families raised, and
communicated with families about when they could expect a software fix
for the app (see examples in Table 5.12). Despite this being a frustrating
experience for both families and coaches, it may have helped them build a
stronger relationship, as coaches were able to listen to, acknowledge, and
surface families’ complaints to the research team in a timely manner and
help communicate to families when we had found a solution.
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Table 5.12: Examples of coaches providing technology support to families.
Thread

Description
In response to the caregiver letting
the coach know that her daughters
are struggling with the app, the coach
apologizes to the caregiver and lets
her know that there will be an app update coming out tomorrow that will
fix the issue.
In response to the caregiver telling
the coach that her daughter’s StoryBlocks app is crashing, the coach lets
the caregiver know that she has notified the research team about this issue
and they will be sending out an app
update shortly that will fix the issue.

5.2.2.7 Coaches’ reflections on their own roles
Coaches did not have a chance to explicitly reflect on their roles after the
LL Study. However, in their post-study survey, they mentioned some of
the coaching practices. For example, they discussed analyzing children’s
stories and sharing interesting learning moments, stating that they “helped
analyze narrative development,” “annotated children’s stories,” and “communicated with families 2-3 times a week about how the children were
doing on their narrative development.” They also discussed scaffolding
children’s play through comments such as I “communicate[d] with them
[the children] about specific stories/details/scenes” using story stickies.
Interestingly, none of the coaches explicitly discussed designing family
activities—though we saw that they did suggest family activities in their
caregiver updates. Additionally, one coach stressed the overall theme of
providing encouragement to children, highlighting that she felt the most
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rewarding experience she had as a coach was “encouraging students’
narrative expression.”

5.3

discussion

The GV and LL studies serve as two case studies into how coaches coached,
both in what actions they took and how children and caregivers responded
to them. Looking at each of the coaching practices, we find that coaches
proficiently engaged in three of the four coaching practices across both
studies: They analyzed children’s play (when there was new play to
analyze), scaffolded children’s learning, and shared information about
children’s play with caregivers (see summary in Figure 5.14). Across
both studies, coaches also adapted to take on new aspects of their jobs,
such as nudging children to play and providing technology support to
families. Furthermore, children and caregivers were responsive to their
actions: To varying extents, children responded to coaches’ scaffolding
and caregivers read coaches’ updates, acknowledged them, and engaged
in coach-suggested family activities. As we designed this coaching system
to be flexible, we did not expect, nor do we want, caregivers and children
to feel that they always have to do what the coach suggests. Indeed, we
aimed to build a system where families engaged with their coaches, but
were able to customize their interactions to fit into their busy lives.
However, coaches struggled in both studies with one practice: inviting
caregivers to engage in literacy learning activities with their children. In
particular, in the GV Study, coaches struggled with how to message family
activities, often providing implicit invitations for caregiver involvement.
Interestingly, LL coaches did not struggle with how to message the activities, but rather with the requested weekly cadence of sending the activities.
This may have been because, in their Coach Console, there was a dedicated
space for writing family activities, with the start of a draft sentence for an
activity suggestion that always began with: “For a fun activity, you and
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Figure 5.14: The percent of times coaches engaged in the core coaching practices
in their asynchronous digital actions with children and caregivers.
For “analyze and share,” the bars represent the percent of coaches’
updates to caregivers that were connected to children’s play data
(given there was new play for coaches to analyze). For “scaffold,”
the bars represent the percent of coaches’ word prompts (GV) or
story stickies (LL) that scaffolded learning experiences for children.
For “invite,” the bars show the percent of coaches’ updates that
contain an idea for a family activity and explicitly invite other family
members to engage in the activity with the child. Error bars indicate
the 95% confidence interval of the mean. Please note, we look at
“analyze and share” collectively because this analysis examined how
frequently the caregiver updates that coaches shared were connected
to the children’s play they analyzed.

CHILDNAME could try. . . ” which added the explicit invitation for the
caregiver into the activity suggestion by default, instead of placing the
burden on the coach to remember this nuance to the messaging. More
on the differences in these designs will be discussed in Chapter 7 (see
Section 7.4.3).
Additionally, regardless of how they were messaged, the types of family
activities suggested by coaches varied between studies. In the GV Study,
these activity suggestions were often based on children’s off-screen interests, and were designed to nudge children and their caregivers to play
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together with the SpeechBlocks app. In the LL Study, as there was already
so much playtime, coaches did not need to use these activities to nudge
families to engage with the app, and could instead focus on off-screen
activities.
Another difference was in how the activities treated or did not treat the
caregiver as the “expert.” This may be due to the nature of storytelling
verses spelling. In the space of spelling, coaches often gave caregivers the
role of the “expert” speller, as all caregivers in the GV Study had indicated
they were proficient at communicating in English, asking caregivers to
help their children spell words they had sent. However, when looking at
storytelling skills, coaches did not ascribe this same “expert” role in the
activities to caregivers. Instead, LL coaches often encouraged caregivers to
brainstorm ideas for stories with their children off the screen, using family
activities as the spark of inspiration to help children come up with ideas
for new stories.
The shift from word-building activities, often focused on the particulars
of spelling phonetically in English, to storytelling activities may have
helped the activities be more inclusive to families who spoke languages
other than English in the home. Since these activities put the caregiver and
child on more equal footing in terms of who plays the “expert” role, it may
have allowed for the dynamic changing of caregiver and child roles that
research suggests exist in families where the caregiver does not speak the
dominant language of the society. Additionally, most of these storytelling
activities could be done off-the-screen in any language, and children could
then use the inspiration from them to write StoryBlocks stories in English.
Interestingly, how coaches engaged in the practice of scaffolding also
varied by study (see summary in Figure 5.15). For instance, GV coaches
rarely asked clarifying questions about children’s SpeechBlocks wordplay,
but LL coaches asked many clarifying questions about children’s StoryBlocks stories. Aside from lack of sustained play with SpeechBlocks being
a likely factor, it seems that it may have also been more difficult for coaches
to get an accurate picture of what children were doing on SpeechBlocks
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Figure 5.15: Types of scaffolding present across the asynchronous coach-child
communication in each study. For the GV Study, the bars represent
the percent of times this scaffolding type appeared in the word
prompts coaches sent to children. For the LL Study, the bars represent the percent of times this scaffolding type appeared in the
story stickies coaches sent to children. Error bars indicate the 95%
confidence interval of the mean.

than StoryBlocks, which they needed in order to ask follow-up questions.
This may be due to multiple factors, outlined below.
First, many children used the SpeechBlocks app as a tool to spell things
in their surroundings (e.g., street signs, words from books or homework).
As coaches did not have this environmental context, they had to make
educated guesses. For instance, upon seeing a child who had previously
never spelled a sentence before write “all you need in life is love and
wine” on SpeechBlocks, one coach had to make the educated guess that he
was spelling a sentence from a sign or poster in his house. By contrast, in
StoryBlocks, much more of the children’s storytelling context was present
in the app, as they were focused on crafting stories—a form of expression
designed to convey meaning in and of itself—which the coach could see
in their entirety.
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Second, this may point to a limitation of the way the SpeechBlocks
scaffolding was built, where it was difficult for coaches to ask clarifying
questions to children, as children had no way to respond except through
SpeechBlocks itself—likely a difficult task for a child learning to spell.
Children’s stories may have provided a more natural medium for asking
questions, as coaches were able to provide reactions and ask questions
about specific events through placing stickies directly on top of the part of
the story they were referring to. As the LL children skewed slightly older
and thus were likely to be more proficient writers and children could write
full sentences in StoryBlocks, it may have been more natural for children
to edit their stories in response to coaches’ questions.
Third, it may also point to a limitation in coaching at the word-level in
general, as coaches may be inclined to make educated guesses about what
word a child is trying to spell by looking at the child’s play and send them
a prompt scaffolding the correct spelling of the word, rather than asking
the child a clarifying question. In comparison, the LL coaches had a ton of
play and used a medium where children returned to work on the same
artifact (i.e., story) over multiple StoryBlocks play sessions.
There were other differences in scaffolding, that may have been in the
way scaffolds were communicated to children on the SpeechBlocks and
StoryBlocks apps themselves. On SpeechBlocks, they appeared on the
main screen—the first screen that children saw when they opened the app.
When there was a new suggestion prompt, the start on the bottom right
hand corner pulsed so that children’s attention was drawn directly to it,
and though they could easily ignore it and it would stop pulsing once
they started doing something else on the app, they could not delete the
prompt themselves. In StoryBlocks, when children opened the app, they
immediately saw a notification on the home screen for each story their
coach had left stickies on. However, they could easily delete a story with
coach-written stickies—even before they read the stickies themselves—and
could delete individual stickies on their stories at any time. This provided
LL children with more agency in how they used or ignored coach feedback.
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were coaches able to successfully fulfill their coaching role?
However, it may also have frustrated LL coaches if their feedback was
deleted without being read and may be a contributing factor to the low
percent of stickies acted upon by children in the LL Study.
Additionally, coaches’ feedback in the StoryBlocks app came with a
visual reminder that the feedback was sent by their coach. Each sticky
showed a picture of the coach’s headshot. This was not the case in SpeechBlocks, where there was no visual imagery associated with the coach’s
prompt. Thus, while it was easy for LL children to recognize that the
stickies had been sent by their coach, it was not as apparent to the GV
children that their prompts had been sent by their coach, as they had no
visual reminder.
In both apps, coaches’ scaffolds were only visible to the child once
they opened their SpeechBlocks and StoryBlocks app. Therefore, it is
also possible that many children did not see the scaffolds, rendering the
scaffolds useless if the child did not open the app. The introduction of
push notifications on the children’s SpeechBlocks and StoryBlocks devices
will likely make the scaffolds that are sent more fruitful, as they will be
visible to the child on their device’s home screens before they make the
decision to open the app.
In both studies, coaches shared updates on children’s learning with
caregivers, and almost all caregivers reported reading their coaches’ updates. However, there were differences in what was shared and how. In the
LL Study, many families had multiple children participating and coaches
could often see that siblings were working on stories together through the
audio narration feature of the StoryBlocks app. As such, coaches had the
flexibility and discretion to combine updates for siblings into one update
for a family. In the GV Study, this was not the case, as there were only two
coached families with multiple siblings participating.
Coaches also took on unexpected roles in both studies—namely playing
tech support in the LL Study and nudging families to play in the GV Study.
While LL coaches and families alike were frustrated with the technology
issues, they were able to quickly develop a text message rapport with the
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family at the study’s outset, in part because of this ordeal. The nudging to
play in the GV Study proved more problematic, as it continued throughout
the study, frustrating coaches and making families feel like SpeechBlocks
was more of a task or piece of homework they had to do because their
coach wanted them to. While research shows that communication with a
digital human coach can be more effective than communication with an
automated machine (Baumeister et al., 2014; Tate et al., 2006), the increased
engagement may be because the learner feels bad or guilty when they are
unable to participate. We do not want our coaches to feel like they are
being pushy or guilting anyone into using the coaching system, nor do
we want families to feel pressured. It is worth exploring other options for
nudges (e.g., computerized nudges), and how to provide families with
the ability to select if they would like to receive nudges or not and what
cadence they would like to receive these nudges.
In terms of developing relationships and trust between families and
coaches, though both GV and LL coaches were able to develop relationships with the families they worked with, they seemed to go about it
in different ways. GV coaches spent more effort on collaborating with
caregivers to develop ideas for activities children could do with the app,
developing a relationship that was more focused on playtime itself than
the contents of play. In contrast, LL coaches spent their effort collaborating with children, and their relationships with caregivers developed as
a result of this engagement with the children first and centered around
the discussion of children’s in-app creations. This nuance was reflected
in the way coaches talked about their own roles in the two studies. GV
coaches focused more on how they worked to engage the whole family in
the literacy learning process, while LL coaches focused more on how they
worked to help children improve their narrative skills.
With this knowledge, in the next, we shift our focus from analyzing
the coaches’ action to looking at how having a coach affected children
and their caregivers. Specifically, we examine how having a coach affected
children’s learning through and family engagement in in-app play.
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SYSTEM ON CHILDREN AND
FA M I L I E S

In this chapter, we examine the effect of the technology-assisted coaching
system on the other two stakeholders in the coaching network: the caregivers and children. This chapter focuses on comparing the treatment (the
families who received a human coach who used the technology-assisted
coaching system) and control conditions (the families who received a
generic, automated coaching system) for the GV Study, using linear regression models. We ask the second research question posed in Chapter 4:
Is the coaching system effective in coaching children’s literacy learning
and empowering families to support their children’s learning process?
We approach this question of the coaching system’s effectiveness as two
sub-questions, one with a focus on caregivers and one with a focus on
children.
Regarding caregivers, we find that caregivers who have a coach are 30%
more aware of their children’s in-app wordplay than those without a coach,
but that having a coach does not affect their perception of their children’s
learning through in-app play or their co-engagement in app-based play
with their children. Regarding children, we find that children who had a
coach played 43% more often and for 20% more time than children without
coaches. Largely due to their increased playtime, children with coaches
had 54% more unique English words in their wordplay. These coached
children also had slightly less diversity (-6%) in the parts-of-speech used
in their wordplay than those without coaches. The effects, however, seem
to be different for families with caregivers without postgraduate degrees.
For example, for caregivers without postgraduate degrees, the coaching
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system increased the likelihood that they found the coaching updates
useful in coming up with app-based activities to do with their children
by 45%, whereas it was only 8% more likely to increase this likelihood
for caregivers with higher educational levels. For children, we saw similar
effects, where children whose caregivers had lower education levels were
estimated to have an 127% increase in the unique English words in their
wordplay as a result of the coaching system, whereas children whose
caregivers had higher levels of education had only a 3% increase.
In their exit interviews, caregivers reported that they enjoyed having a
coach for their families—in particular they enjoyed the coach’s updates
and activity suggestions. However, having a coach may have made using
SpeechBlocks seem more like a task or piece of homework for children.
Taken together, we view these results as promising, as they indicate that
not only the coaching system was helpful in aspects of both empowering caregivers to support their children’s learning process and coaching
children’s learning (i.e., wordplay), but families also enjoyed the coaching
experience and liked having a coach for their family.
We dive into these results and the analysis methods used to determine
them in this chapter. In Section 6.1, we discuss the results related to the
caregivers’ experience working with coaches. In Section 6.2, we examine
the results related to the children’s experience working with coaches.
In Section 6.3, we discuss the observation that, for families that have
caregivers without postgraduate degrees, the effect of the coaching system
is much greater across almost all of the outcome variables investigated.
In Section 6.4, we examine caregivers’ perceptions of having a coach for
their family. Finally, we conclude this chapter with a discussion of these
findings in Section 6.5.
Per our pre-registration plan1 for the GV Study, we excluded data from
the analysis conducted in this chapter in specific cases. Specifically, we
excluded survey responses where the caregiver did not have custody of
the child participating in the study during the timespan asked about, the
1 Our pre-registration plan can be found at https://aspredicted.org/nd44x.pdf.
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family reported having lost the SpeechBlocks device and did not have
access to a device to play on, the family reported experiencing major
technical issues with the SpeechBlocks device, or the caregiver changed
phone numbers and reported not receiving the coaching updates/tips
because of this. Across the three survey waves, five of caregivers’ survey
responses met these criteria and were therefore excluded from analysis.
A summary of our pre-registered findings with corrections for multiplehypothesis testing are shown in Appendix D.

6.1

the caregiver experience

We look first at the sub-question pertaining to caregivers: Is the technologyassisted coaching system effective in empowering families to support their
children’s learning process? We unpack this question into three parts: Does
the coaching system increase caregivers’ (1) awareness of their children’s
in-app play, (2) perception of their children’s learning through in-app play,
and/or (3) co-engagement in children’s in-app play? We evaluate each of
these questions using our pre-registered research plan, and augment our
research plan with additional exploratory findings. All findings in this
section are from children’s SpeechBlocks play data and three waves of our
GV caregiver survey, which posed the same set of questions to caregivers
during week 3 and week 6 of the study and at the study’s end (week 9).
We used Linear Probability Models (LPMs) to estimate the effect size of
the treatment on binary outcome variables (Hanck et al., 2019). We added
fixed effects for the randomization block and the survey wave of each
response, and used robust standard errors (CR2) clustered at the family
level because children in the same family were always assigned to the
same experimental condition. The block fixed effects were incorporated in
the model to reflect the restrictions on randomization inherent in our study
design. The survey wave fixed effects were incorporated to reflect the effect
of taking the same survey three times at different points throughout the
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study. We use LPMs over other possible options, such as logit models or ttests, because the coefficients in LPMs are easier to interpret. In non-linear
models, such as logit for example, the coefficients do not always have a
direct interpretation and we would have to estimate marginal effects to
interpret the results. T-tests do not allow us to control for covariates, such
as the randomization block and survey wave fixed effects, and therefore
were also a non-optimal approach.

6.1.1 Summary of findings related to the caregiver experience
Before exploring the findings related to the caregiver experience in detail,
we provide an overview of the results in Table 6.1. We see that the coaching
system increases caregivers’ awareness of their children’s in-app play (Outcome 6.1). The coaching system does not increase caregivers’ perception
that their children are learning through in-app play (Outcome 6.3) nor
their reported co-engagement in their children’s in-app play (Outcome
6.5). However, we find that caregivers found the coaching updates helpful
for knowing what their child was doing in SpeechBlocks (Outcome 6.2)
and learning through SpeechBlocks (Outcome 6.4), and for coming up
with ideas for SpeechBlocks activities to do with their children (Outcome
6.7).

6.1 the caregiver experience
Table 6.1: Estimates of the treatment effect on outcome variables from the

GV caregiver survey. All effects are estimated using an LPM
model that accounts for randomization block and survey wave
fixed effects and with robust standard errors (CR2) clustered at
the family level (shown in parentheses). Full regression tables for
these models, including models with and without fixed effects,
can be found in Appendix E. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
Outcome

Treatment coefficient
( β1 )

Treatment effect
(T )

Outcome 6.1. Caregivers
accurately name at least
one word that their child
made in SpeechBlocks in
the past week.

0.292 ***
(0.107)
p = 0.007

29.2%

Outcome 6.2. Caregivers
find the coaching
updates helpful in
knowing what their child
is doing while s/he is
playing with
SpeechBlocks.

0.320 ***
(0.084)
p < 0.001

32.0%

Outcome 6.3. Caregivers
feel that their child
learned something new
from SpeechBlocks in the
past week and provided
an example of a learning
moment.

-0.003
(0.105)
p = 0.977

-0.3%

Outcome 6.4. Caregivers
find that the coaching
updates help in
knowing what their child
is learning when s/he
is playing with
SpeechBlocks.

0.375 ***
(0.105)
p < 0.001

37.5%

Outcome 6.5. Caregivers
report playing with their
child using SpeechBlocks
in the past week and
provide an example
of their co-engagement.

0.096
(0.080)
p = 0.232

9.6%

(Continued on next page)
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Outcome 6.6. Caregivers
find the coaching updates
remind them to play
SpeechBlocks with their
child.

0.033
(0.097)
p = 0.730

3.3%

Outcome 6.7. Caregivers
strongly agree that the
coaching updates help
them come up with
ideas for activities to do
with their child using
SpeechBlocks.

0.269 **
(0.109)
p = 0.014

26.9%

6.1.2 Caregivers’ awareness of their children’s in-app play
To examine caregivers’ awareness of their children’s in-app SpeechBlocks
play, we asked caregivers whose children had played with SpeechBlocks in
the past week to list up to three words their child made in SpeechBlocks
during this timespan. Using fuzzy string matching (with a string matching
ratio cutoff > 90%) to permit minor misspellings, we checked these words
against the child’s play data to determine if the caregiver could name at
least one SpeechBlocks word their child made in the past week accurately.
On average, caregivers in the treatment condition could accurately report
at least one SpeechBlocks word their child made in the past week 58% of
the time, while caregivers in the control condition could accurately report
a word 29% of the time (Figure 6.1).
We find that caregivers in the treatment condition were 29% more likely
to accurately name at least one word that their child made in SpeechBlocks
in the past week (p = 0.007) (Outcome 6.1 in Table 6.1). This suggests that
caregivers in the treatment condition were more aware of their children’s
SpeechBlocks play than those in the control condition. One confounding
issue we need to keep in mind when interpreting this finding is that
all caregivers received the links to the surveys via text message. As the
treatment condition caregivers had coaches’ updates in their text message
history as well (though they were in a different message thread), they may
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Figure 6.1: Percent of responses over the course of three survey waves where
caregivers accurately listed at least one word their child made in
SpeechBlocks in the past week. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence
interval of the mean.

have referenced their coaches’ updates when filling out this survey on their
mobile devices. While caregivers in the control condition had automated
coaching tips in their text message history, these tips were generic and did
not contain specifics about their children’s wordplay.
To understand how the coaching system helped increase caregivers’
awareness of their children’s in-app play, we then asked the question:
Are the coaching updates a reason why this effect exists? We conducted
exploratory analysis to investigate this question, using data from the GV
caregiver survey where we asked caregivers to select all of the reasons
why they were aware of their children’s SpeechBlocks play from a list of
pre-selected, randomly-ordered options. These options were: “I am in the
same room,” “CHILDNAME tells me,” “We are playing together,” “I ask
CHILDNAME,” “The coaching updates are helpful,” and “Other”. We
coded caregiver responses for if they contained “the coaching updates are
helpful” as one of the reasons why these caregivers were aware of their
children’s SpeechBlocks play.
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In 47% of their responses, caregivers in the treatment condition indicated
that receiving the coaching updates was one of the reasons they knew
what their child made while they were playing with SpeechBlocks, while
caregivers in the control condition, who received weekly generic coaching
tips, only indicated this reason 16% of the time (Figure 6.2). As the controlcondition’s coaching tips contained no information specific to individual
children, it was surprising that these caregivers felt the coaching updates
were at all helpful in knowing what their children were doing when they
played with SpeechBlocks. However, it is possible that the control condition’s coaching tips, which were sent once a week, served as reminders,
nudging caregivers to pay attention to their children’s SpeechBlocks play
and were therefore helpful in raising their awareness of what their children
were creating on the screen.
We estimate that caregivers in the treatment condition are 32% more
likely to feel that the coaching updates are a reason they knew what their
child made while playing with SpeechBlocks than those in the control
condition (p < 0.001) (Outcome 6.2 in Table 6.1). Taken together, these
results indicate that having a coach increased caregivers’ awareness of
their children’s in-app SpeechBlocks wordplay, and that caregivers who
had a coach felt their coaches’ updates were helpful in increasing this
awareness.

6.1.3 Caregivers’ perception of their children’s learning through inapp play
Next, we looked at how having a coach affected caregivers’ perception
of learning through their SpeechBlocks play. It is important to note that
this measure was entirely subjective. Through this question, we were not
measuring if the child was learning by playing with SpeechBlocks, but
rather if the presence of the coach helped the caregiver feel that the child
was learning through their in-app play.

6.1 the caregiver experience

Figure 6.2: Percent of responses over the course of three survey waves where
caregivers selected “the coaching updates are helpful” in response
to the question “What are the reasons that you know what CHILDNAME is doing when s/he is playing with SpeechBlocks? (Check all
that apply).” Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval of the
mean.

To examine this, we asked caregivers whose children had played with
SpeechBlocks in the past week a simple yes or no question: Do you think
your child learned anything new from SpeechBlocks in the past week? If
they responded yes, we asked them to share an example of something their
child learned in a short, one-line textbox. These open-ended responses
were manually examined by two researchers to ensure that they were
focused on describing an example of children’s learning. As all of the
responses were found to pertain to an example (e.g., “While writing a
short story, Emily used the app to correctly spell words that she was
unsure of” and “He learned that it’s ok to spell how something sounds
even if it is incorrect”), none of the responses were discarded. We then
looked holistically at the answers to both of these questions: Did the
caregiver think the child was learning while playing with SpeechBlocks
in the past week and could they provide an example learning moment. If
their response met both of these criteria, we coded their answer as 1 and if
not 0.
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Figure 6.3: Percent of responses over the course of three survey waves where
caregivers indicated that their child had learned something new using
SpeechBlocks in the past week and provided an example of what they
had learned. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval of the
mean.

Using these criteria, we see that caregivers in the treatment condition
indicated learning moments in 56% of their responses and caregivers in the
control condition indicated learning moments in 52% of their responses
(Figure 6.3). We estimate that there is a negligible negative treatment effect
of -0.3% (p = 0.977), suggesting that there was no difference in the number
of caregivers who could name a learning moment in the past week between
the two conditions (Outcome 6.3 in Table 6.1).
We then conducted exploratory analysis to see if caregivers who had
a coach felt the coaching updates were helpful in knowing what their
children were learning through their SpeechBlocks play. We saw that
in 59% of their survey responses, caregivers in the treatment condition
indicated that receiving the coaching updates was a reason they knew
what their child learned while they were playing with SpeechBlocks, while
the control condition only indicated this reason 18% of the time (Figure 6.4).
As the control-condition’s coaching tips did not contain any information
specific to individual children, it was again surprising that caregivers in the
control condition felt the coaching updates were helpful in knowing what
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their children were learning. However, as noted previously, the control
condition’s weekly coaching tips may have served as reminders, nudging
caregivers to pay attention to their children’s SpeechBlocks play and
were therefore helpful in raising caregivers’ awareness of their children’s
learning.
We estimate that caregivers in the treatment condition are 38% more
likely to feel that the coaching updates are a reason they know what their
child learned while playing with SpeechBlocks (p < 0.001) (Outcome 6.4
in Table 6.1). Taken together, these findings indicate that while having
a coach was not helpful in increasing caregivers’ perceptions that their
children were learning through play, the coaches’ updates may have helped
caregivers feel that they were more aware of their children’s on-screen
learning moments.
We provide several possible explanations for these observations. The
first is that, if the coach is communicating interesting learning moments
in children’s play to caregivers, it may alleviate the caregivers’ need to
observe if their children are learning through in-app play themselves. This
may distribute the work of observing children’s play to determine if the
child is learning, but not fundamentally change if the child is learning
or not. Second, there may be a perceived difference in the amount of
learning that caregivers expect from an app alone vs. a human coach
who uses an app to work with children. Thus, caregivers may report
that their children are learning in both cases, but the expectation of how
much their children are learning may differ between conditions (for more
on this, please see Section 6.4.1 later in this chapter). Lastly, caregivers’
opinions of their coaches as people may have influenced their decision
to select the coaching updates as one of the reasons they feel confident
that their child is learning through SpeechBlocks play. Caregivers in the
coach condition may have considered this question an evaluation of their
coach, with whom they had developed a relationship with over the course
of the program. Thus, if a caregiver liked their coach, they may be likely to
select that their coach’s updates were helpful in knowing what their child
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Figure 6.4: Percent of caregiver responses over the course of three survey waves
where caregivers selected “I receive coaching updates” in response
to the question: “What are the reasons that you feel confident that
CHILDNAME is learning something when s/he is playing with
SpeechBlocks? (Check all that apply).” Error bars indicate the 95%
confidence interval of the mean.

learned while playing with SpeechBlocks, as this would reflect positively
on the coach.

6.1.4 Caregivers’ co-engagement in their children’s in-app play
Next, we looked at how having a coach affected caregivers’ reports of
co-engaging with their children in SpeechBlocks play. This is a subjective
self-reported measure. It is important to note that, in the study’s design,
we did not stress the importance of co-engagement to either condition,
and both conditions were not aware that we were studying caregiver
engagement in children’s play. We did this because we did not want to
bias caregivers to think that higher levels of co-engagement were desired
and therefore self-report inflated levels of co-engagement. There were
questions about co-engagement on the GV caregiver survey, which may
have primed caregivers in both conditions to become more aware that
we were studying caregiver engagement after the first time they took the
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survey in week three. However, this priming occurred in both conditions,
and so did not prime one condition more than the other.
To examine how often caregivers reported co-engaging with their child
in SpeechBlocks play, we asked caregivers whose children had played with
SpeechBlocks in the past week how often they played with their child
using SpeechBlocks. If they reported playing together at least once, they
were then asked how long they played together and to provide a one-line
description of what they did when they played together.
Due to the brevity of SpeechBlocks play sessions overall, we decided
to modify the outcome variable slightly from our pre-registration plan.
Instead of creating a composite measure of frequency and duration of
co-engagement, we examined all lengths of co-engagement in order to
not discount responses where the caregiver co-engaged during the short
period of time that their children used the SpeechBlocks app. Through
manual coding by two members of the research team, we also filtered
out responses where caregivers did not provide an example of how they
co-engaged, and discarded only three responses that did not describe
a family co-engagement moment (e.g., “she played”). Thus, we coded
responses as 1 if the caregiver indicated that they co-engaged with their
child using SpeechBlocks and included an example, and 0 if they reported
that they did not co-engage or did not provide an example.
Caregivers in the treatment condition indicated that they co-engaged
in SpeechBlocks play with their child in the past week and provided
a brief explanation of the co-engagement in 85% of their responses to
this survey question, while caregivers in the control condition indicated
their co-engagement and provided an example in 74% of their responses
(Figure 6.5). We estimate that caregivers in the treatment condition are 10%
more likely to report and explain a co-engagement moment they had with
their child in the past week than those in the control condition (p = 0.232),
a slight increase in likelihood for caregivers in the treatment condition
(Outcome 6.5 in Table 6.1).
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Figure 6.5: Percent of responses over the course of three survey waves where
caregivers indicated that they had played with their child using
SpeechBlocks and provided an example of this co-engagement. Error
bars indicate the 95% confidence interval of the mean.

Using these same surveys, we then conducted exploratory analysis to
understand the reasons why caregivers played SpeechBlocks with their
children. To do this, we asked caregivers to select all of the reasons they
co-engaged in SpeechBlocks play with their children from the following
list: “It helps him or her get more benefit from it, ” “It’s our ’together
time’,” “CHILDNAME asks me to,” “I enjoy it,” “The coaching updates
reminded me to,” and “Other.”
In both the treatment and control conditions, the coach updates seemed
to have served a similar reminder function, nudging caregivers to play
SpeechBlocks with their children. Caregivers indicated that the coaching
updates reminded them to play SpeechBlocks with their children in 36%
of their responses in the treatment condition and 30% in the control
condition (Figure 6.6). We estimate a minor treatment effect of 3.3% (p
= 0.730), suggesting that the coaching updates reminded caregivers in
both conditions to play SpeechBlocks with their children equally as often
(Outcome 6.6 in Table 6.1).
However, when asked if the coach updates helped them come up with
ideas for activities to co-engage with their child using SpeechBlocks, our
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Figure 6.6: Percent of responses over the course of three survey waves where
caregivers selected “The coaching updates remind me to” in response
to the question: “What are the reasons that you play SpeechBlocks
with CHILDNAME? (Check all that apply).” Error bars indicate the
95% confidence interval of the mean.

exploratory analysis finds that, on average, caregivers in the treatment
and control condition differed in how strongly they agreed with this
statement. Caregivers in the treatment condition strongly agreed with
this statement, while caregivers in the control condition agreed with this
statement (Figure 6.7).
We estimate that caregivers in the treatment condition are 27% more
likely to strongly agree that the coaching updates helped them come up
with SpeechBlocks activities to do with their child than those in the control
condition (p=0.014) (Outcome 6.7 in Table 6.1). Please note that caregivers
may have interpreted the term “activities” to mean either the coaches’
suggestion prompts they sent to children or the family activities they sent
to caregivers—or most likely, a combination of the two since the suggestion
prompts and family activities were often related to each other and coupled
together in coaches’ communication.
Taken together, these findings suggest that the coaching system does not
increase caregiver co-engagement in children’s on-screen SpeechBlocks
play more than an automated nudge system does. However, caregivers
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Figure 6.7: Responses over the course of three survey waves where caregivers
rated how strongly they agree or disagree with the statement, “The
coaching updates are helpful in coming up with ideas for activities
to do with CHILDNAME using SpeechBlocks,” on a 0 to 100 slider
scale (see scale shown in Figure 6.8).

do find that coaches help them to come up with activities related to
children’s on-screen play that children can do on their own and families
can do together. Thus, while the coaching system does not help increase
caregiver co-engagement in SpeechBlocks, it may help caregivers come up
with more diverse and relevant activities to do with their child using the
SpeechBlocks app.
Thus, when looking at how the coaching system affected caregivers’
experience with SpeechBlocks, we find that it increased their awareness
of the products of their children’s in-app play (i.e., the words they made).
While the coaching system did not increase caregivers’ perceptions of
their children learning through play or their co-engagement in in-app
play itself, we see that caregivers felt the coaches’ updates were helpful
in surfacing children’s on-screen learning moments and coming up with
activities to do with their children using SpeechBlocks. Furthermore, in
both the treatment and control conditions, the coaching updates/tips also
served as reminders to play SpeechBlocks with their children.

6.2 the child experience
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Figure 6.8: The slider scale caregivers used to respond to the question: “The
coaching updates are helpful in coming up with ideas for activities
to do with CHILDNAME using SpeechBlocks.” The text above the
slider was shown to caregivers. The color-coding and annotations
below the slider show how the scale was partitioned for analysis into
equally-sized zones around the 25, 50, and 75 tick marks.

6.2

the child experience

Next, we look at the research sub-question pertaining to children: Is the
technology-assisted coaching system effective in coaching children’s literacy learning? We unpack this question into two parts: Does the coaching
system increase childrens’ (1) SpeechBlocks playtime and (2) the diversity
of their SpeechBlocks wordplay? While we recognize that playtime in
and of itself is not learning, we study it because it is a necessary precursor to children learning through in-app play. We study diversity in
children’s wordplay because the more variety in the words children create, the more experience they gain with using different letter-to-sound
mappings, vocabulary, and parts-of-speech—all components of literacy.
We evaluate each of these questions using our pre-registered research
plan. All findings in this section are calculated using the SpeechBlocks
play data, which contains every user action children made while playing
with SpeechBlocks.
We used linear regression models to estimate the effect size of the treatment on each of our outcome measures, shown in Table 6.2. In instances
where the outcome variable follows a non-normal distribution, we take
the natural log of the outcome variable in order to normalize the data (see
Appendix C for distribution plots), and then calculate the treatment effect
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on the log-transformed outcome variable. We interpret the treatment effect

( T ) using Equation 6.1, where β is treatment coefficient from the linear
regression and T is represented as the percent change in the outcome variable from the control to treatment condition (Ford, 2018; UCLA Statistical
Consulting Group, 2020). We do this for Outcomes 6.8-6.13.
T = (e β − 1) ∗ 100

(6.1)

In the case where there is an excess number of zeros present, we use a zeroinflated poisson regression model to account for data with a large number
of zeros. We do this for Outcome 6.10. In all regression models, we add
fixed effects for the randomization block and use robust standard errors
(CR2) clustered at the family level to control for the fact that children in
the same family were always assigned to the same experimental condition.
Although more difficult to interpret, we follow the outline from our preregistered analysis plan to form a composite outcome variable for highlyrelated measures. We standardize the individual measures by converting
them to z-scores and summing the z-scores to arrive at a composite
measure that represents how many standard deviations from the mean
an individual response is, with equal weighting to each measure in the
composite variable (Song et al., 2013).

6.2.1 Summary of findings related to the child experience
Before exploring the findings in detail, we provide an overview of the
results in Table 6.2. We see that the coaching system increases children’s
playtime (Outcome 6.8), increasing both the number of days on which they
played (Outcome 6.9) and the duration of their play (Outcome 6.10). We
also find that the coaching system increases the number of unique English
words in children created in SpeechBlocks (Outcome 6.12 and Outcome
6.13), but does not increase the diversity of letters used in children’s play
(Outcome 6.14), and slightly decreases the diversity of parts-of-speech

6.2 the child experience
in their play (Outcome 6.15). We also include the composite playtime
and wordplay outcome variables (Outcome 6.11 and Outcome 6.16) as
they were specified on our pre-registration. The nuances of each of these
findings will be explained in the sections below.
Table 6.2: Linear regression models of how the treatment affected chil-

dren’s SpeechBlocks playtime and wordplay. = indicates a zeroinflated poisson regression model was used and LT indicates a
log-transformed outcome variable. All models account for randomization block fixed effects and have robust standard errors
(CR2) clustered at the family level (shown in parentheses). The
treatment effect (in units of percent change) for log-transformed
outcomes is calculated using Equation 6.1. Full regression tables for these models, including models with and without fixed
effects, can be found in Appendix E. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
Outcome
Outcome 6.8. Total
minutes children played
with SpeechBlocks over
the study’s duration (LT).
Treatment effect is in units
of percent change in
minutes played between
control and treatment
conditions.
Outcome 6.9. Number of
days where children
played with SpeechBlocks
(LT).
Treatment effect is in units
of percent change in
days played between
control and treatment
conditions.

Treatment coefficient
( β1 )

Treatment effect
(T )

0.716 **
(0.277)
p = 0.010

104.6%

0.356 **
(0.172)
p = 0.039

42.8%

(Continued on next page)
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Outcome 6.10. (=) Minutes
children played
SpeechBlocks per
day (LT).
Treatment effect is in units
of percent change in
minutes played between
control and treatment
conditions.

0.186 ***
(0.025)
p < 0.001

20.4%

1.129 **
(0.467)
p = 0.016

1.1 SD

0.433 **
(0.188)
p = 0.022

54.2%

0.138
(0.106)
p = 0.192

14.8%

Outcome 6.11. Composite
measure of children’s
SpeechBlocks playtime.
Treatment effect is in units
of standard deviation
(SD) change between
control and treatment
conditions.
Outcome 6.12. Unique
English words in
children’s SpeechBlocks
play (LT).
Treatment effect is in
units of percent change in
unique English words
created between control
and treatment conditions.
Outcome 6.13. Unique
English words in
children’s SpeechBlocks
play with playtime
controlled (LT).
Treatment effect is in
units of percent change in
unique English words
created between control
and treatment conditions.

(Continued on next page)
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Outcome 6.14. GiniSimpson Diversity Index
of letters used in
children’s SpeechBlocks
wordplay.
Treatment effect is in
units of change in GiniSimpson Diversity Index
between control and
treatment conditions. On
the GSDI, 0 represents a
0% chance that a random
selection of two letters
(with replacement) will be
different and 1 represents
a 100% chance.

0.003
(0.003)
p = 0.300

0.3% GSDI

-0.058 *
(0.031)
p = 0.060

-5.8% GSDI

0.298
(0.538)
p = 0.581

0.3 SD

Outcome 6.15. GiniSimpson Diversity Index
of parts-of-speech used
in children’s SpeechBlocks wordplay.
Treatment effect is in
units of change in GiniSimpson Diversity Index
between control and
treatment conditions. On
the GSDI, 0 represents a
0% chance that a random
selection of two words
(with replacement) will be
different parts-of-speech
and 1 represents a
100% chance.
Outcome 6.16. Composite
measure of the variety
in children’s SpeechBlocks
wordplay.
Treatment effect is in units
of standard deviation
(SD) change between
control and treatment
conditions.
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6.2.2 Children’s in-app playtime
To examine if the coaching system affected children’s SpeechBlocks playtime, we first calculate the number of minutes each child played with
SpeechBlocks on each of the study’s 59 days where all children had access
to the app for the day (i.e., from the first day after all of the study preworkshops were held to the day before the first post-study workshop). We
filtered out play sessions that lasted less than ten seconds, as they were
likely the result of the child accidentally opening the SpeechBlocks app
without playing. There were 1,044 of these sessions that were under ten
seconds in duration, with a total sum of 24 minutes across all of these
brief sessions.
Similarly, as some children left the app open when they were not playing
and the app did not automatically close, we removed play sessions that
were more than four hours in duration from the analysis, as these were
likely made in error. Of the 3,190 total play sessions, only nine sessions
were over this four-hour threshold. Of these sessions, three were in the
control condition (with a total of 173 hours of playtime) and six were in
the treatment condition (with a total of 278 hours of playtime).
After removing these sessions, we were left with 2,137 play sessions
between ten seconds and four hours-long to use in the analysis. To calculate
how often individual children played, we coded study days where a child
played as 1, and study days where they did not as 0.
We found that children in the treatment condition played with SpeechBlocks for an average of 2.3 hours over the course of the 59 study days
where all children had access to SpeechBlocks devices, while children in
the control condition played for an average of 1.4 hours (Figure 6.9). Using
a linear regression model, we estimate the effect size of the treatment to
be 105%, meaning that children in the treatment condition played with
SpeechBlocks more than double of those in the control condition over the
59 study days where all children had access to SpeechBlocks devices (p =
0.010) (Outcome 6.8 in Table 6.2).

6.2 the child experience

Figure 6.9: Total SpeechBlocks play for each child.

Interestingly, we find that this extra playtime comes from an increase in
both the number of days that children played with SpeechBlocks on and
the duration they played with SpeechBlocks for. On average, children in
the treatment condition played with SpeechBlocks on ten of the 59 study
days and children in the control condition played on seven of the days.
We estimate the treatment effect to be 43%, meaning that children in
the treatment condition played with SpeechBlocks on 43% more of the
study days (p = 0.039) (Outcome 6.9 in Table 6.2). In both conditions, there
was an initial surge of SpeechBlocks play when children first received the
app which tapered out as the study continued (Figure 6.10) and there
were some children who played on only one day and some who played
on many. One child in the control condition played on 19 of the study’s
59 days (32% of all study days) and one child in the treatment condition
played on 38 days (64% of all study days).
Looking into the duration of children’s SpeechBlocks play, we find that
on average, children in the treatment condition played for 12.5 minutes on
the days they played, and children in the control condition played for 10.3
minutes. Using a zero-inflated poisson regression model to account for
the presence of a large number of zeros (i.e., days where children did not
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Figure 6.10: Total daily SpeechBlocks play for each condition across the 59 days
that all children had access to a SpeechBlocks device.

play) and including fixed effects to account for the number of study days
that had elapsed since the study began, we estimate that children in the
treatment condition played 20% more minutes per day (p < 0.001) than
those in the control condition (Outcome 6.10 in Table 6.2).
Lastly, per our pre-registration plan, we examine a composite measure
of children’s play comprising the sum of the z-scores of the number of total
days children played and the total amount of time that they played over
the course of the study in logarithmic form. We estimate that the effect size
of the treatment is approximately one standard deviation, meaning that
children in the treatment condition played with SpeechBlocks, on average,
one standard deviation more than those in the control condition over the
59 study days where all children had access to SpeechBlocks devices (p =
0.016) (Outcome 6.11 in Table 6.2)
Thus, these findings suggest that the presence of a coach increases both
the frequency and duration of children’s play sessions. As children in the
treatment condition received an average of 1.39 updates weekly from their
coach, and children in the control condition received only one automated
text message weekly, the increase in the frequency of SpeechBlocks play for
children with coaches may be because of an increased number of nudges

6.2 the child experience
reminding their caregivers to use SpeechBlocks. However, it may also be
due to the presence of a human coach, encouraging the caregiver and
child to play with SpeechBlocks through their personalized coach updates
and activity ideas. Similarly, the increase in play duration may have been
because of the coaches’ scaffolds, which were sent an average of 1.18
times per week, in comparison to the control condition, who received an
automated suggestion prompt and suggested words once weekly. Further
study will need to be done to investigate the reasons why the coaching
system increases the frequency and duration of children’s in-app play.

6.2.3

Variety in children’s wordplay

Next, we examine the variety in children’s wordplay to see if there are
differences between the two conditions. Originally, in our pre-registration,
we planned to use our Coach Console’s wordplay annotation algorithm
to generate a set of wordplay categories (e.g., compound words, rhyme
patterns, sight words) and examine the distribution of words created
across these categories using a measure of variability. However, we ran
into issues with our custom-built algorithm, which was originally designed
to highlight interesting wordplay to coaches, when trying to repurpose
it as a measure of wordplay variability. Thus, we chose to use a similar,
yet simpler, composite measure of wordplay variety composed of three
aspects of wordplay that could be reliably measured algorithmically: (1)
the number of unique English words in children’s SpeechBlocks wordplay,
(2) the diversity of letters used in their wordplay, (3) the diversity of
parts-of-speech used in their wordplay.
To calculate the number of unique English words, we parsed all SpeechBlocks logs to identify English words created by children containing more
than two letters2 . To do this, we used the built-in English word list provided by Mac OSX Catalina (Version 10.15). We defined “creating” a
2 We chose to ignore two-letter words because they are frequently constructed as children
build larger words (e.g., “at” is the first part of “atlas”) and so would be overrepresented
in the dataset.
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Figure 6.11: Number of unique English words made in SpeechBlocks by each
child.

English word as editing a word that results in an English word (e.g., both
when a child adds an “s” to the system word “dog” or when she spells
“dogs” letter by letter from SpeechBlocks letter blocks are recorded as
creating the English word “dogs”).
We identified 10,772 instances of English words created in SpeechBlocks
across all children. After identifying the English words in SpeechBlocks
play, we calculated the number of unique English words made by each
child over the course of the study (Figure 6.11), finding 2,525 unique
English words across all children.
We saw that children in the treatment condition made, on average,
115 unique words over the course of the study, while children in the
control condition made 77 unique words. We estimate that children in the
treatment condition created, on average, 54% more unique words during
the course of the study (p=0.022) (Outcome 6.12 in Table 6.2). However,
this variation seems to be mostly explained by the difference in playtime
between the two conditions: children in the treatment condition played
with SpeechBlocks more, and so they had more time to make more unique
words in the app. When we control for children’s SpeechBlocks playtime
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in the regression model, the effect size of the treatment drops to 15%,
meaning that there is a much smaller difference between the number of
unique words made by children in the two conditions once playtime is
accounted for (p=0.192) (Outcome 6.13 in Table 6.2).
We also looked at the variation in the diversity of letters and partsof-speech used by children in their SpeechBlocks wordplay (Figure 6.12
and 6.14). To calculate letter diversity, we made histograms of how many
times each child used each letter of the English alphabet in their wordplay,
and then calculated the finite form of the Gini-Simpson Diversity Index
(GSDI) (Gini, 1912; Simpson, 1949) for each histogram. This diversity
index, a common metric to measure the diversity of species in the field
of ecology, represents the probability that two letters drawn at random
(with replacement) will be of different types. The GSDI equation for finite
populations is shown in Equation 6.2, where R is the total number of types
in the dataset, N is the total number of elements in the dataset, and ni is
the total number of elements in the dataset belonging to type i.
GDSI = 1 −

∑iR=1 ni (ni − 1)
N ( N − 1)

(6.2)

Using this metric, we estimate that there is no difference (treatment effect
of 0.3%, p=0.300) in the letter diversity present in children’s SpeechBlocks
wordplay between conditions (Outcome 6.14 in Table 6.2). This suggests
that there was similarly diverse use of letters by children across both
conditions (Figure 6.13).
To calculate part-of-speech diversity, we attempted to tag each of the
10,772 English words children had created with the most frequently used
part-of-speech for the word. We did this by selecting the most common
top-level part-of-speech (i.e., noun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition,
conjunction, or “other” which served as an catch-all tag for numerals, determiners, articles, and particles) for each word present in the combination
of NLTK’s Brown and MASC tagged corpora (Francis & Kucera, 1964;
Passonneau et al., 2012). Using this method, we were able to tag 82% of
the instances of English words in children’s play, making for a dataset of
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Figure 6.12: Total number of times children used each English letter in their
SpeechBlocks wordplay.

8,882 words children created with part-of-speech tags. We then created
histograms of the parts-of-speech used by each child and calculated the
Gini-Simpson diversity index of each histogram (Equation 6.2).
We found that there was a slight difference in the part-of-speech diversity present in children’s SpeechBlocks wordplay between conditions
(Figure 6.15). We estimate that it is 6% less likely that two randomly selected words in a child’s play would be different parts-of-speech in the
treatment condition than in the control condition (p = 0.060), suggesting
that children in the control condition had slightly more variety in the
parts-of-speech present in their wordplay (Outcome 6.15 in Table 6.2). One
possible explanation for this is that coaches often tended to nudge children
towards activities with themed words around settings, places, and objects.
This may be because coaches had ample examples of and practice with
these types of activities, as we emphasized them in the coach training
and handbook due to their popularity with past SpeechBlocks users (e.g.,
Hershman, Nazare, & Roy, 2018, pp. 56–58). These types of activities may
have primed children in the treatment condition to respond by spelling
nouns, making nouns more prevalent in their wordplay.
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Figure 6.13: Average Gini-Simpson Diversity Index for letters used in children’s
SpeechBlocks wordplay. The Gini-Simpson Diversity Index shows
the probability that two letters selected at random (with replacement)
from children’s play will be different, with 0 representing 0% and 1
representing 100% likelihood. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence
interval of the mean.

Lastly, we look at all of these variables together as one composite measure per our pre-registration plan. To create this composite measure, we
convert each measure (the number of English words in logarithmic form,
diversity of letters used, and diversity of parts-of-speech used) into zscores and sum the three to form one composite z-score. We estimate a
small treatment effect of 0.3 standard deviations, meaning that children
in the treatment condition have slightly more complex wordplay than
those in the control condition, with the result being statically insignificant
(p=0.581).
Taken together, these results indicate that children that played with
SpeechBlocks for more time created a greater variety of English words,
and children with coaches had slightly less diversity in the parts-of-speech
used in their wordplay. However, we find that the coaching system did not
significantly change the diversity of children’s wordplay overall.
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Figure 6.14: Total number of times children used each part-of-speech in their
SpeechBlocks wordplay.

6.3

heterogeneous effects

During the GV Study, we noticed that some of the families were very
engaged with their coaches and promptly responded to coaches’ text
messages, while others seemed to be much less responsive. In particular,
we noticed that some of our most highly engaged caregivers were those
where neither they or their partner had finished college. To explore this
further, we investigated how the treatment effect changes across family
education levels. As we did not record families’ races, ethnicities, or socioeconomic statuses in the GV Study, we could not examine these other
demographic factors in our analysis.
We chose to investigate family education level as a binary variable,
where 1 means that a caregiver or their spouse/partner has a postgraduate
degree and 0 means they do not. With our small sample size of 60 families,
this was as granular as we could be, as we did not have enough participating families to analyze our findings with the original six educational
categories shown in Table 6.3. As noted in Chapter 4, in comparison to the
demographics of the Greenville, North Carolina area, participants with
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Figure 6.15: Average Gini-Simpson Diversity Index for parts-of-speech used
in children’s SpeechBlocks wordplay. The Gini-Simpson Diversity
Index shows the likelihood that two words selected at random (with
replacement) will be different parts-of-speech, with 0 representing
0% and 1 representing 100% likelihood. Error bars indicate the 95%
confidence interval of the mean.

high levels of formal education were overrepresented and participants
with less formal education were underrepresented in our study sample.
To simplify nomenclature, we refer to families where caregivers or their
partners had a postgraduate degree as CPG for the remainder of this
section, and those where this was not the case as NPG.
We recognize that this grouping by postgraduate degree is not optimal.
There is a difference between families where at least one caregiver has
a Bachelor’s degree and those where they do not, which we are unable
to tease apart in our data due to our small sample size. In larger survey
studies, families where at least one caregiver has a Bachelor’s degree are
typically grouped together with those who have advanced degrees such
as Master’s and Ph.D.s when high-level educational categorizations are
needed (e.g., Rideout, 2014; Rideout et al., 2017).
We saw interesting heterogeneous results when we created LPMs for the
caregiver outcome variables that controlled for CPG and the interaction
between the treatment and CPG. Using these models to compare the
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treatment effect for CPG and NPG families, we see that the treatment
effect is stronger for the families without a postgraduate degree across the
outcomes in Table 6.4, with the exception of Outcome 6.5.
Table 6.3: The educational level of families in the GV Study.
Postgraduate
Degree
Category

Does not have
postgraduate
degree (NPG)

Has postgraduate
degree (CPG)

Num. of
Families
(n)

30

30

Question: “What is the highest
educational level you OR your
spouse/partner has completed?”

Num. of
Families
(n)

Did not complete high school

0

High school / GED

0

Some college

8

Bachelor’s degree

22

Master’s degree

15

Advanced graduate work or Ph.D.

15

We also see a similar pattern for the child outcome variables related
to children’s SpeechBlocks playtime. The treatment effect is stronger for
children from NPG families (Outcome 6.8-6.11 in Table 6.5).
However, when we look at how the treatment affects the variety of
children’s SpeechBlocks wordplay (Outcomes 6.12-6.16), it becomes more
nuanced. Looking at the composite outcome variable that measures the
wordplay variety, we see that the treatment effect is stronger for children
from NPG families (Outcome 6.16 in Table 6.5). However, when inspecting
the different aspects of this score, we do not see any significant difference
between children from NPG and CPG families when looking at how
the treatment affects the variety of the parts-of-speech (Outcome 6.15 in
Table 6.5) or the number of unique English words with playtime controlled
(Outcome 6.13 in Table 6.5) in their wordplay. We only see a significant
difference in how the treatment affects the diversity of letters in children’s

6.3 heterogeneous effects
wordplay between the two conditions, but with a minor treatment effect
size (Outcome 6.14 in Table 6.5).
Table 6.4: Heterogeneous treatment effects for caregiver outcome variables.

These treatment effects indicate the likeliness of the binary outcome variable in caregivers’ responses. All models account for
randomization block fixed effects and have robust standard errors (CR2) clustered at the family level (shown in parentheses).
See Table 6.1 for outcome variable definitions. Full regression
tables for these models, including models with and without fixed
effects, can be found in Appendix E. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
Treatment
effect
for NPG
families
( TN )

Treatment
effect
for CPG
families
( TC )

Outcome

Treatment
coefficient
( β1 )

CPG
coefficient
( β2 )

Treatment
x CPG
coefficient
( β3 )

Outcome
6.1.

0.404 **
(0.164)
p = 0.014

0.166
(0.178)
p =0.351

-0.215
(0.252)
p = 0.393

40.4%

18.9%

Outcome
6.2.

0.491 ***
(0.117)
p < 0.001

0.161
(0.100)
p = 0.107

-0.340 *
(0.183)
p = 0.063

49.1%

15.1%

Outcome
6.3.

0.253 *
(0.133)
p = 0.058

0.375 **
(0.166)
p = 0.024

-0.491 **
(0.229)
p = 0.032

25.3%

-23.8%

Outcome
6.4.

0.516 ***
(0.151)
p = 0.001

0.080
(0.127)
p = 0.531

-0.299
(0.214)
p = 0.163

51.6%

21.7%

Outcome
6.5.

0.072
(0.136)
p = 0.599

0.034
(0.149)
p = 0.820

0.052
(0.192)
p = 0.786

7.2%

12.4%

Outcome
6.6.

0.276 **
(0.123)
p = 0.025

0.341 **
(0.161)
p = 0.035

-0.498 **
(0.208)
p = 0.017

27.6%

-22.2%

Outcome
6.7.

0.454 ***
(0.151)
p = 0.003

0.049
(0.160)
p = 0.759

-0.375 *
(0.214)
p = 0.079

45.4%

7.9%
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Table 6.5: Heterogeneous treatment effects for child outcome variables.

= indicates a zero-inflated poisson regression model was used
and LT indicates a log-transformed outcome variable. All models account for randomization block fixed effects and have robust standard errors (CR2) clustered at the family level (shown
in parentheses). The heterogeneous treatment effects for logtransformed outcome variables are calculated using Equation 6.1
for β 1 and β 3 . See Table 6.2 for outcome variable definitions.
Full regression tables for these models, including models with
and without fixed effects, can be found in Appendix E. *p<0.1,
**p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
Treatment
effect
for NPG
families
( TN )

Treatment
effect
for CPG
families
( TC )

Outcome

Treatment
coefficient
( β1 )

CPG
coefficient
( β2 )

Treatment
x CPG
coefficient
( β3 )

Outcome
6.8.

1.131 ***
(0.391)
p = 0.004

0.804 *
(0.440)
p = 0.068

-0.847
(0.557)
p = 0.129

209.9%

32.8%

Outcome
6.9.

0.526 **
(0.263)
p = 0.046

0.365
(0.241)
p = 0.130

-0.346
(0.346)
p = 0.318

69.2%

19.7%

Outcome
6.10.

0.518 ***
(0.039)
p < 0.001

0.422 ***
(0.044)
p < 0.001

-0.651 ***
(0.056)
p < 0.001

67.8%

-12.5%

Outcome
6.11.

1.732 **
(0.693)
p = 0.013

1.218 *
(0.689)
p = 0.078

-1.228
(0.932)
p = 0.188

1.7 SD

0.5 SD

Outcome
6.12.

0.820 ***
(0.271)
p = 0.003

0.466 *
(0.248)
p = 0.061

-0.794 **
(0.359)
p = 0.028

127.0%

2.6%

Outcome
6.13.

0.188
(0.180)
p = 0.297

-0.102
(0.169)
p = 0.547

-0.111
(0.226)
p = 0.625

20.7%

8.0%

Outcome
6.14.

0.011 **
(0.004)
p = 0.013

0.009 *
(0.005)
p = 0.054

-0.015 **
(0.006)
p = 0.015

1.1%
GSDI

-0.4%
GSDI

Outcome
6.15.

-0.016
(0.048)
p = 0.739

0.068
(0.049)
p = 0.167

-0.086
(0.064)
p = 0.179

-1.6%
GSDI

-10.2%
GSDI

Outcome
6.16.

1.674 **
(0.749)
p = 0.026

1.802 **
(0.730)
p = 0.014

-2.820 ***
(1.015)
p = 0.006

1.7 SD

-1.1 SD
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It is important to note that, due to the GV Study’s design, this heterogenous effect may instead be the result of variation in the treatment delivery
between coaches. As we aimed to make enrolling in the study simple for
both families and coaches, we asked each coach to attend one or two of
our five, two-hour pre-workshops where they met the families they would
coach in the study. Each of these pre-workshops was held at a different
partner site in Greenville, North Carolina, and these sites varied in the
number of families they served who have postgraduate degrees. While
each coach worked with at least one family that had a postgraduate degree
and at least one family that did not (Table 6.6), we do observe that some
coaches worked with just one family with a postgraduate degree, or one
family without a postgraduate degree, and so we cannot fully remove this
confounding factor.
Table 6.6: Families with and without a postgraduate degree coached by

each coach.
Coach ID

NPG families
coached

CPG families
coached

Total number of
families coached

GV Coach 1

3

1

4

GV Coach 2

5

1

6

GV Coach 3

3

2

5

GV Coach 4

1

4

5

GV Coach 5

2

3

5

GV Coach 6

2

4

6

Despite these potential confounding factors, we still believe that these
findings suggest that our technology-assisted coaching system, and potentially others like it, may benefit families with less formal education
more than families with more formal education. We encourage creators
of technology-assisted coaching systems to intentionally design for this
audience, where the positive effects of having a technology-assisted coach
may be even more pronounced.
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Additionally, these findings pose a new question: Why might our coaching system benefit families with less formal education more than those
with more formal education? As this study was not set up to ask nor
answer this question, further study is required to delve into this, with
a larger and more representative sample across different caregiver educational levels. What we can offer here are a few thoughts, pulling from
studies that look at differences in children’s media usage in the United
States based on caregivers’ education levels.
This difference in treatment effect may be due to that fact that young
children (ages zero to eight) that have caregivers with lower educational
attainment are more likely to spend more time with screen media in
general and with media on mobile devices in particular (Rideout et al.,
2017). Thus, since these children are more likely to spend time playing on
mobile devices, they may have been more likely to play with a mobile app
such as SpeechBlocks in the first place. As the coaching system is fueled by
children’s play (a necessity for coaches to have data to analyze), families
whose children played with SpeechBlocks frequently were more likely to
receive benefits from the coaching system than those whose children did
not play as frequently.
Additionally, less-highly educated caregivers are more likely to want
information from experts about how to find good educational media for
their children (Rideout, 2014). This may also extend to caregivers wanting
suggestions for activities to do with their children that are relevant and
tailored to the educational media their children use. This may be one of
the reasons that NPG caregivers who had a coach were more likely to feel
strongly that the coaching updates helped them come up with ideas for
activities to do with their child using SpeechBlocks, as opposed to CPG
caregivers.
We are cautious to not read much into these results, but pose our results
and discussion here to inspire future investigation. Further study will
need to be done to investigate if these heterogeneous effects hold for a
larger, more representative sample and if so, what the reasons for that are.

6.4 caregivers’ perceptions of the coaching system

6.4

caregivers’ perceptions of the coaching
system

To complement the quantitative analysis discussed above, we also studied
the coaching system’s effect on caregivers and children in a qualitative
manner. To do this, we examine the transcripts of 15-minute interviews
conducted with 16 randomly selected caregivers, nine from the treatment
condition and seven from the control condition (see Appendix G for interview protocols). We use qualitative coding methods to surface emergent
themes about caregivers’ perceptions of the coaching system. Please see
Appendix B for a copy of our qualitative codebook.

6.4.1

A discussion about two different experiences with different expectations

When looking across the treatment and control-condition interviews, we
see that caregivers in the two conditions are fundamentally discussing their
opinions on two different experiences. In the control condition interviews,
caregivers are discussing their views on a new literacy app, which has the
additional features of sending them text message tips with ideas about
how they can use the app with their child and changing up the list of
in-app suggested words weekly. This may be similar to other literacy apps
that they are familiar with that send weekly newsletters or frequent push
notifications with tips on how to use the app with children, and update
their in-app content regularly.
In the treatment condition interviews, caregivers are discussing the
coaching program, within which the app was just one component. Thus,
the caregivers in the two conditions are discussing apples and oranges—
one is discussing a new literacy app and one is discussing a new program
that uses a new literacy app as a medium with which to engage in the
program. Thus, it follows that caregivers whose families had a coach
expected more out of this coaching program than those who received only
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the SpeechBlocks app. This is an important piece of context as we examine
the contents of these interviews below.

6.4.2 Both conditions had ideas on how to improve the app experience
In their interviews, caregivers made many suggestions for aspects of the
study that could be improved. Interestingly, across both conditions, their
suggestions largely centered around changes that could be made to the
SpeechBlocks app. Even when asked explicitly about the coach themselves
by the interviewer, caregivers’ focused their suggestions for improvement
on app-related changes. For instance, many caregivers suggested adding
badges, points, and levels to the app’s design. One caregiver also suggested
allowing for social communication between caregiver and child using the
app, so that the child and caregiver can challenge each other to spell new
words.

6.4.3 What did caregivers find the most helpful in having a coach?
When asked how they felt about having a coach, all nine of the caregivers
in the treatment condition responded positively. In their responses to this
interview question, the caregivers focused on how the most helpful parts
of having a coach were the coaches’ updates on their children’s progress
and their activity suggestions.
One caregiver explained why she found the updates helpful: “Well I
think it [having a coach] was very helpful. I mean. . . that’s certainly a
unique element right. I could, with effort, go through what she had done,
or I could watch what she’s doing but. . . I don’t have any expertise in how
one learns to read or write or spell or those things. So having someone
that could report back and say this is what she’s doing, this is what we’ve
noticed, I think that’s a really nice element.”
In regard to the activity suggestions, one caregiver stated: “I loved having her little weekly updates. . . and suggestions on what to do.” Another
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explained: “I think she was very helpful. ’Cause it gave us different ideas
of what to do so we didn’t have to think of off the top of our brain. . . So
she gave us different activities to do with different words, and answer
different questions. Like what was her favorite foods and things like that,
so I feel like the coach was very helpful.” In their responses, caregivers
seemed to use the term “activities” to mean a combination of both the
coaches’ in-app suggestion prompts for children and the family activities
suggested to caregivers, since the prompts and family activities were often
related to each other and coupled together in coaches’ communication.
Furthermore, given we had seen the decrease in children’s interest in
playing with SpeechBlocks over the course of the study, we anticipated
that we would hear that the coach was helpful in inspiring children to
play with the app. To explore if there were other reasons that caregivers
found the coach helpful besides encouraging play, we asked caregivers if
they thought there would still be a need for a coach if SpeechBlocks was a
much more engaging app. In response, all but one of caregivers replied
that there would still be a need for a coach—largely to analyze and share
on-screen learning moments and communicate them to caregivers. For
example, one caregiver explained: “The coach is what connects the parent
to the app. . . Nathan, even while he’s doing it [playing with SpeechBlocks],
he couldn’t have cared less about telling me what he’s doing, so it [the
coaching system] gave me that feedback.” Another caregiver stated: “I
think she [the coach], not only did she give suggestions, but she gave us
insight to what he was putting together that I guess helped open that for
you. Kind of helped us know what he was actually doing.” The caregiver
that did not agree that there would still be a need for a coach stated she
was unsure, explaining that it would depend on what the coach was doing.
She then went on to elaborate on the role she could see the coach playing
if they were coaching an different e-reading app that her daughter uses
frequently.
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6.4.4 Did caregivers see the value in a human coach?
We asked caregivers who had a coach how they would feel if the coaching
updates were coming from an automated system instead of a human coach.
Of the nine caregivers, 44% were against the idea of using an automated
system. One caregiver explained that it was important to her that her
coach understand her grandson’s off-screen context—something she did
not think an automated system would ever be able to do. To illustrate her
point, she recounted that after she told her coach that she was taking her
grandson to the town fair, her coach suggested a SpeechBlocks activity
related to this experience: “I had a phone conversation with her and I was
telling her. . . Sammy’s going to the fair this weekend. And she gave us a
little help: She said, ’describe the games or activities you did [at the fair].’
So she was able to say ’do this, do that,’ because she knew he was going
to the fair that weekend.”
Other caregivers had different reasons for why they preferred a human
coach. They felt that the automated updates would be easy to ignore
because they were not coming from a person. One mother explained how
she enjoyed how her coach was interested in her child’s learning: “She
was really personal. She knew what she [my daughter] was spelling. She
thought of different things that were fun, that she really liked that she
spelled, so it was more. . . I liked having a coach. . . better than a recording.”
Another mother explained how she felt having a human coach helped
her children’s feel connected through the app: “I think it helped the
kids connect, cause even coming here [to the post-workshop], they’re
like ’Are we gonna see the same person?’” Another caregiver added a
nuanced perspective, explaining that she would be okay with an automated
system for reminders, but not for a coach, adding when “I call and I get a
recording, I’m like, ’I want to talk to a person.’”
In contrast, 56% of caregivers expressed ambivalence to whether they
had a human coach or an automated system—provided that the automated
system could analyze children’s play effectively, and still create updates
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and activities for children and families with the same level of personalization as their coach. However, only one of these caregivers did not express
any misgivings about switching to an automated system. The rest felt
that automated systems were either a necessary change for “scaling up”
the program or just “the way the world is going”—and so they would
be okay with using an automated system if it was what was available.
This ambivalence may be due to the short, eight-week duration of families’
relationships with coaches. Over the course of a longer timespan, families’
preferences for automated vs. human coaches may change and evolve.

6.4.5

Did the coaching system make playing with the app feel more
like a task or homework?

Having another person hold you accountable, whether explicitly or implicitly by their presence, can change how you feel about doing an activity. It
can shift the dynamic from thinking about an activity as something you
do sporadically for fun and enjoyment, to something you feel you have to
do because someone else wants or asks you to.
As there was a dramatic dropoff in SpeechBlocks playtime for children
in both conditions after the first two weeks of the GV Study, caregivers’
often expressed that they found they needed to nudge or encourage their
children to play with the app—children did not just naturally use it on
their own. To understand if playing with SpeechBlocks felt like a task or
homework assignment to children, we asked caregivers in each condition
if they had to push their children to play with SpeechBlocks, and if their
children thought of SpeechBlocks as homework. We found that 67% of
caregivers in the treatment condition felt that SpeechBlocks was homework,
while only 17% of caregivers in the control condition viewed SpeechBlocks
this way.
Many of these caregivers explained that they had to push their children
to keep playing with SpeechBlocks after the initial excitement wore off.
They felt that if the app was designed more like a game with a continuous
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stream of new, fun, and playful prompts for children to complete, they
would not have had to push as much. For example, one caregiver explained:
“I think if it was more of a game with some kind of objective, then they
really would have been more into it, because they play those kinds of
games at home. . . . It was added to their regular already homework and
Sophie has an instrument that she has to practice, so it was kind of like
an added thing in the evenings.” Feedback such as this was one of the
motivations for later building the StoryBlocks app—which had a more
expansive set of expressive capabilities for children to use.
Only one caregiver of the nine interviewed who had a coach expressed
any guilt about not doing the activities their coach had suggested. She
explained that she felt her coach did a great job, but that her nephew was
just not interested in using the app, and so she would feel bad when her
coach sent her suggestions.
The fact that she was the only caregiver of the nine interviewed to
express this guilt may be a testament to coaches’ communication with
caregivers. Coaches’ responses to caregivers that reached out explaining
that their children were no longer interested in playing with the app were
always understanding and emphasized that they did not want children to
feel forced to play, but only to play when they wanted to. For example, in
response to a caregiver reaching out about her daughter’s lack of interest
in playing with the app, one coach wrote:
“That is ok, we don’t want to force them to play with it if
they don’t want to! Thank you for letting me know, that is
understandable. If you have any ideas on ways you think I
could improve the suggested words or activities for Carly,
please let me know! For instance, if she has anymore interests
like unicorns, or if there are any upcoming events or activities
that I could pose activities around. But once again, if she
doesn’t want to play even then, that is fine!”

6.5 discussion
In response, the caregiver thanked the coach for her understanding:
“Thank you! Yes she does love unicorns so if you have any suggestions on
that.”

6.5

discussion

Through our analysis, we find that there were benefits to using the SpeechBlocks coaching system for both children and their caregivers. We find
that having a coach increased caregivers’ awareness of the products of
their children’s SpeechBlocks play, and that caregivers felt the coaches’
updates were helpful in surfacing children’s on-screen learning moments
and coming up with activities to do with their children using SpeechBlocks. For children, we see that having a coach increased the frequency
and duration of their SpeechBlocks play, thus also increasing the variety
of words they created, and decreased the diversity of parts-of-speech in
their wordplay. Lastly, we see that for families with caregivers without
postgraduate degrees, the effect of the coaching system is much greater
across almost all of the outcome variables investigated, however further
study needs to be done with a larger and more representative group of
families in order to see if this trend holds and why that may be if it does.
Caregivers with coaches echoed many findings from the survey and
app usage data in their exit interviews. They explained that they enjoyed
having a coach and found two aspects of the coaches’ job most helpful—the
coaches’ updates on learning moments in children’s in-app play and their
suggestions for activities to do with their children using SpeechBlocks.
Caregivers’ use of the term “activities” often coupled the in-app suggestion
prompts coaches sent to children and the family activities they suggested
to caregivers, making it hard to discern if they preferred one aspect of
the activities more than the other. Thus, as caregivers surfaced that these
were the most helpful aspects of the coaches’ role, we can surmise that
caregivers found the coaches practices of share, scaffold, and invite useful
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for them and their family. Since all three practices of these depend on
coaches’ analyzing children’s in-app play for context, we conclude that
coaches’ role, where they engage in the core coaching practices, was
beneficial to families.
We also observe that the presence of a coach can have both positive and
problematic effects. Indeed, having a coach may make playing SpeechBlocks seem more like a task or homework assignment for children and
families. This may be in part due to the passive presence of someone that
families knew was interested in seeing children’s SpeechBlocks play, and
in part because of the coaches’ active role in nudging caregivers via text
message if their children were inactive on the app for over a week.
Interestingly, caregivers felt that part of the human coach’s job where
they had to send caregivers reminders to use the app could be done by
machine. They explained that they would not mind having an automated
system send them reminder-like messages. In fact, separating the sending
of reminders from the rest of the coaching experience may alleviate some of
the guilt that families may feel when they are unable to use the app, since
they would know the reminder is coming from a computer, not a person. It
may also improve the role of a coach, as we saw in Chapter 5 that nudging
families to play was a part of the coaching job that coaches disliked.
However, many caregivers reflected that, overall, having a human coach
was preferred—they were able to understand their children’s interests and
context outside the app and tailor activities to subjects and themes that
would excite them and promote their engagement and learning.
Ultimately, we would like to use an app in the coaching system that
does not require this level of nudging in order to keep children’s sustained
interest. This was one of the reasons we chose to shift the coaching system to use a different app, StoryBlocks, that showed promise in holding
children’s long-term engagement during its initial user testing. We also
shifted from coaching children’s wordplay to coaching children’s stories
because stories made for a richer on-screen context for coaches to analyze,
which we felt could strengthen coach-child communication. As we saw in
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Chapter 5, this shift in app did not only increase sustained engagement
with the coaching system, but also changed the nature of coaches’ in-app
scaffolding for children from a focus on posing new activities to reacting,
asking questions, and encouraging expansion of children’s on-screen story
creations.
With the LL Study, we also returned to studying how the coaching
system worked for children and families from traditionally underserved
communities—our original focus at the outset of this work and in our
initial pilot study. As the heterogeneous effects observed in the GV Study
may suggest, the coaching system may benefit families with less formal
education more. Indeed, as detailed in Chapter 5, we saw a level of
responsiveness and positive feedback from the caregivers in the LL Study
that we did not see in the GV Study. This may further indicate that
the coaching system is most beneficial for families from traditionally
underserved backgrounds.
In the next chapter, we build upon this analysis of the coaching system’s
effectiveness. We examine the support coaches needed to be successful and
grow in their roles, and address changes that could be made to improve
the coaching experience in the future.
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THE TOOLS, TRAINING, AND
SUPPORT COACHES NEED

Throughout the development of our coaching system, we have thought
about how we can facilitate both coaches’ success and growth in their role.
In both the GV and LL studies, we documented coaches’ thoughts on their
coaching tools, training, ongoing support, and personal growth through
the coaching program. In this chapter, we use these data to explore the
third research question posed in Chapter 4: When designing a technologyassisted coaching system, what tools, training, and support do coaches
need to be successful and grow in their role?
To examine this question, we look at how the training and support
offered to coaches helped them fulfill and grow in their roles. We also
explore the nature of the coaching tools themselves, and the decisions
we made to automate and scaffold different aspects of coaches’ work
with technology in order to make their job more efficient and focused on
relationship-building. Specifically, we focus on the development and use
of two aspects of the Coach Console, the play analytics/visualizations
and the technology-assisted method for writing caregiver updates, as
these two features are designed to reduce the time and energy coaches
spend analyzing data and composing caregiver updates by offloading
some aspects of these tasks to computer algorithms.
These observations help us reflect on which aspects of a coach’s role we
provide training and on-going practice for, which components of coaching
we can scaffold in the coaching tools themselves, which coaching tasks
we can provide algorithmic assistance for, and what on-going support
coach coordinators and other coaches can provide. We use these reflections
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to make suggestions on how we can improve the experience for coaches
going forward.

7.1

coach preparation

Studying how coaches were prepared for their coaching role involves
examining the coach training, handbook, and prior skills that coaches
brought with them into the coaching experience. Prior to becoming a
coach, across both studies, all except one coach had either formal or
informal experience working with children and families. This experience
ranged from being a student teacher or an employee at a daycare program,
to being a camp counselor, youth athletics coach, babysitter, or nanny. All
coaches had also expressed that they were comfortable using technology
in their everyday lives.
Coaches attended a coach training session. In the GV Study, the group
training spanned two six-hour sessions over one weekend, and the individual training provided to one of the coaches who had a scheduling
conflict took one day. Following feedback from the GV coaches about the
group training being too lengthy, in the LL Study, we condensed the group
training to fit into one six-hour session.
These training sessions were run by the coordinators, and were often
the first time that coaches and coordinators met in-person. The training
followed a curriculum laid out in the coach handbooks, which coaches
could take notes in and keep with them after the training for reference. At
a high-level, the curriculum first went over a brief introduction to playful
learning, the coaching system, and the app that children would use. Then,
it covered the role of a coach, diving into coaches’ responsibilities and
defining a code of conduct. Next, it went through an in-depth tutorial
of each part of the console, allowing coaches to practice each part of
the coaching process using the console’s user interface (UI). To do this,
GV coaches used training accounts set up in the console and LL coaches
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wrote on printed-out worksheets of the console’s UI (since the console
was still under active software development). Lastly, coaches learned
about checking in with caregivers and practiced conducting these through
role-played scenarios. In the LL Study, per the recommendation of the GV
coaches to add more guidance on coaches’ role at the in-person workshops,
an additional section was added to the training. In this section, coaches
learned about the goals of the LL Study’s three workshops and practiced
facilitating in-person storytelling activities for small groups of children
and their families.
Reflecting on the training process, GV coaches expressed how they
enjoyed the content of the training, but not the length of the training. As
mentioned above, this led to us refining the LL Study training to fit the
training into one day. They also discussed how they would have liked the
training to have been closer to when they first started coaching, instead of
a few weeks prior. With this feedback in mind, we held the training for the
LL coaches closer to the study’s kickoff, so there was less time for coaches
between training and applying what they learned for the first time.
In terms of content, many GV coaches expressed that they enjoyed
the setup where they would learn about a topic, practice it, and have a
reference for it in a physical handbook that they could mark up, add notes,
and take with them after the training. For example, one coach explained:
“When it came down to learning how to read the console, and
how to read the PlayTrees, and then to categorize [play], and
create a response or a feedback for the family. . . At each of
those steps, they explained it and then they had, in the back of
the workbook, practice. So that’s what I really loved.”
They also enjoyed the informatility of the training, where the coordinators aimed to make it a safe space for coaches to ask questions, and the
fact that the coordinators drew on their own experience as former coaches.
For example, a GV coach explained:
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“I appreciated that they made the whole thing informal, so it
felt like a safe space to ask questions. And then having examples. They had examples of, from their experience, children’s
play, and then having us practice composing updates. That was
very helpful. And then providing us with the notebook as well.
I reference the notebook because the notebook is connected to
the. . . It’s on the console as well, but then I also have the physical binder [the handbook] with my own notes I took while we
were training, so that helped a lot. I would reference that a lot
for really the whole thing, goal writing, parent check-ins and
that sort of thing. I really appreciated having that.”
Many GV coaches requested a coaching checklist—a cheat sheet that
they could refer back to ensure they had fulfilled their coaching duties
for a given day or week—that was accessible in the Coach Console or
the Coach Handbook. In response, in the LL Study, we included such a
cheat sheet in the LL Coach Handbook (Hershman et al., 2019), which
we hope helped clarify for coaches the frequency with which they should
send updates, stickies, lack-of-activity messages, and when they should
check-in with families by text message or phone.
In their feedback, both GV and LL coaches brought up the idea of
creating a repository of coach update examples and activity ideas that
future coaches could draw from. This repository could be automatically
created through the data generated by coaches using the console, and
potentially incorporated into the console’s interface so that coaches could
have multiple examples to search through for ideas and inspiration as they
coach. This could be helpful to not only future coaches, but also create
mutual visibility among coaching cohorts that could help promote more
idea sharing between coaches.

7.2 coaching schedule

7.2

coaching schedule

Coaches would often login to the console to coach three times a week—in
the afternoons before updates were sent out. In the GV Study, the console
was designed to be accessible from either a computer or a smartphone
via a mobile website, with the idea of making it accessible on the go. In
fact, two of the GV coaches explained that they would often login to the
console on their phones in order to coach right after they left their clinical
internships, as their workdays ended soon before their updates needed
to be written. Many coaches expressed their appreciation for how quickly
they could coach using the console—and were able to coach between
classes or on their lunch break. For example, one coach explained: “It was
easy to kind of work out your routine. Like, okay, I need to do my updates
today. They usually only take 15 to 20 minutes. . . not bad. It differs every
week, because there would be weeks where some kids wouldn’t play, so
you might not give an update. Some kids play more.”
GV coaches expressed the need to have more flexibility in the coaching
process. They liked that the updates were scheduled to be sent out automatically at 5 p.m., but this hard deadline made it difficult if they were
running behind schedule. They also wanted more flexibility in terms of
skipping update times—they did not want to feel like they always had to
login to the console on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. As a result, in
the LL Study, these rules were relaxed a bit, and coordinators explained to
coaches that it was completely understandable to miss a few updates, and
that they would appreciate open communication from coaches if or when
they thought that would happen. No LL coaches complained about this
rigidity, which may be a result of this welcome change.
Shifting the coaches’ schedule to be more play-driven may help alleviate
this issue further. In both the GV and LL studies, coaches were asked to
login to the console thrice a week, without prior knowledge and regardless
of if there was new play to analyze or a lack-of-activity update to write.
This was likely frustrating, especially when they saw no new play on their
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console. GV coaches expressed that they would like to be notified (e.g.,
via mobile app push notifications) when a child is playing or has just
played, instead of waiting to realize it a couple of days later when they
logged into the console. Shifting the coaching process from a thrice-weekly
schedule to one based on the patterns of children’s play may help coaches
be more effective with their time, as in this scenario they are guaranteed
to have play to analyze and respond to. However, it may also create a
scenario where the more the child plays, the more the coach is asked to
coach, making it hard for coaches to consistently plan for when they have
to coach and approximate how long it will take them. More ideas on this
topic will be discussed in Chapter 9, where we discuss thoughts on how
to scale-up the coaching system.

7.3

coach supports

In the GV Study, four of the six coaches were in the same graduating class
in their SLP program, while two others were in the graduating class above
them. The four coaches that were in the graduating class knew each other
well before the coaching program began, and were in many of the same
courses during the time they served as coaches. These four coaches and
one of the second-year SLP coaches attended the group coach training
together, while the other second-year SLP coach attended the training with
the coordinators by herself due to scheduling constraints.
In the LL Study, the two SLP graduate students knew each other prior
to the study, as did the two education graduate students. The working
professional knew a couple members of the research team, but knew none
of the other coaches prior to the coach training. All coaches except one
of the education graduate students were able to attend the group coach
training. Due to scheduling constraints, the other education graduate
student attended an individual training with the coordinators.

7.3 coach supports
These prior relationships and the relationship-building during the group
coach training were important. The training helped establish the group’s
identity as coaches, and form relationships between coaches and between
coaches and coordinators. These relationships or lack thereof may have
influenced how they communicated with one another throughout the
coaching program.
In both studies, after their coaching trainings, coaches were connected
to each other and to the coordinators through a GroupMe chat—a group
messaging channel where they could send texts, photos and videos, provide “likes” to others’ messages in the form of hearts in the group channel,
and start individual private message threads with other coaches and coordinators as needed (GroupMe Inc., 2020). To protect families’ personal
information, coaches were instructed not to share participants’ names in
the group chat, but rather to message the coordinators individually if
they had a specific question or comment that required naming a child or
caregiver specifically.
We selected GroupMe for communication during the GV Study by
polling the coaches to ask which messaging platform they preferred for
communication (e.g., WhatsApp, Slack, GroupMe). As their responses
overwhelmingly favored the GroupMe platform, we used GroupMe exclusively for coach communication in the GV Study, and a mixture of
GroupMe and email for coach communication in the LL Study, as LL
coaches had less prior familiarity with GroupMe.
One aspect of the GroupMe platform we found especially helpful for
coach communication was the idea of “like messages.” On GroupMe’s
website, it explains that these “like” messages can be used when a message
does not require a text response, but you still want to show that you read
the message and care (GroupMe Inc., 2020). This feature was helpful for
both coaches and coordinators to acknowledge when they had seen a
message that did not necessarily need a response, but was essential for
the sender to know that others had read it. Sometimes, for important
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Figure 7.1: Examples of coaches providing support to other coaches through the
GroupMe chat channel. ( Le f t) A coach asks if someone can send her
the caregiver phone call guidelines from the coach handbook. Another
coach responds with photos of the handbook pages highlighted with
questions she wants to make sure to touch upon in her check-ins.
( Right) A coach inquires about messaging caregivers to confirm the
best time for coach-caregiver check-in phone calls. Another coach
responds confirming that she sent caregivers a text with when she
would be planning to call. Three other people “like” the message.

messages, coordinators would explicitly request that coaches “like” the
message to indicate that they had read it.

7.3.1 Support from other coaches
GV coaches provided support for each other: They brainstormed activity
ideas together, sent each other helpful information (e.g., photos of highlighted sections of the coach handbook), reminded each other about the
coach-coordinator check-in calls and filled each other in when they could
not attend, and took on “substitute coaching” roles for families coached
by one of the coaches who went on a week-long international trip. They
did this through their GroupMe conversations, coach-coordinator check-in
video calls, and in-person, as they were sometimes in the same courses
on campus. Some examples of GV coach support through the GroupMe
channel—the most visible form of coach communication for the research
team to observe—are shown in Figure 7.1.

7.3 coach supports
In their exit interviews, four of the six GV coaches discussed ways in
which they were supported by other coaches. For example, one coach
explained how she found talking with other coaches in-person about
activity ideas helpful: “Sometimes I’d be like, ’It’s 4:40 and I don’t have an
idea. What has somebody else done?’ Rachel would say, ’Oh, I did this,’
and Lindsey would say, ’I did this,’ so I just would take one of theirs and
throw it out there which is great.”
Another coach explained how being a substitute coach for a week helped
her see how others were coaching:
“Emma went on spring break so some of us took over her kids
and her families. And I thought that was helpful because I saw
what Emma was doing and what activities she was doing. And
I was like, ’Oh, I could send that with my kids.’ So then I took
some of her ideas and sent them, and then Emma said she
was able to see things we gave to her families while she was
away. . . So the swapping of ideas I think helped.”
We also observed support between LL coaches in the coach GroupMe
largely around logistics such as offering to carpool to study workshops
and sending each other the dial-in number for the coach-coordinator checkins. While we recognize that the pairs of coaches that knew each other
well beforehand may have been communicating through other means that
were unobservable to the research team, this dynamic seemed different
between the two studies. In their post-study survey responses, LL coaches
echoed this sentiment, focusing most of their feedback on the support
provided by the coordinators. One coach explained: “I didn’t engage with
the other coaches a ton, but I think this was a factor of lack of time
more than anything else.” The lack of group cohesion—since only pairs
of coaches knew each other beforehand—may have contributed to this
dynamic, highlighting that in the future, we should not rely on these social
connections to be pre-existing, but instead build in more opportunities for
coaches to get to know and interact with each other before and during the
program.
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7.3.2 Support from coordinators
In both the GV and LL studies, coaches had access to two coordinators
whom they could reach out to as needed. In both studies, these coordinators were members of the research team running the studies, however the
roles of researcher and coordinator were kept separate and made explicit to
the coaches. In their role as researchers, these study team members helped
onboard families, provided technology support, and sent out surveys to
ask about families’ experiences with the program. As coordinators, these
team members coordinated with coaches, sending them reminders about
upcoming deadlines, providing tips and resources, communicating about
technology issues, and answering any questions coaches may have. Two of
the three researchers serving as coordinators had been coaches themselves
in the initial pilot study, and all three had been involved in creating the
coaching program.
In the coach-coordinator message threads, we observe coordinators’
support of coaches. Their support largely fell into a few categories: They
answered questions on procedures (e.g., timing of coach-caregiver checkins), helped brainstorm coaching content (e.g., activity ideas, how to
handle a particular message from a caregiver), coordinated workshop
times with coaches’ schedules, sent updates about study milestones and
issues families encountered with the technology to coaches so they were
kept up-to-date, provided console-related tech support to coaches, and
produced resources as needed at coaches’ request (e.g., a photocopy of a
children’s book). Additionally—and very importantly—they listened to
coaches’ experiences and validated the trends coaches were seeing in their
children’s play, often drawing from their own prior experience as coaches.
Across both studies, in their exit interviews and post-study surveys,
coaches explained how they found the coordinator’s role helpful and felt
supported by the coordinators. For example, one coach explained how she
appreciated how responsive the coordinators were: “I really appreciated
having their contact information consistently. The GroupMe was very
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accessible, so I could message them individually, and then we also had a
group chat that we could all comment on and sort of bounce ideas off of.
They were always available if I needed them, and I did.”
She continued on to explain how she reached out to one of the coordinators to discuss how to best handle a surprising phrase she saw in a
child’s play: “I was like how should I approach this? So she really. . . She
never told me, ’You should do this.’ She would just be like, ’Well, what do
you think?’ It was a good dynamic. Because I would just kind of get her
confirmation, but not [be] steered in any direction. They were very good at
saying do whatever you want, and definitely, obviously set some ground
rules. And then, they were there available if I had questions, which I did.”
Many GV coaches reflected that while they enjoyed the console’s automated text message reminders to write their coaching updates (these
were sent five hours before the deadline), they found it annoying when
the coordinators later followed up with another reminder if they had
not written their updates as the deadline approached. As a result of this
feedback, coordinators sent far fewer update reminders to LL coaches,
instead relying on the automated reminders sent by the console. As no
LL coaches mentioned any issues with the coordinators’ reminders in
their post-study surveys, we see this as a welcome change that we should
continue to implement in the future.
Across both studies, coaches also noted that the bi-weekly coach-coordinator
check-ins via video call seemed unnecessary. They enjoyed that the calls
helped coaches and coordinators connect and maintain their relationships,
and felt that the calls became more streamlined once coordinators adopted
the practice of sending agendas for the calls beforehand. However, many
felt like these calls could have been condensed into emails.
From the coordinators’ point of view, there seemed to be a difference in
the extent to which coaches asked questions in the group video check-ins
and when they had an individual check-in with the coordinators. These
individual check-ins were unplanned—they only occurred when coaches
could not make the group check-in time—and coaches seemed to open
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up and ask more questions in a free-flowing manner. Looking forward,
we may want to restructure these check-ins such that coaches have a
mixture of group and individual check-ins to allow them different spaces
to surface concerns and questions and develop individual relationships
with coordinators, as well as a less frequent cadence for check-ins in
general.
It is important to note because our coordinators were all members of
the research team working, they were highly invested in the success of
the coaching system. We cannot decouple coordinators’ enthusiasm and
investment in the coaching system from coaches’ experience working
with them. Further work will need to be done to extend the coordinator
role, such that people who are not members of the research team will be
able to take on the coordinator position and effectively support coaches
throughout the coaching program.

7.4

coaching tools

Next, we examine the nature of the coaching tools themselves, and the
decisions we made to automate and scaffold different aspects of coaches’
work with technology in order to make their job more efficient. Specifically,
we focus on the development and use of two aspects of the Coach Console,
the play analytics/visualizations and the tech-assisted method for writing
caregiver updates, as these two features are designed to reduce the time
and energy coaches spend on analyzing data and composing caregiver
updates by offloading some aspects of these tasks to computer algorithms.

7.4.1 Coach efficiency
In order to examine coaching efficiency, we looked at the amount of app
play that coaches had to examine in relation to the amount of time they
spent on the Couch Console. While this is by no means a holistic measure
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of their coaching, as they also had in-person interactions and phone-calls
with caregivers, it gives us a lower-bound estimate of the time they spent
using the console to coach each week.
To look at children’s app playtimes, we used the SpeechBlocks and
StoryBlocks log data collected throughout the study. To look at Coach
Console usage time, we took different approaches for the GV and LL
Consoles, as they had different log formats, with the hopes of creating
a good approximation of time spent on the platform for each. For the
GV Console, we used a custom-built log format and parser that counted
the start and end of the coach’s session, ignoring any gaps of time where
coaches did not click within a ten-minute window. For the LL Console,
we used Heap’s analytics package and calculated the session time as the
cumulative time on each page from the moment the page was opened
until the coach’s last action on the page (Heap Inc., 2020).
GV coaches mentioned in their exit interviews that they felt there was a
learning curve with the Coach Console, where it took them more time to
coach at the beginning than at the end of the study. Due to this, we first
looked at app play and console use in each “coaching window”—the time
between when coaches’ updates were sent out on Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays. There were a similar number of coaching windows in the GV
(n=27) and LL (n=26) studies, making it easier to compare across studies.
We see that, in the GV Study, both playtime and coaching time started off
higher than they ended, with a notable dropoff in children’s app playtime
after coaching window three (Figure 7.2). When looking at the coaching
ratios, we see that, across all weeks, the average coaching ratio across all
coaching windows is 2.48 hours of SpeechBlocks play per hour coached
(median=2.21, max=8.57, minimum=0.10 hours of play per hour coached).
We see in Figure 7.2 that in the majority of coaching windows, children played for more time than coaches coached. This suggests that the
asynchronous coaching was more efficient than one-on-one synchronous
coaching, which has a ratio of at least one, as children and coaches work
together for the entire session and coaches usually spend additional time
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preparing the session. However, in five of these coaching windows (19%
of coaching windows), the coaching ratio drops below one, meaning that
coaches spent more time coaching than children spent playing during the
window.
In the LL Study, StoryBlocks playtime stayed at a more consistent level
over the course of the study, making it easier to examine if coaches became
more efficient over the study’s duration. Unlike in the GV Study, in each
coaching window, children played with StoryBlocks for more time than
coaches spent coaching, with an average coaching ratio across all coaching
windows of 7.71 hours of StoryBlocks play per hour coached (median=6.82,
max=20.06, minimum=1.93 hours of play per hour coached) (Figure 7.3).
Over time, the coaching ratio trended larger, meaning that children were
able to play with StoryBlocks for a longer time per hour they received
of coaching. This suggests that, as coaches became more proficient at
coaching and using the Coach Console, they were able to be more efficient
at their role.
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Figure 7.2: ( Top) The cumulative amount of children’s SpeechBlocks playtime
and coaches’ console usage for each coaching window in the GV
Study. ( Bottom) The ratio of children’s SpeechBlocks playtime to
coaches’ console usage in each coaching window of the GV Study.
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Next, looking at the coaching ratio for individual coaches, we see that
across both studies, no coach’s ratio dropped below one (i.e., where playtime equals coaching time). In the GV Study, coaches spent an average
of 6.64 hours coaching over the study’s duration (median=6.12, maximum=9.81, minimum=4.81 hours) (Figure 7.4). The coaches coached an
average of 2.91 hours of SpeechBlocks play per hour (median=2.53, maximum=5.69, minimum=1.72). It is worth noting that one coach (GV Coach
2), who had the most amount of play to analyze of all the coaches, had a
much larger coaching ratio than the other coaches. She coached an average
of 5.69 hours of children’s SpeechBlocks play per hour, suggesting that
coaches may become more efficient as children play more frequently.
In the LL Study, the coaches spent more time coaching than any of the
GV coaches, and coaching times varied more by individual. On average,
coaches coached for 11.55 hours over the study’s duration (Figure 7.5). The
maximum time a coach spent coaching during the study was 20.07 hours,
while the minimum was 6.08 and the median was 8.37 hours. The average
coaching ratio for LL coaches was 5.54 hours of StoryBlocks play per hour
coached (median=4.67, maximum=10.02, minimum=1.36).
This is about three more hours of app play than the GV coaches were
able to coach in a given hour, suggesting that as children’s playtime
increases (as it did from SpeechBlocks to StoryBlocks), coaches become
more efficient. Additionally, while there are only five LL coaches (i.e., n=5
data points), we observe that for these coaches, coaching time is highest
for those who have children with a lot of playtime (e.g., LL coaches 2 and
3). As we look at the coaches with less playtime (LL coaches 1, 4, and 5),
we see that they coached for similar amounts of time across the whole
study. This suggests that there may be a lower-bound on coaching time,
where regardless of how much children play, coaches will still spend a few
hours on the console in order to fulfill the coaching practices.
Taken together, the play data and console usage patterns from GV and
LL studies help us understand coaches’ efficiency at their jobs. On average,
we find that both GV and LL coaches had efficiency levels greater than
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Figure 7.3: ( Top) The cumulative amount of children’s StoryBlocks playtime and
coaches’ console usage for each coaching window in the LL Study.
( Bottom) The ratio of children’s StoryBlocks playtime to coaches’
console usage in each coaching window of the LL Study.
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Figure 7.4: ( Top) Cumulative SpeechBlocks playtime to analyze and Coach Console usage for each coach in the GV Study over the study’s duration.
( Bottom) The ratio of SpeechBlocks playtime to Coach Console usage
for each coach in the GV Study over the study’s duration.
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Figure 7.5: ( Top) Cumulative StoryBlocks playtime to analyze and Coach Console usage for each coach in the LL Study over the study’s duration.
( Bottom) The ratio of StoryBlocks playtime to analyze to Coach Console usage for each coach in the LL Study over the study’s duration.
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one, meaning that the time coaches’ spent coaching was smaller than
the time that the children they worked with spent using the apps. This
suggests that technology-assisted coaching may be more efficient than
traditional one-to-one synchronous coaching, where coach and child put
in at least the same amount of time, and often the coach puts in more to
prepare for the session. However, there may be a tradeoff in efficiency and
effectiveness between in-person and technology-assisted coaching that we
are unable to study with our data.
We also find that GV coaches may have been able to be more efficient
had children played more. LL coaches, who had copious amounts of app
play to analyze, were able to be more efficient—coaching more playtime
per hour than GV coaches. Furthermore, these data help us illustrate that
there may be a lower bound on coaching time, where despite a lack of
children’s play, coaches need to spend time on the console to identify this
lack of play and design activities to spark children’s interest in using the
app. Ideas on how to address these issues will be discussed in Chapter 8.

7.4.2 Play analytics
In both the GV and LL Studies, we designed play analytics that aimed to
capture both the products of children’s play (i.e., the words and stories they
made) and the process by which they made them. For the SpeechBlocks
Coach Console, we had a “snapshot view” that used a custom-built algorithm to annotate words by their linguistic attributes and a “construction
view,” where we used PlayTree visualizations to break down the process
by which children pulled apart and put together letter blocks to create
words (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.7). For the StoryBlocks Coach Console, we
followed a similar method, creating a “snapshot view” that showed the
current state of each story, and a “construction view” that displayed a
time-lapse of how children made the story (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.18). In
both studies, overview screens summarizing these analytics across each
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child’s play were also provided to the coaches (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.8
and Figure 3.19 for the GV and LL studies respectively).
7.4.2.1

GV Study

When asked about how they used the play analytics, GV coaches focused
their feedback on the PlayTree visualizations, as that was the aspect of
the analytics they used most frequently. One coach described how the
PlayTrees allowed her to see how a child she coached was exploring sound
patterns:
“Because of the PlayTrees, I could tell each time she pressed
something, so I could tell she was playing with the sounds
and you can see when she brings sounds together and then
she took them apart, and then she brought something different
together, and she would press it and see how that sounded.
So that was a really cool part of the PlayTree, of how you can
see how they were bringing letters together and how they’re
exploring the sounds.”
Coaches felt that one of the most difficult aspects of looking through
children’s play using the PlayTrees was that the visualizations lacked
environmental context. Sometimes, they would see PlayTrees showing that
whole sentences had been written by a five-year-old who had previously
not written a full word. They might think: Is he copying a street sign?
Asking his family how to spell something? Or perhaps, is this an older
sibling logged into the child’s account? To help fix this, one coach proposed
an audio prompt at the beginning of each SpeechBlocks play session that
asked the child, “Who is playing SpeechBlocks today?” and recorded a few
seconds of the child’s answer to display alongside the PlayTree. We also
proposed the possibility of providing coaches with information on how
many voices are present in the room and if they were voices of children or
adults, without revealing sensitive information such as the person’s name
or voice itself. Coaches responded positively to this idea, explaining that a
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feature like this would have helped add context to understand if a child
was playing alongside a caregiver or sibling.
However, both of these new features require collecting sensitive voice
data from children and families, who are often playing with SpeechBlocks
in the comfort of their own home. As we shifted from SpeechBlocks
to StoryBlocks for the coaching system, we did not pursue designing a
way to incorporate voice data into the SpeechBlocks app used in a home
setting. However, in his later work, Sysoev (2020) incorporated the ability
to record children’s voices into a version of the SpeechBlocks app used in
a classroom setting. This allowed children to spell words they knew how
to say, but not yet write, through dictating the words they were trying to
spell so that the app could scaffold the writing experience for them.
Coaches did not use the annotated words frequently. This may have
been because the PlayTrees themselves, with all of their nodes initially
collapsed, provided overviews of the play sessions. It may have been easier
for coaches to notice patterns (e.g., a series of rhyming words) from the
sequential list of rhyming nodes in the PlayTree, instead of from the list
of annotated words displayed in text which did not contain the same
sequenced order of events inherent in the PlayTree visualization.
Coaches explained that they would have found the annotated words
more useful if they had displayed annotations across all four SpeechBlocks
levels, instead of only showing the annotations pertaining to the child’s
specific level. That way, coaches could easily identify when a child had
advanced wordplay outside of their level, and report that progress to
caregivers.
While coaches reported not using the Overview Screen (shown in Chapter 3, Figure 3.8) frequently, they did use the “used letters” visualization,
which highlighted the letters of the alphabet a child had used at least
once in their wordplay. Coaches suggested improving this visualization
by shading letters according to their frequency of use, so they could see
which letters the child used most frequently. They also requested that
these overview visualizations be moved to the top of the Analyze Tab,
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such that they were reminded of trends in a child’s play for context before
looking through their new creations, instead of needing to navigate to a
seperate screen.
7.4.2.2

LL Study

In the LL Study, coaches seemed to use the opposite features in Analyze
Tab than the GV coaches had. They relied heavily on the snapshot view
of children’s stories, which showed the story’s current state, and only
referenced the construction view when they needed more context. This
may be because, similar to a draft of a written story, coaches could get a
clear idea of the state of a child’s story just by looking at the most recent
version. As such, there may have been little need to delve into the specifics
of the child’s actions as they were composing each frame. Additionally,
the StoryBlocks stories themselves have more self-contained context than
SpeechBlocks words. Thus, there was less need for coaches to understand
the outside context, such as who was working with the child or what they
were looking at, to contextualize their play.
Similarly to GV Coaches, LL Coaches also reported not using the
Overview Tab often. This realization helped us identify a need to create a better way to document and display children’s narrative progress. A
discussion of how to improve analyzing children’s narrative development
and how to display narrative progress over time for coaches is outside the
scope of this dissertation, and can be found in (Woolf, 2020).
LL coaches identified three issues—two small and one large—with how
children’s stories were presented in the Analyze Tab. The first issue was
that, for some of the younger children, they relied heavily on the audio
narration feature, which allowed them to record audio for each frame of
their story. As such, it took coaches who coached younger children longer
to analyze their stories, as they had to listen to the recordings associated
with each frame. One coach explained: “With several younger children in
my cohort who did not write/type as much, audio recording was really
important. As a result, I could not speed through the story, and had to
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listen to each frame as that’s where much of the narrative development
was taking place.”
One modification that could be made to StoryBlocks that could help
with this is to allow children to dictate text. That way, they could still speak
their narration aloud, and StoryBlocks could help transcribe it so that the
child could add it as text to their story. However, many children loved
using the audio narration feature of StoryBlocks to add sound effects, such
as recording splashing water in the sink as the background noise for a
scene. We want to continue to allow children to add these sound effects,
and so a dual approach where children are still able to record, but also
able to record speech-to-text may help improve this issue.
The second issue was that it was sometimes difficult for coaches to
see what had changed in a child’s story—sometimes it was something as
minor as the child having moved an icon a few pixels. Adding in visual
highlighting around elements that have been added or edited in a child’s
story would help draw the coach’s attention to the changes the child made
since they last read the story. Adding a filter that would ignore minor
changes, such as when a child adjusts an item by a few pixels, would also
help coaches focus their attention on the meaningful changes children
made.
The last issue was quite large: Coaches explained that it was difficult to
know when a child was done with a story and have moved onto another
one. In StoryBlocks, there is no feature that allowed children to signal to
coaches that they were done with a story. As such, coaches were adding
Story Annotations (shown in Chapter 3, Figure 3.18) to children’s stories
every time there was new play on the story, when oftentimes there was
nothing major that had changed in the story. This took up a lot of coaches
valuable time and provided little benefit to coaches or families.
Upon the recommendation of the coaches, we incorporated a change
to the StoryBlocks Coach Console midway through the LL Study to help
alleviate some of this burden on coaches. It allowed coaches to copy their
last annotation for a given story and automatically pre-populate a new
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story annotation form with the copied text. This way, they did not need to
retype the annotation, and could leave the duplicated text to signal that
the story had not changed since the last time they analyzed it.
However, this was a stop-gap solution. Fundamentally, this made us
think of how we need to restructure the analysis of stories and the frequency with which we ask coaches to analyze children’s storytelling going
forward. One potential solution for this involves two fundamental changes
to our StoryBlocks Coach Console. First, we could alter the StoryBlocks
interface to allow children to signal to their coaches when they are done
with a story draft and ready to have their coach review it for publication.
Second, we could alter the StoryBlocks Coach Console’s interface to display these story drafts, instead of showing the story’s state at each time
interval between a coach’s updates. With these changes, coaches would
still be asked to analyze each story and add Story Annotations—but would
only need to do this once per story draft, reducing the time and frustration
spent on this process. Additionally, this review and publication process
had added benefits for bootstrapping a safe, coach-moderated community
of young storytellers, where children could see, comment, and build off
of each others’ stories. This idea will be addressed further in Chapter 8
when we discuss thoughts for scaling-up the coaching networks.
7.4.2.3

Looking across both studies

We find that coaches were largely able to use the play analytics to effectively
analyze children’s play across both studies. On the whole, coaches showed
evidence in both their usage patterns and self-reported feedback that they
found the console’s play analytics useful for analyzing children’s play.
This reflects the findings from Chapter 5, where we saw that, given there
was new play to analyze, most GV and LL coach updates were directly
connected to children’s play data. As the only visibility coaches had into
children’s in-app play was through the play analytics provided in the
Coach Console, it follows that coaches were able to effectively use these
analytics to analyze children’s play and write these updates. Drawing
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from these two examples of play analytics and the proposed changes to
make to them, guidelines for developing coaching tools and analytics are
proposed in Chapter 9.

7.4.3

Algorithmic assistance for coaches

To reduce the amount of time coaches spent trying to craft the phrasing
of their updates, the console provided them with a user flow designed
to assist them in this process. First, they selected the category of play
they were going to discuss in their update from a list of options. Upon
selection, a sentence starter appeared, which coaches could customize and
alter to their needs as they wrote their update. They could also see a list of
their past updates to caregivers, with the hope that this would help them
diversify what types of play they discussed and the language they used to
discuss it across updates. This user interface is presented in Chapter 3 and
shown in Figure 3.11 (GV Study) and Figure 3.21 (LL Study).
In the GV Study, there were 11 wordplay categories, each with five
sentence starters. Upon selecting a category, coaches were automatically
shown the first starter in the list, and could cycle through them to view
the other starters and select which one they would like to use. The starters
would be automatically customized to use the child’s first name. However,
as we did not store children’s genders in the database, the starters used
first person plural (i.e., “they/their”) language, which was not optimal.
Additionally, they used “we” language for the coach, despite the fact that
the coach was an individual person.
For example, for a female child named Sofia, if her coach selected the
category “invented spelling” the first starter that the coach would see
was: “Sofia wrote the word “SB_WORD”. We think they are trying to
spell “REAL_WORD”. We will keep an eye out to see if that happens!”
(Please note: SB_WORD and REAL_WORD were nomenclature used so
that coaches knew to fill in the SpeechBlocks words they were discussing.)
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Upon reflection, simple changes to the starters would have made them
more personalized for each child, and reminded the caregiver that there
was an individual human coach that wrote it. Starters could have used
singular pronouns, colloquial contractions, and a singular first-person
point of view. For example, with these revisions, this starter could have
been (emphasis in italics): “Sofia wrote the word “SB_WORD”. I think
she’s trying to spell “REAL_WORD”. I’ll keep an eye out to see if that
happens!”
Another change that GV coaches requested in order to streamline the
process was the ability to select words in the Analyze Tab, and have them
auto-populate in the sentence starters so coaches did not have to flip backand-forth to remember the words and specific spellings. For example, upon
selecting the word “BURLIN” in the SpeechBlocks PlayTree, the starters
could have been auto-populated with the invented spelling “BURLIN,”
such that the coach would only need to add the word “Berlin” to the “real
word” field.
For LL Study, this algorithmic assistance was revised based on feedback
from the GV coaches and our own observations noted above. There were
18 storytelling categories. All of these categories had five sentence starters
except for the “Other” category which had none, instead providing coaches
with an empty textbox to write in (shown in Chapter 3, Figure 3.21). When
coaches selected a category, one of the five starters was selected at random
and displayed to the coach, and they could cycle through the list of starters
to view the others and select one to use. This way, even if they never
changed the starter, it was likely that they used a different starter each
time. Unlike the GV Study, LL starters only included the beginning of
sentences, and always ended in ellipses for coaches to build off of, in order
to ensure that there was always variety at the end of each full sentence in
the updates. Along with the starter, coaches were also shown the definition
of the category and an example update—a specific request from the GV
Coaches.
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The starters themselves were written in a first-person, singular voice
and signaled that coaches should use singular pronouns when discussing
children’s actions. As we did not store children’s genders in the database,
we used the nomenclature of “his/her” to signal to coaches that they
should customize the pronoun accordingly for each update they wrote.
For example, for a male child named Jonah, if his coach had selected the
category “story detail,” she might see the starter: “Jonah uses a lot of
details to tell HIS/HER stories! For example. . . ” From there, the coach can
customize the starter and build off of it by adding examples from Jonah’s
stories. In the future, a better practice would be to request families select
pronouns during the in-app onboarding, such that children’s preferred
pronouns are stored directly in the database and can be used to customize
sentence starters automatically.
Next, we examined coaches’ use of these categories and sentence starters,
in order to see if they were effective supports to help coaches diversify
what types of play they were discussing and the language they used to
discuss it. In both the GV and LL studies, coaches used a broad range of
categories to classify children’s play—ten of the 11 categories supplied
in the GV Study (Figure 7.6) and 15 of the 18 categories in the LL Study
(Figure 7.7). In both studies, no single category was used for the majority
of coaches’ updates.
We also examined coaches’ use of the sentence starters in the LL Study,
where we actively collected data on this topic. We saw that coaches used
a variety of the starters (Figure 7.8), indicating that a combination of the
random selection of starters and the ability to swap starters manually may
have helped coaches diversify their starter selections.
In discussions about how they would like to change the Coach Console
and handbook, coaches explained that they felt categorizing children’s
play and using sentence starters was helpful to their coaching process.
Categorizing helped them diversify the types of updates they were sharing and the activities they were creating. Using sentence starters helped
coaches avoid using the same language each time. One coach explained:
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Figure 7.6: The percent of times each wordplay category was used by coaches
to write their updates during the GV Study. Ten of the 11 categories
were used by coaches. One category, “backwards spelling” was not
used in coaches’ updates.

“Sending updates three times a week to six kids, I was afraid that I was
sending the same [thing] every time, so it was nice to have those things.”
However, coaches would have liked the technology-assistance for update
writing to extend further. For example, they suggested that the console
could display either a miniaturized version of the PlayTrees or Story
Annotations from the Analyze Tab in the Share Tab. They did a lot of
flipping back and forth between tabs that could have been avoided if this
information was carried over, making it easily accessible to coaches to
reference as they wrote their updates.
Interestingly, no coaches nor caregivers brought up the concern that
coaches’ updates sounded robotic. That was one of our biggest fears with
providing the sentence starters, and something the research team had
noted from the initial pilot study of the SpeechBlocks coaching system
where we had played the coaching role ourselves. In the LL Study, we took
a step towards mitigating this potential problem further by only providing
initial sentence fragments as starters for coaches, instead of full sentences.
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Figure 7.7: The percent of times each storytelling category was used by coaches
to write their updates during the LL Study. Fifteen of the 18 categories
were used by coaches. Three categories, “story grammar,” “sentence
fluency,” and “word choice / conventions” were not used in coaches’
updates.

In the future, we may be able to further improve these starters with tools
such as sentence-generation models that could create more variety among
starters, and analyze coaches’ update text to signal when they are running
the risk of sounding repetitive, formal, or robotic.
In expanding coach’s tooling for communicating with caregivers, we
should also incorporate ways for coaches and families to communicate languages besides English. In our first iteration of the coaching system used
in our 2017 initial pilot study, we used the Coach Console to communicate
in both English and Spanish, as two of the families in our study requested
communication in Spanish, and a fluent Spanish speaker served as a coach
for these families. However, in our LL Study, we had two families where,
if we had been able to provide coaching in Somali, they may have opted
to do so. While we recognize that it would be best to have trained coaches
who can support families in their preferred languages, this may not always
be logistically possible. Thus, we should build in automated translation

7.5 coach growth and learning

Figure 7.8: The percent of times each sentence starter (numbers 1 through 5) was
used by coaches to write their updates during the LL Study across all
categories. The “other” category was excluded from this analysis, as
there were no sentence starters provided for this category.

features (e.g., via Google Translate) into the Coach Console itself, such
that a coach can translate their messages to the family’s language prior
to sending them, and translate the caregivers’ replies from the family’s
language to English.

7.5

coach growth and learning

Being a coach is a serious time commitment during the few months leading
up to and during the coaching program. In almost all cases, our coaches
were full-time graduate students, balancing coaching with their heavy
course loads and, in the case of speech-language pathology (SLP) students,
clinical work as well.
We wanted to understand what coaches feel they learned as a result of
coaching. We used coach exit interview, survey, and workshop artifact data
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from the GV Study and coach survey data from the LL Study to examine
these questions.
When looking at coaches’ reflections on what they learned, it is important to first understand their contexts. GV coaches were all either firstor second-year SLP graduate students, while LL coaches varied more in
terms of their fields of study and occupations: two were SLP graduate
students, two were graduate students in education, and one was a working
professional. GV coaches were, on average, younger than LL coaches, with
an average age of 24 and 26 years-old respectively. Most of the GV coaches
lived in the Greenville, North Carolina metropolitan area and all of the
LL coaches lived in the Greater Boston Area during the time they coached.
The two GV coaches who did not live in Greenville had previously lived
there before relocating to other cities about an hour-and-a-half-long commute away due to their clinical internship placements, and commuted to
Greenville for the in-person aspects of the coaching program. All coaches
in both studies received physical certificates approved by MIT Media Lab
certifying that they had been a volunteer coach for the program.

7.5.1 Professional development
In their exit interviews, all of the GV coaches discussed how, for them,
being a coach was a form of professional development as an SLP. For
instance, many of them felt the experience helped them gain experience
and comfort working with children and families through digital tools—a
necessity as their field moves towards teletherapy. One GV coach explained
that using a digital medium for coaching helped her focus her efforts less
on how she was presenting herself as an SLP, and more on the child’s
interests and engagement:
“I think it [being a coach] challenges you to focus less on how
you look, what activities you’re doing, and more on just what
interests a child. I think a lot of times, with my kids in therapy,
I focus on how I’m presenting myself and what I’m doing, but
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this app made me focus on what the child was receiving. In
that sense, it will help me as an SLP to focus less on myself
and focus more on my patient.”
Coaches also thought it was useful as a learning experience in how to
incorporate technologies such as learning apps that children already enjoy
and have access to at home into their therapy practices. One GV coach
explained:
“In therapy, some kids are really motivated by the iPad. There
will be therapy games on the iPad, and they will do any therapy
game on the iPad. And they’re engaged for thirty minutes.
And so, if it was like, ’Okay, here’s a little app you could take
home,’ and then I know what we’re working on in therapy,
so I could also have certain words that have them work on at
home. And then reinforce that. I think that could be a really
cool opportunity.”
The experience also helped them develop as SLPs, helping them take
what they are learning in the classroom and apply it in real life, honing
their intuition for the “in-the-head experience” of the children they work
with. One coach explained that she thought being a coach could help SLP
students “get better at putting themselves in their [young client’s] shoes,
their thought process. . . and make better activities.” Another said that “I
think it’s just been really nice to see what we’re learning in real life, and
to see it through the kids with the sight words and the decoding and
encoding.”
Coaches also explained how being a coach helped them learn about
facilitating children’s learning through play. One coach stated: “As an SLP,
we’re so goal-oriented. . . ’let’s meet this goal, let’s get to this level,’ that
it’s hard to get out of that mindset and to just really focus on the natural
play.” She explained that, as a coach, she learned how to focus more on
open-ended play than on specific goals like finding “words that have two
s’s in it for an ’s’ sound or have the silent ’e’ at the end.” Another coach
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also noted the usefulness of this play-based approach explaining that “the
trends in early childhood development and early intervention are through
more indirect play, and doing therapy that way. So it was cool to see how
that might look, not on the floor in a therapy room, but over technology.”
Lastly, in terms of professional development, we observed that GV
coaches found the certificate for volunteering and the experience participating in research were helpful resume-builders. Many GV coaches
listed their role as a coach under their volunteer work on their resumes
or LinkedIn profiles, and we heard from some coaches that they had
discussed their experience coaching in their internship and job interviews.
Some of coaches’ excitement about this professional development opportunity likely came from the fact that they were participating in a new
research project—a factor that complicates this analysis, as it is not part of
the coaching program itself. However, when examining coaches’ exit interviews for mention of this research study aspect, we found that only one
coach mentioned the certificates and no coaches mentioned the research
study itself in their exit interviews, highlighting that the other aspects of
the professional development experience discussed above were salient for
them.
Three out of the five LL coaches alluded to developing professional
skills through the coaching program in their post-study survey responses.
As they came from a variety of professional backgrounds, what skills
applied to their professions varied much more than in the GV Study.
For instance, one coach explained that she “learned how to facilitate
storytelling activities in-person through our activities at the workshop”—a
skill that she may use in her profession as she runs in-person programs
and events. Another coach who was training to be an SLP explained that
she learned both “how to give constructive feedback in a very positive
way” and how to better incorporate technology into her clinical practice.
Echoing the sentiments of the GV coaches, she explained: “I think with
the rise in technology, it is important to incorporate it into children’s
learning because they are very engaged in it and don’t always realize we
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are teaching them important skills.” While we do not have as much data on
the LL Coaches’ reflections on their coaching experience as we do for the
GV Coaches, we can see from these data that the trend around coaching
being a helpful experience for professional development extended from
the GV to LL studies.

7.5.2

Opportunity to work with children and families

Both GV and LL coaches expressed that the opportunities to work with
children and families was one of the reasons they volunteered to be coaches.
Half of the GV coaches explained how rewarding it was to observe children
learning through play and see how the activities they crafted helped them
learn. For example, one GV coach explained:
“There’s just so much satisfaction from sending activities that
one, are natural for a child and engaging, but then also to
see them progress throughout time and for them to be more
engaged. Also, them learning more skills that they couldn’t do
before. Even just seeing my kid in the beginning really struggle
with his sight words and really have to take apart a lot of letters
and then add some on, and then take them apart to eventually
get the word to be able to do it correctly the first time.”
Another coach echoed a similar sentiment, emphasizing how it was
fascinating to tangibly observe how children were learning through play
through the console’s PlayTree visualizations. She said: “It’s just fun to see
what the kids do in a naturalistic environment and to be able to see all of
that on your PlayTrees and on screen.”
Many LL coaches echoed a similar excitement about the opportunity to
work with children and families, though only one focused on the ability to
see children’s learning through play. She explained: “Reading the stories
was a highly entertaining experience, and there were many ’aha’ moments
where I could see the kids making progress.”
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Other coaches explained that the most rewarding part of the coaching
experience was receiving positive feedback from families about the coaching program. One coach explained: “I enjoyed getting feedback from the
families about how much their children are enjoying the app and how
they appreciate my feedback and support.”
This difference in what coaches enjoyed most about working with children and families between the two studies may be due to the fact that
coaches and families had more face-to-face time during the LL Study, and
so families were able to communicate their appreciation for the coaches’
work to them directly in-person. Since we have identified that this was one
of the most rewarding aspects of the program for LL coaches, building in
better feedback channels between coaches and families, such as moments
in the program where children and families are asked to give coaches
feedback about what they enjoy about their coaching, may be helpful in
continuing to motivate coaches to volunteer.

7.6

summary

In this chapter, we identified aspects of the coaches’ tools, training, and
support that helped coaches successfully fulfill their role. We also studied
if and how coaches felt they grew professionally and personally during
their time as coaches.
On the whole, we found that the coaches’ tools made them more efficient
and that coaches felt their training largely prepared them for the coaching
role. We also saw that coaches and coordinators provided ongoing support
to each other, and noted that the pre-existing relationships between coaches
likely helped facilitate this support structure.
We also surfaced some constraints of the coaching system—such as
the fact that coaching time outweighs playtime when there is little or no
in-app play. We proposed some potential modifications to the coaching
system’s tools, training, and support structure, to help remedy these

7.6 summary
issues and improve the coaching experience for families and coaches alike.
Building on this, in the next section, we will discuss thoughts on changes
that could be made to help scale-up the coaching system to serve more
children and families, and provide a guide for others looking to create
technology-assisted coaching systems.
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THOUGHTS ON SCALING UP THE
COACHING SYSTEM

Throughout this dissertation so far, we have discussed the role of technologyassisted coaches in supporting children’s literacy learning, drawing upon
data from two studies—with a total of 52 children coached by 11 coaches in
eight-week-long implementations of our coaching system. In this chapter,
we now look towards the future. We discuss thoughts on how to scale-up
this coaching system, and what new opportunities and issues may arise as
a result.
There are a few axes upon which we can scale-up our coaching system.
We can increase the number of families and coaches that are a part of the
coaching program, we can increase the number of families a single coach
can serve, and we can increase the amount of time families and coaches
are enrolled in the program. As we discuss ways to scale in this chapter,
we will reference these different axes of scale.

8.1

play-based coaching

We saw that when children play more, coaches become more efficient
at their jobs. Furthermore, we saw that coaches wanted more flexibility
regarding when they coached, and most enjoyed seeing the creative things
children made and discussing their creations with children and their
caregivers.
Instead of asking coaches to look at the Coach Console three times a
week regardless of if children had played, one major change we propose
to the coaching system is to make coaching time driven by children’s play
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patterns. Following a child’s play session, we could notify the coach and
request that they analyze, share, and create scaffolds and family activities
in response to the new play. This way, coaches would only be asked to
coach when there was demand—either in the form of new play or new
caregiver communication to respond to.
This change would make coaching less rigid in terms of timing. This
could be a positive, as it would likely make coaches more efficient at
their jobs, allowing them to coach more children, and creating more
flexibility in terms of when they coach. However, it may also lead to a
more unpredictable coaching schedule, rendering it more difficult for
coaches to fit coaching into their busy schedules.

8.2

coaching in small teams

Another change that would provide coaches with both more flexibility
and support in their coaching is to create small coaching teams of two to
three coaches. This would provide coaches with opportunities for more
peer support from the other coaches on their team (e.g., ideas for scaffolds,
activities, help with interpreting children’s context), and more flexibility
in terms of their coaching schedules, as the different coaches could be
asked to coach at different times throughout the week to accommodate
scheduling conflicts. As we expand the pool of coaches, the shift to small
coaching teams would also help build in more mutual visibility—and
therefore safety—for children, as multiple coaches would be privy to all
communication between coaches and families and could flag potentially
problematic behavior.
These teams could collectively coach a cohort of children (e.g., three
coaches work with 20 children). This way, coaches would have a shared
context across all of the children they coach. However, the coaching tools
would need to be revised to handle allocating new incoming play to
different coaches, as we do not want to place the burden of coordinating
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amongst the coaching team on the coaches themselves. We would also
need to incorporate ways for caregivers and children to know which coach
they are communicating with at any given point and get to know all the
coaches on the team.

8.3

enabling social sharing

Naturally, children want to share their creations with their peers. In our
system, as a coach works with children from multiple families (and all
siblings in a family are coached by the same coach), an interesting network
structure is formed. There are “inner circles” composed of children with
the same coach (or, in the case of coaching teams, multiple coaches), and
“outer circles” composed of children whose coaches know each other or
are supported by the same coordinators (Figure 8.1). There is also a natural
network structure that appears outside the coaching networks—children
who know each other and see each other outside this digital setting (e.g.,
are in the same school, play on the same sports team, attend the same
religious services).
To date, we have not utilized this network structure in our coaching
system. However, it becomes a natural springboard for allowing children
to share their creations (e.g., StoryBlocks stories) with each other and
develop new and extend already-existing relationships through digital
connections with other children. For example, when children finish a draft
of a story, they could request feedback from their inner circle. This peer
feedback on their stories could help reduce the onus placed on the coach as
the sole feedback provider, give children feedback from more viewpoints,
and help them strengthen relationships with their peers.
As they know and have relationships with all of the children in an inner
circle, the coach could serve as an inner circle moderator. They could keep
an eye on both the content of the stories shared and the way children
interact with each other. Instead of taking punitive action if there are issues,
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Child
Caregiver
Coach
Coordinator
Inner circle
Outer circle

Figure 8.1: ( Le f t) The coaching network from the GV Study, with all connections made between families, coaches, and coordinators. ( Right) The
coaching network overlaid with the inner and outer circles for social sharing between children, and the connections formed between
children from this sharing capability. Note: Pre-existing connections
in-between families are not shown in either network diagram.

in their role as a coach who is known and respected by the children in the
circle, they could help children learn from the experience and understand
the norms of engaging in a small-scale digital community.
When children are ready to publish their stories, they could publish
them in the outer circle—a larger community of peers. As the outer
network scales (i.e., more children join the coaching network), children’s
stories will be able to be shared with more children, and more children
will be able to engage with and provide feedback on these stories.

8.4

increasing access to in-person parts of
the coaching program

Lastly, in order to increase access to the coaching program, we could
introduce ways for remote engagement in the in-person aspects of the
program, such as the coach training and the study workshops. For example,
the coach training could be split up into digital modules that coaches could

8.5 summary
complete at their own pace with real-time assistance from a coordinator
when needed—similar to Crisis Text Line’s web-based training program
(Crisis Text Line, 2020). A separate time could then be set up for coaches
to meet the coordinators and other coaches in their coaching program
in-person, and in the case of coaching teams, specifically get to know the
other people on their team.
Similarly, though we know that the component of meeting families
in-person is vitally important to the success of the relationships built
in the coaching program, options should be created to engage digitally
in the in-person components of the coaching program. This would help
accommodate families schedules and the distance they may live from
workshop locations. Opportunities to engage digitally via synchronous
video call (e.g., Zoom, Google Hangouts) may help with this, and allow
for a similar structure to the initial workshop where coaches and families
meet in-person to get to know each other through sharing a bit about
themselves, discussing the program, and playing games together.

8.5

summary

We pose these thoughts on scale here for future exploration. In order to
serve more children and families, engage more coaches, and keep the
coaching system operating efficiently and effectively for longer durations,
changes such as these need to be made to our system’s design and also
implemented in our coaching tools. Furthermore, as these changes are
made, the system needs to be studied to understand how these adaptations
for scale effect the user experience for each stakeholder and the overall
efficiency and effectiveness of the coaching system, as we do not want to
make tradeoffs that negatively impact the users’ experience for the sake of
scale.
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T E C H N O L O G Y- A S S I S T E D C O A C H I N G
SYSTEMS

In this chapter, we present a set of considerations for the design of
technology-assisted coaching systems. To do this, we draw from our work
creating coaching systems to support children’s literacy learning. While
these considerations are by no means comprehensive, we hope that they
will be a useful starting point for educators, designers, and developers
interested in creating coaching systems in the future.

choosing the purpose of the coaching system.

One of the first

steps in designing a technology-assisted coaching system is to define its
purpose. Broadly speaking, coaching is about supporting the learning of
others. Who will the coaching system support and how will the system
support them? For example, the purpose of the coaching systems in our
work has been to support children’s literacy learning. Our systems do this
through supporting children’s learning directly and empowering families
to engage in their children’s learning process.

identifying the system’s stakeholders.

Another critical aspect

of designing a coaching system is to clearly identify the system’s stakeholders. When doing this, consider the primary, secondary, and tertiary
stakeholders.
1. To determine the primary stakeholder, ask: Who is the focus of the
coaching system? Who is the primary learner? In our case, this was
the child.
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2. To identify who the secondary stakeholders are, ask: Who is invested
in the primary stakeholder’s learning and progress? In our case, this
was the caregivers and the coaches.
3. To determine the tertiary stakeholders, ask: Who else is needed
to support the secondary stakeholders? In our case, this was the
coordinators and the research team. The coordinators’ role was to
support coaches and ensure that the coaching network was a safe
and positive space. The research team’s role was to provide support
to children, caregivers, and coaches when they had questions (e.g.,
about program content, technology, location of workshops).

designing the digital learning environment.

Technology-

assisted coaching systems are heavily reliant on the digital medium used by
the learner (i.e., the primary stakeholder). When designing or selecting the
digital platform that the learner will use (e.g., an online web application,
mobile app, or any other type of digital experience), consider the following
criteria:
1. The learner can access relevant activities on the platform at any time.
2. The learner can work on activities over multiple sessions on the
platform.
3. The learner’s activity on the platform is stored and tracked.
4. A coach can see the learner’s activity after each session.
5. There is a unit of analysis that allows a coach to analyze activity in
discrete chunks.

choosing the communication methods stakeholders will use.
Part of designing a coaching system is selecting the methods that stakeholders will use to engage with the system. When choosing the communication channels between coaches and other stakeholders, consider the
following criteria:
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1. The channels allow for two-way communication.
2. They have a low-barrier way for people to acknowledge communication from others (e.g., Apple’s iMessage reactions or GroupMe’s
likes).
3. They contain visual and/or auditory reminders that users are people
(e.g., a headshot of the person, the ability to send and receive voice
messages).
For example, in our system, all of the stakeholders were able to communicate with each other. Coaches and caregivers could communicate
by text message and phone call. Coaches could also communicate with
children through in-app messages and sticky notes, and children could
communicate with coaches by writing in the apps.

deciding on the role coaches will play and the actions they
will take.

Another important decision in creating a coaching system is

to decide what actions coaches will take to coach, and with what frequency
and for how long. When doing this, consider if there is an underlying
coaching style you want to build into your coaching system, and try
to make these actions specific. For example, our coaching systems were
heavily inspired by Montessori, Papertian, and Vygotskian pedagogies and
approaches. In order to make them specific, we created the TechnologyAssisted Coaching Framework (see Chapter 2).
Then, imagine how they could be built into the coaching tools themselves. The act of trying to operationalize these coaching actions in the
digital tools will help to define their specificity. If possible, also provide
coaches with a checklist to ensure they fulfilled all the coaching tasks they
were supposed to do.
Next, decide how the frequency of coaching will be determined. Will it
be fixed from the outset? Or will it be variable (e.g., based on the amount
of play, based on stakeholder preferences)? In our system, this was fixed.
Regardless of children’s play or caregivers’ preferences, coaches were
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asked to login to the Coach Console three times a week—before Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday at 5 p.m. Ideally, we want to change this to be
more play-based, and allow caregivers to customize the cadence of coach
communication to fit their family’s context.
Lastly, decide for how long coaches will be asked to commit to being
coaches. In our system, we always asked coaches to commit for approximately ten weeks, which included the pre-program training and the
eight-week coaching program. This worked well for us, as we were working with coaches who were primarily graduate students on semester-based
schedules. However, in the future, as we expand our pool of potential
coaches and think about children engaging in the program over the course
of months and years—not weeks—we plan to re-evaluate how long coaches
are asked to commit for, and what it looks to on-board and off-board a
coach.

identifying potential coaches and developing a recruitment
plan.

To recruit coaches, first identify what skills the system’s coaches

will need, and groups of people that may have these skills. For example,
do coaches need to:
1. Be locally-based?
2. Be part of a specific profession?
3. Have a specific skill set?
4. Be comfortable using specific technologies?
5. Be adults (e.g., can highschoolers be coaches)?
For example, in our StoryBlocks coaching system, we identified that we
needed locally-based coaches with an interest in working with children and
families who had some experience with literacy learning or storytelling.
Our coaches also needed to be reliable, flexible, have lots of patience, and
be skilled listeners.
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When thinking about who would have this skill set, we realized that
these criteria encompassed people from a broad range of professional
backgrounds—from college and graduate students to working professionals, homemakers, and retirees living in the Greater Boston Area. Furthermore, we decided that we needed to create an online application
for coaches with a series of questions to determine their interest level,
prior relevant experience, constraints on their availability (e.g., time and
distance), and skillset.
We then created a recruitment plan that involved a mix of presenting
about the coaching program in graduate student classes, sending the
opportunity out on mailing lists, and directly contacting individuals we
thought might be good coaches. Those interested were asked to apply
using our online application, and we screened the applications and reached
out to the successful applicants to invite them to attend our coach training.
Then, once they completed the training, they were officially coaches.
Speaking from our experience, when recruiting coaches, it is important
to be as specific as possible about the nature of the role, and to start
the recruitment process early. Having too few coaches for the number
of learners that sign up is a major concern. However, having too many
coaches is less concerning, as waitlists can be used to help maintain interest
if there are too many volunteers.

brainstorming how to motivate coaches.

Consider the motiva-

tions of those who may become coaches. If coaches are paid, this could
become an incentive. However, regardless of monetary compensation, what
else could motivate coaches? What do they gain through the coaching
experience?
For our coaches who were graduate students in Speech Language Pathology, we saw that coaching was a form of professional development. For
our other coaches, we saw that the opportunity to work with children and
help facilitate their creative expression was a major incentive to volunteer.
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Other non-monetary incentives for future coaches may be the opportunity to give back to their community, gain social recognition for their
service, meet other like-minded people, and develop communication skills.
In other types of coaching systems, there may also be opportunities to
have coaches and learners from the same organization (e.g., a company), in
which case being a coach may be rewarded or required by the organization.
Identifying these incentives will help round out the understanding of who
may volunteer to be a coach and why they will participate.

calculating a coach’s capacity and designing the coaching
structure.

To calculate coaching capacity, start by asking: How long

does it take for a coach to work with one learner? For our system, this was
very dependent on children’s play, so it was difficult to quantify without
an estimate of children’s playtime. We estimated that, given one hour of
StoryBlocks play from a child, it would take a coach 20 minutes to coach.
Therefore, if a coach had two hours to coach in a given week, and we
assume that each child played for one hour, one coach could support six
children. This estimate helped us determine how many children a single
coach could work with.
Next, decide on the coaching structure. Will individual coaches be
matched with learners, or will a small coaching team serve a group of
learners? There are advantages to both structures. In a one-to-one pairing,
coaches and learners get more time to build a strong relationship, and the
coach does not need to worry about documenting their observations for, or
coordinating with, other coaches. However, if learners interact with more
than one coach, they get a chance to form more relationships and work
with different types of coaches in terms of coaching styles, backgrounds,
and shared interests. Coaches also get the chance to work with other
coaches in a collaborative manner which can help them build relationships
and learn from and with their peers, making the experience better for both
coaches and learners. Additionally, if a coach leaves the program and a
new coach joins, the learner’s experience is not completely altered, and
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there are expert coaches to help onboard the new coach into the experience
of working with the learner.
Then, determine the network structure. Think about the primary learner
and the secondary stakeholders, and ensure that they are all connected to
each other either through the coaching system or through a pre-existing
connection (e.g., children and caregivers are not connected in our system,
because they are already connected outside of it).
Next, who else are these stakeholders connected to and for what purpose? For example, are learners coached by the same coach connected to
one another and why? What about learners coached by different coaches?
Outside of coaching teams, are coaches connected to one another, and are
they connected to program staff? Be intentional about which connections
the system makes, and which it does not. Each new connection expands
the learners’ network—an exciting prospect as it allows learners to share,
engage, and learn from a larger, more diverse set of people. However, there
is a tradeoff: the smaller the network, the more intimate it is for the learner
and the more it feels like a safe space to make mistakes, learn, and grow.
Being mindful of this tradeoff will help establish the coaching networks as
spaces for learning instead of places for simply displaying work.

creating support structures for all stakeholders in the
system.

Another critical decision is to determine what sorts of support

structures coaches will need before, during, and after their time coaching.
For example, before working with learners, will coaches need training? If
so, what will the training look like? Does it cover all of the aspects of what
coaches will do, giving them ample time to practice coaching using the
digital tools they will use and to get comfortable with the process?
Next, during their time coaching learners, what support will be available
to them? Are their opportunities for peer support networks where coaches
can bounce ideas off each other and ask questions? Are there components
that can be crowdsourced from and shared among coaches to facilitate idea
sharing and mutual visibility (e.g., activity ideas, updates)? Is there a need
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for more centralized support from someone like a program coordinator?
And if so, when and how will the coordinators check in with coaches
individually and as a whole group?
Beyond supporting coaches, who will provide backup support to the
other stakeholders in the system so that the burden does not fall to coaches?
For example, whose job is it to handle technology support? Whose job is
it to ensure the safety of those in the network and how will they do this?
For us, providing technology support was part of the job of the research
team, where researchers were on-call to help when families and coaches
encountered issues with the technology they were using. Keeping the
network safe was the role of the coordinators, as they were privy to all
communication within the network.

developing opportunities for relationship-building
throughout the program.

When designing a coaching system, it is

important to think about what opportunities can intentionally be created
to facilitate relationship-building within the coaching network. At the start
of the program, make opportunities for coaches to meet with learners
and other stakeholders synchronously. Ideally, this would happen inperson, and if not possible to meet in-person, by video call. We have seen
repeatedly in our work how important this initial meeting is to establish
the relationship between coach and family. Some best practices for this
meeting are:
1. Share information about coaches and learners with one another
ahead of this meeting (e.g., short bios with photos, lists of interests
and hobbies, and a sentence or two about why they are excited to
be part of the coaching program). This way, coaches can think about
what questions to ask based on learners’ interests ahead of time, and
learners can get excited about meeting their coach beforehand and
recognize them when they meet.
2. Build in time for coaches to meet learners and other stakeholders
both separately—whether individually or in small groups—and

design considerations for technology-assisted coaching systems
together. For example, drawing from the Family Creative Learning
guidelines (Roque, 2016), in our StoryBlocks workshops, there are
activities that caregivers did with their peers and activities they
did together with their children as a family. Families chatted and
played storytelling games together with coaches, and children played
StoryBlocks and caregivers discussed their hopes for the program
with coaches in small groups of their peers.
3. Ask coaches to share with learners and other stakeholders why
they are excited about being a coach. For example, we asked our
coaches to share a short explanation of who they were, why they
were excited about storytelling, and what drew them to volunteer as
a coach. These explanations were planned ahead of time at the coach
training, where coaches practiced them alongside other coaches and
the coordinators, in order to prepare for this workshop activity.
Next, think about what opportunities there are for coaches to check in
with those they coach throughout the program. As we saw in our studies,
these check-ins will help coaches continue to develop relationships with
those they coach, and surface any issues with the coaching system or the
coach’s coaching style.
Think about if there are opportunities to create both light-touch ways
(e.g., text message questions) and more personal, synchronous ways (e.g.,
in-person workshops, phone calls) to check in. When will coaches do these
check-ins? And do they need any materials (e.g., guidelines or questions)
to help facilitate this process?

designing the platform coaches will use to coach.

Speaking

from experience, designing the medium that coaches use to coach may
seem like a daunting task. However, a lot of the groundwork is laid out in
the answers to design considerations posed above. In thinking about the
design of a coaching platform, consider the following:
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1. Can coaches see learners’ activity and engage with it (e.g., through
comments or suggestions)?
2. Can algorithms be used to aid coaches in visualizing learners’ process
and surfacing interesting learning moments?
3. Can coaches document learners’ progress?
4. Can coaches communicate with each stakeholder they are connected
to in the network? In the case of coaching teams, can they communicate with other coaches on their team as well?
5. Can coaches use the platform to do all the coaching actions that are
requested of them?
6. Can the platform inform coaches of when they need to coach or
reach out to individual learners?
7. Can coaches see and (if needed) moderate communication between
learners?
8. What type of platform (e.g., mobile app, web application) will be
most accessible to the coaches that will be recruited?
We recognize that designing a coaching system is a somewhat circular
process, as many aspects are dependent on each other. Nonetheless, we
hope that these considerations can help guide the design process, surfacing
important considerations that designers, developers, and educators should
take into account as they build the next generation of technology-assisted
coaching systems.

10

CONCLUSIONS, SUMMARY OF
FINDINGS, AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter concludes our exploration of technology-assisted coaches
and the coaching systems they use. Here, drawing from the study of
two different instantiations of a technology-assisted coaching system, we
provide a summary of our findings for each of the research questions
originally posed (see Section 4.1). We then discuss the limitations of this
exploration and suggest potential future directions for this work.

10.1

summary of findings

10.1.1

Were coaches able to successfully fulfill the technology-assisted
coaching role we asked them to do?

On the whole, coaches were able to successfully fulfill the technologyassisted coaching role laid out in the coaching framework (see Section 3.1).
Building upon the foundation created during their in-person meetings
with families, coaches used their digital coaching tools to proficiently
engage in three of the four core coaching practices, fostering relationships
and trust with the families they served as they did so (see Chapter 5).
Specifically:
1. Coaches analyzed children’s play, when there was new play to analyze.
2. Coaches scaffolded children’s learning by asking questions, encouraging them to expand their wordplay or stories, drawing attention
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to the specifics of children’s in-app actions, and suggesting learning activities based on the children’s interests. Children acted upon
these scaffolds, creating words and editing their stories in response
to coaches’ questions and feedback.
3. Coaches shared updates containing interesting learning moments
with children’s caregivers, when there was new play to discuss. Caregivers frequently read the coaches’ updates, and reported finding
both the updates and the family activities included in them helpful
for their families.
In the GV and LL studies, we saw that coaches struggled specifically
with the fourth core coaching practice: inviting caregivers to engage in
literacy activities related to children’s on-screen play together with their
children. Though they sent suggestions for family activities to caregivers,
their messaging was often vague, without clear explanations that families
could do these activities together. From the GV to LL studies, we made
improvements to the coaching tools that helped LL coaches provide more
explicit invitations for family engagement in the messaging of their activities. However, further improvements need to be made to how we assist
coaches in designing and communicating these activity ideas.
Due to unforeseen circumstances in both studies, coaches had to take
on new responsibilities as part of their roles. LL coaches provided “tech
support,” helping surface the technical issues families were having to
the research team and informing families when the issues were resolved.
GV coaches ended up spending more time and effort than anticipated
to encourage families to play with SpeechBlocks. Sending these nudges
to play frustrated coaches and made them feel like they were annoying
families. Revisions to this approach, such as the use of automated nudges
(if these nudges are necessary at all), may help alleviate this issue.

10.1 summary of findings

10.1.2

Is the coaching system effective in coaching children’s literacy
learning and empowering families to support their children’s
learning process?

There were evident benefits to using the SpeechBlocks coaching system for
both children and their caregivers during the GV Study (see Chapter 6).
For caregivers, we found that having a coach increased their awareness
of what their children were creating in SpeechBlocks, and that they felt
the coaches’ updates were helpful in surfacing their children’s on-screen
learning moments and coming up with activities to do with their children
using the app. For children, we saw that having a coach increased their
SpeechBlocks playtime, which led to an increase in the variety of words
they created on the app. We also found that for families with lower formal
education levels, the effect of the coaching system was much greater across
almost all of the outcome variables investigated.
Caregivers echoed these findings during their exit interviews. Many
explained how they enjoyed having a coach and found the coach’s updates
on learning moments in children’s in-app play and their suggestions for
activities to do with their children using SpeechBlocks the most helpful
parts of having a coach. We also saw that having a coach can be both
positive and problematic, such as making SpeechBlocks seem more like a
task or homework assignment. This may be partially due to the passive
presence of a human coach that families are aware is attuned to their
actions, and partially because coaches actively nudged caregivers if their
children were inactive on the app.
Caregivers felt that the part of the human coach’s job where they had
to send caregivers reminders to use the app could be done by machine.
They explained that they would not mind having an automated system
send them reminders. In fact, separating the sending of reminders from
the rest of the coaching experience might alleviate some of the guilt that
families may feel when they cannot engage with the coaching system,
since they would know the reminder is coming from a computer, not a
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person. However, many caregivers stated that, overall, having a human
coach was preferred to an automated system. Human coaches are able to
understand their children’s interests and context outside the app and tailor
activities to subjects and themes that would excite them and promote their
learning.

10.1.3 When designing a coaching system, what tools, training, and
support do coaches need to be successful and grow in their
role?
We found that the coaches’ tools made them more efficient than one-onone synchronous coaches, and that coaches felt their training adequately
prepared them for the coaching role (see Chapter 7). We observed that
coaches and coordinators provided ongoing support to each other, and
noted that the pre-existing relationships between coaches likely helped
facilitate this support structure.
We then examined the motivations coaches had to volunteer, finding
that for most coaches, they were motivated to volunteer because of the
opportunity to work with children and families. Additionally, for speech
language pathology students, coaching was helpful professional development, where they could gain practical experience both working with
children and families and incorporating technology into their practice.
We also surfaced some constraints of the coaching system. For example,
we saw that coaching time outweighs playtime when there is little or no
in-app play. In response, we proposed some potential modifications to the
coaching system’s tools, training, and support structures to help remedy
these problems and improve the coaching experience for families and
coaches alike (see Section 8.1).

10.2 limitations and future work

10.2

limitations and future work

There are underlying limitations of the coaching systems and studies we
have discussed in this dissertation. For one, these findings are drawn
from a relatively small sample of coached families. In total, we have had
68 children coached by 14 volunteer coaches over three instantiations
of this coaching system, two instantiations of which are examined indepth in this work (52 coached children, 11 volunteer coaches). We also
had an over-representation of highly educated families in the GV Study,
which may have led to biased results in this randomized control trial (see
Section 6.3). A study with a larger and more representative sample would
help address the questions raised by the heterogeneous effects observed
in the GV Study’s findings, where families with lower formal education
levels seemed to benefit more from the coaching system across almost all
outcome variables.
In both of these studies, everyone who volunteered to be a coach was
a woman between 20 and 30 years old working in an education-focused
field. Additionally, all except one was a graduate student during the time
they coached. Future work needs to be done to expand the pool of coaches
and adapt the training to be accessible for coaches without as much formal
experience in education.
In both studies, the coaching systems ran for only eight weeks at a time,
making it impossible to determine how the system would be used over
longer periods of time or to examine longer-term outcomes for children,
caregivers, and coaches. Additionally, coaches only communicated with
families in English during these studies. This likely impacted the coaching
experience for the families in the LL Study where the caregivers were
not fluent English speakers. Furthermore, this may have discouraged or
excluded other families with similar circumstances from signing up for
the studies in the first place. With this dissertation work serving as an
in-depth design critique of our current coaching tools, our coaching tools
need to be improved to address issues such as this in our design.
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Lastly, this work should be extended outside of the realm of children’s
literacy. This would allow us to examine the efficacy of technology-assisted
coaching for other fields of children’s learning (e.g., computer science,
visual arts). Work such as this would allow us to create a more generalizable model of how these coaching techniques and tools can be used in
digital coaching systems for children’s learning, and to apply our coaching
framework more broadly.

10.3

wrapping up

In this dissertation, we took an in-depth look at the role of a coach within
a technology-assisted coaching system, studying how coaches used the
digital tools provided to fulfill their roles. We explored the effect of coaching on children’s learning and family engagement, and examined what
support structures coaches needed to be effective and grow in their roles.
We found that coaches were able to engage in the core coaching practices
using our digital tools (Chapter 5), and that the coaching system increased
caregivers’ awareness of their children’s in-app play and children’s playtime with open-ended literacy apps (Chapter 6). We also discussed how
the system’s digital tools helped coaches increase their efficiency at their
jobs and what coaches’ motivations were for volunteering to coach (Chapter 7). Building on these studies, we proposed changes that could be made
to the system to scale up this approach (Chapter 8), and provided a practical guide for others wanting to build similar digital coaching systems
(Chapter 9).
This work contributes to the growing literature around the design and
study of digitally-based coaching networks through the design, implementation, and in-depth study of a novel role and sociotechnical system
for coaching children’s literacy. As we look towards creating the next
generation of digital systems for children’s learning, we hope this dissertation work can serve as both a concrete example of a digitally-based

10.3 wrapping up
coaching network and a helpful guide to the designers, developers, and
policymakers as they design, implement, and scale up these new types of
digital networks for children’s learning.
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Part IV
APPENDICES

A

SPEECHBLOCKS AND STORYBLOCKS
APP LEVELS

In this Appendix, we describe the SpeechBlocks and StoryBlocks app
levels. We explain how they are determined and how they are used by
the Coach Consoles, the apps, and the coaches. All information in this appendix is pulled from the SpeechBlocks and StoryBlocks Coach Handbooks
(Hershman et al., 2019; Hershman, Nazare, & Roy, 2018).

a.1

speechblocks levels

SpeechBlocks levels are a set of levels ranging from one to four, which help
the coaches and researchers to personalize the SpeechBlocks experience
for each child based on their developmental stage. These levels are not
meant to be communicated to the child or caregiver, and are only meant
to be used internally to set up SpeechBlocks and inform coaches about the
child’s skillset.
Levels are set by a combination of children’s literacy scores on subtests
of the CTOPP-2 (phonological awareness and processing) (R. Wagner et al.,
2013) and the TOC (spelling) (Mather et al., 2008), as well as children’s
grade, age, and sibling order. Priority for leveling goes from CTOPP-2
score (highest), TOC score, grade equivalent, and then age (lowest). When
there were multiple siblings from the same family enrolled in the study,
considerations for siblings were included in the criteria such that an older
and younger sibling enrolled in the study would be sure to have different
pre-selected words in their app’s word drawers. The criteria for each level
are shown below.
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level 1
1. CTOPP-2 Scores: Below average to average (i.e., can identify all letters, may have hard time with phoneme-grapheme correspondence,
average to below average phonemic processing)
2. TOC Scores: Below average to average (i.e., may spell some sight
words but have a hard time decoding)
3. Grade: Kindergarten (and potentially delayed 1st graders)
4. Age: 5 years old
5. Sibling considerations: Youngest of siblings in study

level 2
1. CTOPP-2 Scores: Average (i.e., can identify all letters, has average
phonemic awareness skills and phonemic processing)
2. TOC Scores: Average (i.e., can spell most consonant-vowel-consonant
words and some sight words, may struggle with complex words)
3. Grade: Kindergarten or 1st grade
4. Age: 5-6 years old
5. Sibling considerations: If siblings are both at level 1, then the older
sibling moves to level 2. If siblings are both at level 3, then the
younger sibling moves to level 2.

level 3
1. CTOPP-2 Scores: Average (i.e., can identify all letters, average to
slightly above average phonemic awareness skills, average phonemic
processing)
2. TOC Scores: Average (i.e., can spell most consonant-vowel-consonant
words and sight words and some complex words, average decoding
skills for age range)

A.1 speechblocks levels
3. Grade: 1st or 2nd grade (and potentially advanced kindergarteners)
4. Age: 6-7 years old
5. Sibling considerations: If siblings are both at level 2, then the older
sibling moves to level 3. If siblings are both at level 4, then the
younger sibling moves to level 3.

level 4
1. CTOPP-2 Scores: Average to above average (i.e., can identify all
letters, average to above average phonemic awareness skills, average
to above average phonemic processing)
2. TOC Scores: Average to above average (i.e., can spell consonantvowel-consonant words, most sight words, and most complex words,
has average to above average decoding skills for age range, is starting
to decode for comprehension)
3. Grade: 2nd grade (and potentially advanced 1st graders)
4. Age: 7-8 years old
5. Sibling considerations: If siblings are both at level 3, then the older
sibling moves to level 4.
These levels are designed to help coaches gain an understanding of children’s literacy skills, and can be used to inform words and activities that
coaches might suggest. Furthermore, they are used by the Coach Console,
allowing the console to highlight skills demonstrated in each child’s play
in the word annotations. They are also used in the SpeechBlocks app to
customize the pre-selected words in the word drawer, so that the app is
tailored to each child’s literacy ability.
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a.2

storyblocks levels

Given the different developmental levels of children between the ages
of six and ten, the four StoryBlocks levels roughly align with the four
grade levels within this age range. StoryBlocks levels allow each child’s
experience using the app to be personalized based on their developmental
stage. These levels are used exclusively by the coaches and research team
during setup and are not meant to be communicated to the child or
caregiver.
A child’s level is determined by a researcher through a combination of
the child’s narrative language score on three production and one comprehension subtest of the Test of Narrative Language Second Edition (TNL-2)
(Gillam & Pearson, 2017), grade, and age. The level determination prioritizes the TNL score, grade equivalent, and age in that order. The criteria
for each StoryBlocks level are described below.

level 1
1. Description: Children should be able to create a story with a beginning, middle, and end—even if the story does not make logical sense
or have a clear point. Sentences are simple, and there is not a lot of
detail. Spelling and grammar mistakes are still relatively common.
Children may still use more “and then” statements to connect events
in their stories.
2. TNL-2 Score: Range from poor to above Average (between <1% and
91%)
3. Grade: 1st grade
4. Age: 6-7 years old

level 2
1. Description: Children create stories with slightly more detail, increasing their length. There are still some spelling mistakes and

A.2 storyblocks levels
grammatical errors, but children use more adjectives to describe
scenes. Children start to vary their sentence structure, decreasing the
amount of “and then” statements linking events.
2. TNL-2 Score: Range from below average to above average (between
9% and 91%)
3. Grade: 2nd grade
4. Age: 7-8 years old

level 3
1. Description: Children create stories with clear beginning, middle,
and endings, and often include some kind of obstacle or turn of
events that before the resolution. Children express more detail on
the mental states of the characters. Children include more dialogue
from the characters. There are few spelling mistakes (maybe only for
new or irregular words), and vocabulary and sentence structure start
to become more sophisticated.
2. TNL-2 Score: Range from below average to above average (between
9% and 91%)
3. Grade: 3rd grade
4. Age: 8-9 years old

level 4
1. Description: Children’s narrative skills are relatively advanced, being able to tell stories with multiple plot lines or from multiple
perspectives. Children use references to tie in elements of their story,
and there is a clear cause-and effect. Character development is more
advanced, and children either implicitly or explicitly explain the
character’s intentions. There are few to no spelling mistakes or
grammatical errors, and all sentences are complete with accurate
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punctuation. Stories can vary in length, and have a lot of detail that
aid in either describing the scene, or describing the feelings and
ideas of the characters. Vocabulary is more sophisticated and precise.
2. TNL-2 Score: Range between below average to superior (between
9% and >99%)
3. Grade: 4th grade
4. Age: 9-10 years old
These levels are designed to help coaches gain an understanding of
children’s narrative skills before they start creating stories. Coaches can
use these levels to inform their Story Stickies and other activities they
might suggest. Furthermore, some of the Story Stats (e.g., sight words)
are directly linked to children’s levels, allowing the Coach Console to
highlight age-appropriate skills demonstrated through children’s play.

B

Q U A L I TAT I V E C O D E B O O K

We developed a codebook for use in coding the qualitative data from
the GV and LL Studies. This codebook was developed collaboratively by
two members of the research team. It was used to qualitatively code all
applicable GV and LL Study data (e.g., interviews, open-ended survey
responses, text message threads), and forms the backbone of the qualitative
analysis presented in this dissertation. The codebook is shown in Table B.1.
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Coach actions

Analyze and share

2

2.1

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Statements about how coaches shared
interesting moments in children’s inapp play with caregivers or struggled
to do so.

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Statements about an action or set of
actions that coaches did as a part of
their role as a coach or struggled to do.

Code used by GV and LL coaches.

Statements coaches made about the role
they played as a coach in supporting
children and families. Sentences coded
to this code will contain explicit discussion of the coaching role, using phrasing
such as (but not exclusive to) "my role
as a coach," "as a coach," "the coach’s
role," or "my responsibilities as a coach."

How coaches
their own role

1

viewed

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

Caregiver: "Our coach shared with us some really interesting
things that Bobby did while playing with the app."
(Continued on next page)

Coach: "Bobby has so much play that it was tough to analyze
quickly."

Coach: “I analyzed Bobby’s play to look for interesting moments I
could share with his dad.”

Caregiver: “Our coach really tried to connect with Johnny and I
at the study pre-workshop, asking both of us about his interests and
hobbies.”

Coach: "It was really hard to remember all the things I was supposed to do as a coach."

Coach: “I met with families at the pre-workshop, where I ask each
family about their child’s interests.”

Coach: "As a coach, I think it was really important that I designed
activities that catered to children’s interests."

Coach: "I think my role as a coach was to translate children’s
learning moments to caregivers."

Coach: “As a coach, I tried to foster children’s interest in playing with
and exploring with letters and words.”

Examples of Code

Table B.1: Qualitative codebook for the GV and LL Study data.
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Coach references a word or words in
a child’s SpeechBlocks play in their
text-message
communication
with
caregivers. Text coded with this code
must contain a specific word or words
that a child created. It will often occur
alongside other codes such as wordplay
pattern, wordplay theme, or literacy
skill.

Specific words

Wordplay pattern

Wordplay theme

2.11

2.12

2.13

Code used by GV coaches.

Coach references a theme of words in a
child’s SpeechBlocks play (e.g., words
related to the beach, words related
to outer space) in their text-message
communication with caregivers.

Code used by GV coaches.

Coach references a word pattern in a
child’s SpeechBlocks play (e.g., a rhyme
pattern, words that start with “b”,
rearranging words into other words) in
their text-message communication with
caregivers.

Code used by GV coaches.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

(Continued on next page)

GV Coach: ""Sofia used a lot of beach- and summer-themed words in
her play last week, such as SUN and SALT.”

GV Coach: “Sofia used a lot of beach- and summer-themed words in
her play last week.”

GV Coach: “Sofia made a ton of words that rhyme with NAP, such as
MAP, RAP, and SAP. That’s great rhyming practice!”

GV Coach: "Sofia used a lot of beach- and summer-themed words in
her play last week, such as SUN and SALT.”

GV Coach: “I’ve noticed that Sofia loves playing around with the
word REDSOX. Is that her favorite baseball team?”

Examples of Code

qualitative codebook
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Coach references a literacy skill in a
child’s SpeechBlocks play (e.g., adding
a silent “e” to a word, moving from the
phonetic to the conventional spelling
of a word, spelling sight words) in
their text-message communication with
caregivers.

Literacy skill developed

Aspect of child’s story

Theme across child’s stories

Storytelling skill developed

2.14

2.15

2.16

2.17

Code used by LL coaches.

Coach references a storytelling skill in
a child’s StoryBlocks play (e.g., adding
a plot twist, conflict/resolution, editing
based on feedback) in their text-message
communication with caregivers.

Code used by LL coaches.

Coach references a cross-cutting theme
or commonality in a child’s StoryBlocks
stories or with their siblings’ stories in
their text-message communication with
caregivers.

Code used by LL coaches.

Coach references a specific aspect of
a child’s StoryBlocks story (e.g., characters, setting, facial expressions, title,
theme) in their text-message communication with caregivers.

Code used by GV coaches.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

(Continued on next page)

LL Coach: “Sofia added her first plot twist to a story today! This is a
very advanced skill. You can check out her plot twist in her story ’Boo
goes to the zoo!’”

LL Coach: “Sofia uses the character Boo in many of her stories. Is he
her favorite character?”

LL Coach: Sofia uses the character Boo in each scene of her most recent
story, making him the focal character of her story.

GV Coach: “Sofia played around with adding an E to the end of CAP
to make the word CAPE. She tapped on the word to notice how the
silent E at the end of the word changed the vowel A’s sound!”

Examples of Code
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Statements about or examples of how a
coach reminded a caregiver about their
child’s lack of play or struggled to do so.

Nudge to play

Remind about deadlines

2.2

2.3

Coach: "I kept forgetting when the workshops were, so when
parents asked me, I was like—oh no. . . "

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Caregiver: "She reminded me about the workshop the day before,
which was very helpful. I think I would have forgotten otherwise."
(Continued on next page)

Coach: "It’s time to schedule our check-in phone call. What time
works best for you this week?"

Coach: “Just wanted to let you know that our next workshop is
coming up in two days. Looking forward to seeing you there!”

Caregiver: "Our coach would always send us texts encouraging
Danny to play. That was nice of her, but I felt bad because, with all his
homework, we had no time to use the app."

Coach: "I’ve noticed that Sofia hasn’t played with StoryBlocks recently. For a fun activity to inspire Sofia, you could brainstorm ideas
for stories related to your family history, and help Sofia get started
making it in StoryBlocks."

Coach: "I would send lack-of-activity updates, but I don’t think
they were actually getting to the caregiver—we might have had the
wrong number for her."

Coach: “Towards the end of the study, I was sending a lot of lack-ofactivity updates to caregivers.”

Examples of Code

Statements about or examples of how
a coach reminded a caregiver about
upcoming study deadlines, check-in
phone calls, or in-person meeting logistics or struggled to do so.

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

qualitative codebook
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Statements about how coaches scaffolded children’s in-app play by using
SpeechBlocks prompts, SpeechBlocks
suggested words, or StoryBlocks story
stickies or struggled to do so.

Scaffold

Ask clarifying question
about wordplay or story

2.4

2.41

Code used by GV and LL coaches

Coach poses a clarifying question about
a child’s wordplay or story in their
in-app communication with the child.

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

LL Coach: "What is Boo doing in this scene? Is he running away
from Lem?"
(Continued on next page)

GV Coach: “Are you trying to spell the name of your cereal? I have
sent you the words FROSTED and FLAKES to help.”

LL Caregiver: "Our coach was great at encouraging Ella to expand on her stories by sending her questions about her stories
through the app."

GV Caregiver: "After noticing that Sofia was attempting to spell
Red Sox, her coach helped her spell it by sending the words RED and
SOX to her SpeechBlocks device."

LL Coach: "She didn’t seem to want to go back and edit her stories for more than one sitting, so it was tough to send her feedback
because she had already moved on to another story."

LL Coach: "She was making a lot of very short stories, so I tried
to encourage her to return to a previous story she had started and
keep working on it."

GV Coach: "She was a tough one to send prompts for—she only
ever put random letters together, so I never knew what to do."

GV Coach: "Since he was playing with stringing vowels together, I
tried to encourage him to explore with different vowel-consonant
pairings by sending him a variety of CVC words.”

Examples of Code
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Coach poses or describes posing a question or statement to prompt a child to
expand on an aspect of their wordplay
or story in their in-app communication
with the child. It must be obvious in
the message text that the question/statement is related to past wordplay or
story-making.

Ask a question or make a
statement to prompt expansion of wordplay or
story

attention
to
Draw
specifics
of
child’s
actions

Suggest in-app learning
activity to child

2.42

2.43

2.44

Code used by GV and LL coaches

Coach suggests or describes suggesting
an activity in their in-app communication with the child. It does not matter
how small or big activity is (e.g., one
word, multiple stories).

Code used by GV and LL coaches

Coach references or describes referencing specific actions in a child’s wordplay
or elements of a child’s story in their
in-app communication with the child.

Code used by GV and LL coaches

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

(Continued on next page)

LL Coach: “Where will Boo go next? For a fun activity, you
could write about what Boo would do if he went to outer space!”

GV Coach: “Happy birthday! Can you write the Happy Birthday song
and make the app sing it?”

LL Coach: "OMG, that’s terrifying!" (in reaction to something in
the child’s story)

LL Coach: “Woah, what a plot twist!”

GV Coach: “You spelled a lot of superhero names!”

LL Coach: "Wow! I can’t wait to see what Boo does next!"

LL Coach: “Wow! What will Boo do next?”

GV Coach: “Nice work spelling DOG! How many words can you
make that rhyme with the word DOG?”

Examples of Code

qualitative codebook
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Examples of or statements about how
a coach recommends family activities
tied to literacy learning or storytelling
in their text-message communication
with caregivers or struggled to do so.

Suggest family activities

Coach preparation

2.5

3

Code used by GV and LL coaches

Statements coaches made about how
prepared or unprepared they felt to be
coaches.

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers

Criteria for using this code in coachcaregiver message threads: The activity
described needs to explicitly invite the
caregiver or another family member
(e.g., sibling, grandparent) to do the
activity with the child. If the activity
suggestion is that the caregiver convey
an activity to the child that s/he can do
on their own, it will not be coded with
this code. Oftentimes, these invitations
use wording such as "y’all", "you can
work with", "brainstorm together",
etc. The implied "you" in the activity
suggestion does not count towards this
code.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

(Continued on next page)

Coach: “I felt unprepared to check in with parents by phone,
though I’m not sure how much you can prepare for that.”

Coach: “I felt prepared to analyze children’s play.”

Caregiver: "I wish our coach had sent more activities. I didn’t always have time to do them with Sofia, but they were fun when we
could do them."

LL Coach: "I don’t think they did any of the family activities.
Because I didn’t know much about them, and Danielle did not make
many stories, it was tough to come up with family activity suggestions
for them."

LL Coach: “For a fun activity, you and Sammy could alternate
making frames of a story without seeing the other person’s frames. At
the end, you’ll both be in for a surprise!”

GV Coach: "You could suggest to Sofia that she brainstorms superpowers she would like to have, and writes her favorites in the app.
For more fun, you or her sister could take turns doing this with her."

GV Coach: “For a fun activity, you and Sofia could take turns coming
up with superpowers you would like to have, and spell your favorites
in the app.”

Examples of Code
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Coach handbook

Prior skills used
needed to coach

Coach supports

Coaches’ support of each
other

3.2

3.3

4

4.1

or

Statements coaches made about the
coach training.

Coach training

3.1

Code used by GV and LL coaches

Statements about, requests for, offers
to, or examples of help provided by
other coaches or that the coach would
have liked to have received from other
coaches.

Code used by GV and LL coaches

Statements coaches made about how
they felt supported or unsupported to
fulfill their role.

Code used by GV and LL coaches

Statement coaches made about prior
skills they drew upon as a coach or
about skills they feel future coaches will
need.

Code used by GV and LL coaches

Statements coaches made about the
coach handbook or the notes they took
within it.

Code used by GV and LL coaches

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

(Continued on next page)

Coach: “Some of the other coaches helped me brainstorm an
activity for Sofia when I was stuck and couldn’t come up with one.”

Coach (to another coach): “Do you need a copy of the handbook page?
Here it is: [screenshot]”

Coach: "It was frustrating. When I needed to ask a question
about how to fix something on the console, I didn’t know who to ask."

Coach: "I don’t think I needed much support coaching, but there were
supports built-in in case."

Coach: “There was a supportive coaching network.”

Coach (about future coaches): “I think coaches who are not SLP
students will need more training in how to analyze play. I think I
relied on my SLP skills quite a bit to do this.”

Coach (about themselves): “I used my teacher skills a lot, especially
when I was talking with parents on the phone.”

Coach: "I wish we had access to a digital handbook that was
easy to get to on our phones."

Coach: "I liked that I had a physical copy of the handbook where I
could take notes."

Coach: "I continued to reference the handbook while coaching."

Coach: “I thought the training was useful, though it could have been
a bit shorter.”

Examples of Code
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Coach-family
ship

5

relation-

Statements about, offers to, expressions
of, or examples of help provided by
coordinators to coaches or that the
coach would have liked to receive
from coordinators. This code applies to
both the coordinators’ support during
the study and at the pre-study coach
training.

Coordinators’ support of
coaches

4.2

Coach: “I felt like I really got to know the families that I met at the
study pre-workshop well. It was harder with those who I didn’t meet
initially.”
Caregiver: "It was nice to meet our coach at the study pre-workshop
and learn a bit about her. It made me less nervous about the program."
(Continued on next page)

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Coach: "Rachel, one of the coordinators, helped me troubleshoot
when I could not login to the Coach Console.”

Coordinator (to coach): "Hey, Sally mentioned you were having issues
with the Coach Console. What’s the issue? Let me know if you want
help troubleshooting."

Examples of Code

Examples of or statements about the
nature of the relationships that coaches
and families developed with each other.

Code used by GV and LL coordinators
and coaches.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #
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Coach: “I asked them if they were going to the beach this weekend.”

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Coaches sharing personal information with
families

5.2

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Examples of or statements about how
a coach shares personal information
about themselves with caregivers or
children or struggles to do so.

Coach: "I sent short activities that Bradley could do with his
mom in the car, since I knew she worked nights."

Caregiver: "Our coach knew we had a dog, so she let Sally know she
also had a dog named Spot."
(Continued on next page)

Coach: "I didn’t want to share anything about myself with the
families. I felt uncomfortable."

Coach (to child): “I also have a dog. Her name is Spot, and I taught
her how to sit, jump, and bark on command.”

Caregiver: "After Kelly wrote ARM BROKE in the app, our coach
texted to ask if Kelly had broken her arm, and wished her to get better
soon."

Caregiver: "She sent an activity related to the animals we might
see at the county fair we were going to that weekend."

Caregiver: "After our coach found out Johnny was really into
soccer, she sent him words like GOAL, KICKOFF, and SCORE to spell.
He loved that!"

Coach: "It was hard to create engaging activities centered around each
kid’s interests when I knew so little about the kids I coached."

Coach (to caregiver): “I noticed Millie made a bunch of basketballthemed words. Is she a basketball player?”

Coach (to child): “I hear you really like dinosaurs! If you could name
a dinosaur anything, what would it be? Spell its name using the app.”

Examples of or statements about how a
coach draws upon a child’s interests or
family’s context in their communication
with the child or their caregiver or struggles to do so. This may be in the form of
asking questions to the child/caregiver,
or in designing activities related to their
answers.

Coach’s responsiveness
to child’s interests and
family’s context

5.1

Examples of Code

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

qualitative codebook
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Examples of or statements about how
a coach asked a caregiver for feedback
about their coaching (e.g., what they
like, what they would like to see improved) or struggled to do so.

Coaches requesting feedback on their coaching
from caregivers

Children’s in-app communication with their
coach

5.3

5.4

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Caregiver or coach describes how a
child responded directly to their coach
through the app or struggled to respond
to their coach through the app.

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

Caregiver: "Becky wrote SNOW when her coach asked her what
her favorite part of winter was."
(Continued on next page)

Coach: "Charlie really wanted to reply, so he added a dialogue
bubble to his story with his reply. It would be great if kids could reply
directly to story stickies—I think more kids would engage."

Coach: “Becky wrote SNOW in response to my question, what is your
favorite part about winter?”

Caregiver: "Our coach Ally asked for feedback on the activities
she was sending. I told her that I thought the activities were too
long. She was very responsive to my feedback, and sent much shorter
activities after that."

Coach: "It felt weird to ask families what I could do to improve
my coaching, so I chose not to."

Coach: “I asked Luke’s mom if she had any recommendations
for types of activities Luke would like, since he didn’t seem interested
in any of the ones I initially sent.”

Coach (to caregiver): “Do you find the activities I’m sending interesting? Or would you prefer a different type of activity suggestion?”

Examples of Code
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Examples of or statements about how a
coach or caregiver made a vulnerable
statement to each other or struggled to
do so.

Vulnerability
between
coaches and caregivers

Caregivers’ responsiveness to coaches

Coaching schedule

Usefulness of the coaching system

5.5

5.6

6

7

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Examples of or statements about how
useful or unuseful caregivers and families found the coaching system.

Code used by GV and LL coaches.

Examples of or statements about how
coaches fit coaching into their work and
school schedules or struggled to do so.

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Examples of or statements about how a
caregiver was responsive or unresponsive to a coach’s communication.

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

Caregiver: “I liked the support I got from my coach.”
(Continued on next page)

Coach: "Most of the parents I had never responded to my texts,
so I don’t think they found it useful."

Coach: "I think the families I coached enjoyed it. I think they liked the
updates in particular."

Coach: "It was really hard to balance my internship and coaching. Sometimes I’d forget to send my updates."

Coach: "I would login to the console on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays after my internship and write my updates."

Caregiver (to coach): "Thanks for the update!"

Caregiver: "I usually didn’t text our coach back to confirm I’d
received her message."

Coach: "Most of the parents I had never responded to my texts.
I felt like I was sending updates into a vacuum."

Coach: "I liked sending updates to Daniela, she would always send
me a thumbs up text to confirm she received my updates."

Caregiver: "I can’t believe Ian wrote that, that’s so embarrassing!"

Coach: "I was so embarrassed that I spelled her name wrong.
But, I figured it would be worse to follow up, so I just let it be."

Coach: "I sent them an activity suggestion that didn’t make any
sense once I thought about it—so I texted the dad to let him know
and apologized. Then I sent them a new activity."

Coach: "Oops, sorry for the typo! What I meant to say was. . . "

Examples of Code
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Family
in play

Felt like a task or homework

7.2

7.3

co-engagement

Examples of or statements about caregivers’ awareness or lack of awareness
of their child’s wordplay or storycreation process.

Caregivers’ awareness of
children’s play

7.1

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Examples of or statements about how
families felt like playing with the app
was or was not a task or homework
assignment.

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Examples of or statements about caregivers’ and other family members’
engagement or lack of engagement in
app play with the child enrolled in the
study.

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

Caregiver: "Since this wasn’t schoolwork, I viewed it as a fun
game that Sofia and I could do together, not as another piece of
homework."
(Continued on next page)

Caregiver: “He would open the app and do the words his coach
sent him, but that was it. It was like ’check,’ I’m done.”

Coach: "He felt that this was supplemental—a fun game—and so
he never explicitly told his daughter to use it, but he did encourage it."

Coach: "I think some of the kids got bored of it, and it felt more like a
chore. That’s what I was hearing from some parents when I checked
in with them."

Caregiver: “I would sometimes play with him with the app, or
his sister would, and ask him questions to get him to explore and
spell new words.”

Coach: "She didn’t seem interested in playing with the app with
her daughter—or more likely she didn’t have the time to."

Coach: "She would text me back to let me know that she (the mother)
and Val (her daughter) would do the activity."

Caregiver: “I liked how the coach kept me updated on what
Sofia was spelling in the app.”

Coach: "Many of the parents I worked with seemed to not know
where the phone was, or when their kids were playing with it. They
kids played very independently."

Coach: "One parent, Adam, was initially really skeptical of the app.
But I think he started to warm up to it, and liked getting updates on
the stories his daughter created."

Examples of Code
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Statements about the in-person meetings between coaches and families.

In-person interactions

Caregivers’ understanding of how children learn
through play

Value of human coach

Incentives to volunteer
as a coach

7.4

7.5

7.6

8

Code used by GV and LL coaches.

Statements coaches made about the
incentives they had to volunteer as a
coach or about the incentives they feel
future coaches will want in order to
volunteer.

Code used by GV caregivers.

Caregivers’ statements about the value
or lack of value they find in a human
coach versus a potential automated
coach.

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Examples of or statements about
caregivers’ understanding or lack of
understanding of how their children are
learning through in-app play.

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

(Continued on next page)

Coach: “I wanted to volunteer because my friends were doing it, and
they convinced me to sign up too.”

GV Caregiver: “I don’t see much of a difference in having a human or an automated coach, so long as the automated coach is good
at sending updates.”

GV Caregiver: “I think the human coach was very useful. She was a
real person I could ask questions to.”

Caregiver: “It was really cool to see Sally play with different
letter patterns and invent different spellings for words.”

Coach: "One mother was confused about why we were encouraging kids to try out different spellings for words, instead of just
telling them the right spelling upfront."

Coach: “I think by the end of the study, her dad understood that it’s
not always about spelling the word ’right’ at first.”

Caregiver: “When I met our coach Rachel in person, we chatted
about Bobby’s love of Manchester United.”

Coach: “When I met Bobby and his family, he was pretty shy, but his
mom told me how much he loves Manchester United, so I tried to
work that into the activities I created.”

Examples of Code
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Opportunity to work
with and help children

Professional
ment

Use of Coach Console

8.2

8.3

9

develop-

Statements coaches made about how
being a coach helped them feel engaged
in their community or could help future
coaches feel engaged in their community.

Community involvement

8.1

Code used by GV and LL coaches.

Examples of or statements about how
coaches used the Coach Console or
specific features of the Coach Console.

Code used by GV and LL coaches.

Statements coaches made about how being a coach helped in their professional
development (e.g., SLP clinical work)
or could help future coaches in their
professional development.

Code used by GV and LL coaches.

Statements coaches made about how being a coach gave them the opportunity
to work with and help children and
families or could give future coaches
the opportunity to work with and help
children and families.

Code used by GV and LL coaches.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

(Continued on next page)

Coach: “I would login to the console and look at which of my kids had
new play.”

Coach: "I could see using an app like this with my SLP clients—it
could be helpful for working with kids with phonological processing
issues."

Coach: “I think, for our field, it’s important to get experience working
directly with children and families outside a clinical setting.”

Coach: “I love working with kids, and that’s part of what drew me to
volunteer as a coach.”

Coach: “I learned about the Reading Program at Hughes Elementary
through this project, which I never would have known about otherwise.”

Examples of Code
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Examples of or statements about the
play analytics (i.e., SpeechBlocks’ automated goals, SpeechBlocks’ PlayTrees,
or StoryBlocks’ story analysis tab) in
the Coach Console or of play patterns
coaches observed using the play analytics.

Play analytics

Tech-assisted writing of
caregiver updates

Positive sentiment

Negative sentiment

9.1

9.2

10

11

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

When a coach or caregiver made a statement that conveyed negative emotion
(e.g., frustration, discouragement).

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

When a coach or caregiver made a statement that conveyed positive emotion
(e.g., excitement, gratitude).

Code used by GV and LL coaches.

Examples of or statements about composing caregiver updates in the Coach
Console.

Code used by GV and LL coaches.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

(Continued on next page)

Caregiver: "It was really frustrating. Sofia did not want to play
with the app, and I felt like I was forcing her."

Coach: "I hated that I always had to bring my computer around to
write updates. I wish I could have done it on my phone."

Caregiver: “I loved the workshops. That was a great experience
for me and my family.”

Coach: “I think the pros of being a coach are that you get to work
with families and that it’s a low time commitment.”

Coach: “I would change up the starter prompt for the caregiver update.
I’d cycle through them until I found one I liked for what I had in
mind.”

LL Coach: “I would open the analyze tab and flip through the
different frames of their story before I wrote my story annotations.”

GV Coach: "She pulled apart and put together so many letter
blocks to make rhyming words. She would do this in spurts of play,
which was really cool to see."

GV Coach: “I would look through the PlayTrees to see how kids were
rearranging letter blocks.”

Examples of Code
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Examples of or statements about improvements that could be made to the
study or aspects of it.

Suggestion for improvement

12

Code used by GV and LL coaches and
caregivers.

Code Description
Stakeholders Using Code

Code Name

Code #

Caregiver: "It would be great to be able to know when my son
was using the audio recording feature of the app. There should be
some sort of loud noise at the start and end."

Coach: “I think it’d be awesome if the Coach Console was an app
instead of a website.”

Examples of Code
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C
c.1

R O B U S T N E S S A N D R A N D O M I Z AT I O N
CHECKS

randomization checks

In the GV Study discussed in Chapter 6, we did not detect major differences
between our treatment and control groups across pretreatment covariates.
For reference, Table C.1 shows the composition of the treatment condition
for each pre-treatment covariate.
To check our randomization process, we used a Studentized Permutation
Test (Lin et al., 2017, p. 13) to compare how correlated the covariates were
with the treatment assignment under different randomizations. Essentially,
this was a way to double-check if there was anything unusual about the
random assignment we chose during the randomization process.
The two-tailed p-value for our chosen randomization was 0.4628. As
this was much larger than p-values indicating significance (p < 0.1), we
concluded that there was nothing unusual about the randomization we
selected.
Table C.1: Percent of each factor present in the treatment condition. Factors

are presented on a per-child basis.
Covariate

Factor

Children in Study
(n=64)

% in Treatment
Condition

Child age

5 years old
6 years old
7 years old
8 years old

23
13
17
11

61%
46%
53%
36%

Child grade

Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade

31
13
20

55%
46%
50%

Only child

No
Yes

50
14

48%
64%

Custody

Lives with me full-time
Lives with me part-time

61
3

52%
33%
(Continued on next page)
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Covariate

Factor

Children in Study
(n=64)

% in Treatment
Condition

Other adults in
home

My spouse/partner
Any other adult
No other adults live in my
home

47
6
11

51%
50%
55%

Children’s mobile device use

Several times a day
Once a day
Several times a week
Once or less than once a week

25
15
22
2

60%
33%
55%
50%

Caregiver coengagement
in children’s
mobile device
use

Most of the time
Some of the time
Never or hardly ever

5
39
20

20%
54%
55%

Caregiver
knows
child
is playing on
mobile device

Most of the time
Some of the time

59
5

49%
80%

Caregiver feels
child is learning from playing on mobile
device

Most of the time
Some of the time
Hardly ever

18
40
6

50%
55%
33%

Caregivers
reads
with
child

Most of the time
Some of the time

46
18

57%
39%

Caregiver age

≤ 40 years old
> 40 years old

35
29

51%
52%

Highest level
of education in
home

Some college
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
Advanced graduate work or
Ph.D.

8
25
16
15

50%
52%
56%
47%

CTOPP-2
phonological
awareness
composite
percentile

[0.05, 0.30)
[0.30, 0.50)
[0.50, 0.75)
[0.75, 0.99]

19
16
15
14

58%
38%
67%
43%

TOC
homophone choice
subtest
percentile

[0.02, 0.16)
[0.16, 0.37)
[0.37, 0.75)
[0.75, 0.98)

20
18
13
13

60%
50%
54%
38%

TOC
grapheme
matching
/
sight spelling
subtest
percentile

[0.01, 0.16)
[0.16, 0.37)
[0.37, 0.84)
[0.84, 0.91)

18
18
17
11

44%
50%
71%
36%

64

52%

Overall

C.2 robustness checks

c.2

robustness checks

c.2.1

Study attrition

Participant attrition in the study did not affect our results. From the study’s
start to finish (i.e., pre-workshop to post-workshop), we had no families
drop out of the study, and all children in the study played with SpeechBlocks at least once, and completed all standardized testing. However, we
had two families assigned to the control condition during the randomization process that did not enroll in the study, though they completed the
pre-enrollment survey and standardized testing.

c.2.2

Survey response rate

There was some variation in which caregivers filled out the survey in each
survey wave. However, whether families received the treatment did not
significantly affect their response rate in any of the surveys (Table C.2).
One control condition caregiver provided only a partial response to the
post-study survey. While her answers to the few questions she responded
to on this survey were counted, she was not counted as a respondent for
the post-study survey sample, as she responded to fewer than half of the
questions in the survey.

c.2.3

Survey question response rate

Lastly, we checked to see if the response rate for each survey question
varied between conditions. To do this, we used Manski’s nonparametric
bounds (Manski, 1990) to see what the largest and smallest treatment effect
would have been for each survey question, given that all respondents had
answered the question. The values for these bounds are shown in Table C.3.
While we do not see differential attrition between conditions on caregivers’ filling out the survey in each survey wave, we do see differences
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Table C.2: GV caregiver survey response rate. Each cell displays the result of
a Linear Probability Model of the treatment effect on the caregivers’
response to a given survey not being in the sample. Robust standard
errors (CR2) clustered at the family level are shown in parentheses.
*p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
Likelihood of not being in survey response sample

Treatment effect

Caregiver during-study survey 1

-0.034
(0.054)
p = 0.530

Caregiver during-study survey 2

-0.032
(0.032)
p = 0.321

Caregiver post-study survey

-0.099
(0.068)
p = 0.153

Table C.3: Manski’s nonparametric bounds on the treatment effect for each survey
question across the three waves of the GV caregiver survey.
Outcome

Extreme value bounds on the treatment effect
(Lower bound, Upper bound)

Initial survey question: Caregiver reports that
child played with SpeechBlocks last week

(0.039, 0.124)

Outcome 6.1. Caregivers accurately name at least
one word that their child made in SpeechBlocks in
the past week.

(-0.354 , 0.639)

Outcome 6.2. Caregivers find the coaching updates helpful in knowing what their child is doing
while s/he is playing with SpeechBlocks.

(0.112, 0.386)

Outcome 6.3. Caregivers feel that their child
learned something new from SpeechBlocks in the
past week and provided an example of a learning
moment.

(-0.472, 0.521)

Outcome 6.4. Caregivers find that the coaching updates help in knowing what their child is learning
when s/he is playing with SpeechBlocks.

(0.035, 0.548)

Outcome 6.5. Caregivers report playing with their
child using SpeechBlocks in the past week and provide an example of their co-engagement.

(-0.407, 0.586)

Outcome 6.6. Caregivers find the coaching updates remind them to play SpeechBlocks with their
child.

(-0.138, 0.198)

Outcome 6.7. Caregivers strongly agree that the
coaching updates help them come up with ideas
for activities to do with their child using SpeechBlocks.

(0.200, 0.296)

C.2 robustness checks
between conditions on caregivers’ responses to some individual survey
questions. This is likely because, as noted in Chapter 4, our GV caregiver
survey was designed to use conditional filtering. The initial question on
the survey asked caregivers a binary yes/no question about if their child
played with SpeechBlocks in the past week (see Initial Survey Question
in Table C.3). Only if caregivers answered that their child had played
with SpeechBlocks in the past week were they able to proceed to the
follow-up questions, which were used to determine Outcomes 6.1, 6.3,
and 6.5. As children in the control condition played less frequently, this
less-frequent play was reflected in caregivers’ survey responses, where
caregivers in the control condition were less likely to answer yes to the
initial survey question about if their child had played with SpeechBlocks in
the past week (Initial Survey Question in Table C.3). As such, the extreme
value bounds for Outcomes 6.1, 6.3, and 6.5 are wide, as there were many
missing responses from caregivers in both conditions whose children lost
interest in playing with SpeechBlocks.
For the questions that caregivers were asked to respond to regardless of
their children’s recent play, the extreme bounds were much smaller. For
Outcome 6.6, the bounds reflect our findings in Table 6.1 (see Chapter 6),
where we saw no significant treatment effect for this survey question. For
Outcomes 6.2, 6.4, and 6.7, we see that the lower extreme bound still shows
a positive treatment effect, inspiring more confidence in the treatment
effect found for these variables.

c.2.4

Distribution of continuous outcome variables

The linear regression analysis of the continuous outcome variables shown
in Chapter 6 relied on the assumption that the variables were normally
distributed. For the variables that were non normally distributed, the
natural log of the variable was used to create normal distributions where
possible. The distributions of the continuous outcome variables are shown
in Table C.4.
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Table C.4: Distributions of continuous outcome variables in Chapter 6
Outcome

Raw distribution

Natural log of raw distribution

Total minutes children played with
SpeechBlocks (SB)
over the study’s
duration (used in
Outcomes 6.8 &
6.11)

Number of days
where
children
played with SpeechBlocks (SB) (used
in Outcomes 6.9 &
6.11)

Minutes
children
played
SpeechBlocks (SB) per day
(used in Outcomes
6.10 & 6.11)

Unique
English
words in children’s
SpeechBlocks (SB)
play (used in Outcomes 6.12, 6.13, &
6.16).

Gini-Simpson
Diversity
Index
(GSDI) of letters
used in children’s
SpeechBlocks (SB)
wordplay (used in
Outcomes 6.14 &
6.16)

N/A (logarithmic scale not
needed for analysis)

Gini-Simpson
Diversity Index (GSDI)
of parts-of-speech
used in children’s
SpeechBlocks (SB)
wordplay (used in
Outcomes 6.15 &
6.16)

N/A (logarithmic scale not
needed for analysis)

D

SUMMARY OF PRE-REGISTERED
HYPOTHESES

For additional clarity and transparency, we summarize the findings from
all of the pre-registered hypotheses1 and their corresponding outcome
variables in Table D.1. For H1, H2, and H4, the outcome variables were
measured according to our pre-registration plan. For H3 and H5, the
outcome variables were measured with the slight modifications discussed
in Chapter 6 due to shorter than anticipated app playtimes and issues
with adapting our Coach Console’s word annotations algorithm.
For these evaluative hypotheses, we also apply the Bonferroni Correction
to help mitigate the potential of producing false discoveries due to testing
multiple hypotheses (Gerber & Green, 2012). As there are five evaluative
hypotheses, we apply the Bonferroni Correction by dividing the target
p-values by five to yield revised target p-values of *p<0.02, **p<0.01, and
***p<0.002. For results to be significant after the Bonferroni Correction is
applied, they must meet these new target p-values.
Note: On our pre-registration (submitted December 2017), the term
“family learning coach” is used in lieu of “technology-assisted coach”
and “parent” is used in lieu of “caregiver”. The updated terminology
of “technology-assisted coach” and “caregiver” are used throughout this
dissertation.

1 Our pre-registration plan can be found at https://aspredicted.org/nd44x.pdf.
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Table D.1: The pre-registered hypothesis for the GV Study and an overview of
their results. Significant p-values after to the Bonferroni Correction
are shown as *p<0.02, **p<0.01, and ***p<0.002.
Hypothesis

Outcome

Summary of result

H1. Caregivers who have access to a
technology-assisted coach while their
children play with the SpeechBlocks app
will be more aware of their children’s
SpeechBlocks play than those without a
coach will be.

Outcome
6.1

Caregivers in the treatment condition
were 29% more likely to be able to
accurately name at least one word that
their child made in SpeechBlocks in the
past week (p = 0.007).
After applying the Bonferroni Correction, this result remains significant
(**).

H2. Caregivers who have access to a
technology-assisted coach while their
children play with the SpeechBlocks app
will report more learning moments in
their children’s SpeechBlocks play than
those without a coach will.

Outcome
6.3

There was no difference between caregivers in the treatment and control
conditions (treatment effect=0.3% less
likely; p=0.977).

H3. Caregivers who have access to a
technology-assisted coach while their
children play with the SpeechBlocks app
will co-engage more in their children’s
SpeechBlocks play than those without a
coach will.

Outcome
6.5

There was no significant difference
between caregivers in the treatment
and control conditions (treatment effect=9.6% more likely; p=0.232).

H4. Children whose caregivers have
access to a technology-assisted coach
while they play with the SpeechBlocks
app will play more frequently and have
longer play sessions than those without
a coach will.

Outcome
6.11

Children in the treatment condition
played 1.129 standard deviations more
than those in the control condition
(p=0.016) for this composite measure.

H5. Children whose caregivers have
access to a technology-assisted coach
while they play with the SpeechBlocks
app will have more varied types of
words in their SpeechBlocks play than
those without a coach will.

Outcome
6.16

After applying the Bonferroni Correction, this result remains significant
(*).
There was no significant difference between children in the treatment and control conditions (treatment effect=0.298
standard deviations; p=0.581) for this
composite measure.

E

R E G R E S S I O N TA B L E S

This appendix shows the full linear probability models and linear regression models discussed in Chapter 6. All models account for randomization
block fixed effects and have robust standard errors (CR2) clustered at
the family level (shown in parentheses). CPG indicates that at least one
caregiver in the child’s family has a postgraduate degree. *p<0.1, **p<0.05,
***p<0.01.
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97
0.129
0.081
0.480 (df = 91)
∗∗
2.698 (df = 5; 91)

3
3
97
0.139
0.071
0.482 (df = 89)
2.050∗ (df = 7; 89)

∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

3
3
97
0.149
0.061
0.485 (df = 87)
1.693 (df = 9; 87)

LPMs of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered at the family level. ∗ p<0.1;

97
0.087
0.077
0.481 (df = 95)
∗∗∗
9.036
(df = 1; 95)

3

−0.215
(0.252)
t = −0.855
p = 0.393

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Survey wave fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

0.166
(0.178)
t = 0.933
p = 0.351

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Survey response contains at least one accurate SpeechBlocks word that child made in last week
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
0.296***
0.280**
0.292***
0.404**
(0.107)
(0.108)
(0.107)
(0.164)
t = 2.756
t = 2.607
t = 2.720
t = 2.457
p = 0.006
p = 0.010
p = 0.007
p = 0.014

Table E.1: (Outcome 6.1) Caregivers accurately name at least one word that their child made in SpeechBlocks in the past week.
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166
0.120
0.093
0.450 (df = 160)
4.379∗∗∗ (df = 5; 160)

3
3
166
0.141
0.103
0.447 (df = 158)
3.699∗∗∗ (df = 7; 158)

LPMs of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered at the family level. ∗ p<0.1;

166
0.109
0.104
0.447 (df = 164)
20.103∗∗∗ (df = 1; 164)

3

∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

3
3
166
0.172
0.124
0.442 (df = 156)
3.589∗∗∗ (df = 9; 156)

−0.340*
(0.183)
t = −1.860
p = 0.063

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Survey wave fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

0.161
(0.100)
t = 1.616
p = 0.107

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Survey response contains the reason: “The coaching updates are helpful” in response to the
question “What are the reasons that you know what CHILDNAME is doing when ”
s/he is playing with SpeechBlocks? (Check all that apply).”
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
0.313***
0.318***
0.320***
0.491***
(0.083)
(0.085)
(0.084)
(0.117)
t = 3.765
t = 3.751
t = 3.794
t = 4.201
p < 0.001
p < 0.001
p < 0.001
p < 0.001

Table E.2: (Outcome 6.2) Caregivers find the coaching updates helpful in knowing what their child is doing while s/he is playing with
SpeechBlocks.
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97
0.068
0.017
0.496 (df = 91)
1.338 (df = 5; 91)

3
3
97
0.078
0.005
0.499 (df = 89)
1.072 (df = 7; 89)

∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

3
3
97
0.130
0.040
0.490 (df = 87)
1.442 (df = 9; 87)

LPMs of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered at the family level. ∗ p<0.1;

97
0.002
−0.009
0.503 (df = 95)
0.150 (df = 1; 95)

3

−0.491**
(0.229)
t = −2.149
p = 0.032

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Survey wave fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

0.375**
(0.166)
t = 2.260
p = 0.024

(1)
0.040
(0.107)
t = 0.374
p = 0.709

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Survey response indicated child learned something using SpeechBlocks
and contained an example of a learning moment
(2)
(3)
(4)
0.009
−0.003
0.253*
(0.103)
(0.105)
(0.133)
t = 0.085
t = −0.029
t = 1.902
p = 0.933
p = 0.977
p = 0.058

Table E.3: (Outcome 6.3) Caregivers feel that their child learned something new from SpeechBlocks in the past week and provided an
example of a learning moment.
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143
0.220
0.192
0.443 (df = 137)
7.747∗∗∗ (df = 5; 137)

3
3
143
0.224
0.184
0.445 (df = 135)
5.578∗∗∗ (df = 7; 135)

LPMs of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered at the family level. ∗ p<0.1;

143
0.169
0.163
0.451 (df = 141)
28.632∗∗∗ (df = 1; 141)

3

∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

3
3
143
0.254
0.203
0.440 (df = 133)
5.019∗∗∗ (df = 9; 133)

−0.299
(0.214)
t = −1.397
p = 0.163

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Survey wave fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

0.080
(0.127)
t = 0.627
p = 0.531

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Survey response contains the reason: “I receive the coaching updates” in response to the question:
“What are the reasons that you feel confident that CHILDNAME is learning something when
s/he is playing with SpeechBlocks? (Check all that apply).”
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
0.405***
0.376***
0.375***
0.516***
(0.103)
(0.105)
(0.105)
(0.151)
t = 3.949
t = 3.570
t = 3.563
t = 3.414
p < 0.001
p < 0.001
p < 0.001
p = 0.001

Table E.4: (Outcome 6.4) Caregivers find that the coaching updates helpful in knowing what their child is learning when s/he is playing
with SpeechBlocks.
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97
0.080
0.029
0.393 (df = 91)
1.583 (df = 5; 91)

3
3
97
0.100
0.030
0.393 (df = 89)
1.417 (df = 7; 89)

∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

3
3
97
0.107
0.015
0.396 (df = 87)
1.163 (df = 9; 87)

LPMs of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered at the family level. ∗ p<0.1;

97
0.021
0.011
0.397 (df = 95)
2.051 (df = 1; 95)

3

0.052
(0.192)
t = 0.273
p = 0.786

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Survey wave fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

0.034
(0.149)
t = 0.228
p = 0.820

(1)
0.116
(0.077)
t = 1.510
p = 0.132

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Survey response indicated the caregiver co-engaged in SpeechBlocks play
with their child and contains a co-engagement example
(2)
(3)
(4)
0.110
0.096
0.072
(0.076)
(0.080)
(0.136)
t = 1.446
t = 1.198
t = 0.527
p = 0.149
p = 0.232
p = 0.599

Table E.5: (Outcome 6.5) Caregivers report playing with their child using SpeechBlocks in the past week and provide an example of how
they co-engaged.
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160
0.044
0.013
0.469 (df = 154)
1.410 (df = 5; 154)

3
3
160
0.069
0.026
0.466 (df = 152)
1.615 (df = 7; 152)

∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

3
3
160
0.135
0.083
0.452 (df = 150)
2.603∗∗∗ (df = 9; 150)

LPMs of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered at the family level. ∗ p<0.1;

160
0.003
−0.003
0.473 (df = 158)
0.536 (df = 1; 158)

3

−0.498**
(0.208)
t = −2.390
p = 0.017

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Survey wave fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

0.341**
(0.161)
t = 2.113
p = 0.035

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Survey response contains the reason: “The coaching updates remind me to” in response to the question:
“What are the reasons that you play SpeechBlocks with CHILDNAME? (Check all that apply).”
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
0.055
0.040
0.033
0.276**
(0.099)
(0.096)
(0.097)
(0.123)
t = 0.556
t = 0.418
t = 0.345
t = 2.248
p = 0.579
p = 0.676
p = 0.730
p = 0.025

Table E.6: (Outcome 6.6) Caregivers find the coaching updates remind them to play SpeechBlocks with their child.
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183
0.120
0.096
0.475 (df = 177)
4.849∗∗∗ (df = 5; 177)

3
3
183
0.125
0.090
0.476 (df = 175)
3.573∗∗∗ (df = 7; 175)

LPMs of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered at the family level. ∗ p<0.1;

183
0.070
0.065
0.483 (df = 181)
13.564∗∗∗ (df = 1; 181)

3

∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

3
3
183
0.181
0.138
0.463 (df = 173)
4.240∗∗∗ (df = 9; 173)

−0.375*
(0.214)
t = −1.757
p = 0.079

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Survey wave fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

0.049
(0.160)
t = 0.307
p = 0.759

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Survey response strongly agrees to the statement: “The coaching updates are helpful
in coming up with ideas for SpeechBlocks activities to do with my child"
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
0.263**
0.270**
0.269**
0.454***
(0.109)
(0.109)
(0.109)
(0.151)
t = 2.420
t = 2.487
t = 2.474
t = 3.002
p = 0.016
p = 0.013
p = 0.014
p = 0.003

Table E.7: (Outcome 6.7) Caregivers strongly agree that the coaching updates help them come up with ideas for activities to do with their
child using SpeechBlocks.
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3
64
0.198
0.129
1.080 (df = 58)
2.867∗∗ (df = 5; 58)

3
64
0.250
0.156
1.063 (df = 56)
2.666∗∗ (df = 7; 56)

Linear regression models of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors
clustered at the family level. ∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

64
0.087
0.072
1.115 (df = 62)
5.897∗∗ (df = 1; 62)

−0.847
(0.557)
t = −1.521
p = 0.129

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

0.804*
(0.440)
t = 1.826
p = 0.068

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Total minutes children played with SpeechBlocks over the
study’s duration (log-transformed)
(1)
(2)
(3)
0.677**
0.716**
1.131***
(0.282)
(0.277)
(0.391)
t = 2.404
t = 2.586
t = 2.888
p = 0.017
p = 0.010
p = 0.004

Table E.8: (Outcome 6.8) Total minutes children played with SpeechBlocks over the study’s duration. Outcome variable is log-transformed.
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3
64
0.105
0.028
0.687 (df = 58)
1.366 (df = 5; 58)

3
64
0.135
0.027
0.687 (df = 56)
1.246 (df = 7; 56)

Linear regression models of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors
clustered at the family level. ∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

64
0.062
0.047
0.680 (df = 62)
4.084∗∗ (df = 1; 62)

−0.346
(0.346)
t = −0.999
p = 0.318

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

0.365
(0.241)
t = 1.515
p = 0.130

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Number of days where children played with SpeechBlocks (log-transformed)
(1)
(2)
(3)
0.344**
0.356**
0.526**
(0.170)
(0.172)
(0.263)
t = 2.020
t = 2.071
t = 1.998
p = 0.044
p = 0.039
p = 0.046

Table E.9: (Outcome 6.9) Number of days where children played with SpeechBlocks. Outcome variable is log-transformed.
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Count model coefficients (poisson with log link) from the zero-inflated poisson regression model of the treatment status
on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered at the family level. ∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

3
3,776
−5,252.536

3
3,776
−5,324.908

Randomization block fixed effects
Observations
Log Likelihood
3,776
−5,435.564

−0.651***
(0.056)
t = −11.647
p < 0.001

−0.009***
(0.001)
t = −11.922
p < 0.001

Treatment x CPG

−0.008***
(0.001)
t = −11.153
p < 0.001

0.422***
(0.044)
t = 9.690
p < 0.001

−0.009***
(0.001)
t = −11.541
p < 0.001

CPG

Study day

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Minutes children played SpeechBlocks per day (log-transformed)
(1)
(2)
(3)
0.162***
0.186***
0.518***
(0.025)
(0.025)
(0.039)
t = 6.528
t = 7.346
t = 13.251
p < 0.001
p < 0.001
p < 0.001

Table E.10: (Outcome 6.10) Minutes children played SpeechBlocks per day. Outcome variable is log-transformed.
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3
64
0.158
0.085
1.844 (df = 58)
2.173∗ (df = 5; 58)

3
64
0.200
0.100
1.829 (df = 56)
2.005∗ (df = 7; 56)

Linear regression models of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered
at the family level. ∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

64
0.079
0.065
1.865 (df = 62)
5.346∗∗ (df = 1; 62)

−1.228
(0.932)
t = −1.318
p = 0.188

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

1.218*
(0.689)
t = 1.767
p = 0.078

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Composite measure of children’s SpeechBlocks playtime (standard deviation)
(1)
(2)
(3)
1.079**
1.129**
1.732**
(0.469)
(0.467)
(0.693)
t = 2.300
t = 2.418
t = 2.500
p = 0.022
p = 0.016
p = 0.013

Table E.11: (Outcome 6.11) Composite measure of children’s SpeechBlocks playtime. This is calculated as a composite measure composed of
the z-scores of the days children played SpeechBlocks and their total playtime over the duration of the 59 days all children had
access to SpeechBlocks devices (both log-transformed). Treatment effects represent standard deviations from the mean.
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3
64
0.271
0.209
0.747 (df = 58)
∗∗∗
4.321
(df = 5; 58)

3
64
0.324
0.240
0.733 (df = 56)
∗∗∗
3.836
(df = 7; 56)

Linear regression models of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered
at the family level. ∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

64
0.055
0.040
0.823 (df = 62)
∗
3.607 (df = 1; 62)

−0.794**
(0.359)
t = −2.211
p = 0.028

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

0.466*
(0.248)
t = 1.877
p = 0.061

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Unique English words in children’s SpeechBlocks play (log-transformed)
(1)
(2)
(3)
0.391*
0.433**
0.820***
(0.206)
(0.188)
(0.271)
t = 1.896
t = 2.303
t = 3.023
p = 0.059
p = 0.022
p = 0.003

Table E.12: (Outcome 6.12) Unique English words in children’s SpeechBlocks play. Outcome variable is log-transformed.
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64
0.628
0.615
0.521 (df = 61)
∗∗∗
51.396
(df = 2; 61)

3
64
0.758
0.732
0.435 (df = 57)
∗∗∗
29.736
(df = 6; 57)

3
64
0.767
0.733
0.434 (df = 55)
∗∗∗
22.673
(df = 8; 55)

Linear regression models of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered
at the family level. ∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Randomization block fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

−0.111
(0.226)
t = −0.490
p = 0.625

0.940***
(0.106)
t = 8.865
p < 0.001

Treatment x CPG

0.932***
(0.101)
t = 9.272
p < 0.001

−0.102
(0.169)
t = −0.603
p = 0.547

0.926***
(0.091)
t = 10.147
p < 0.001

CPG

Total minutes of SpeechBlocks play

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Unique English words in children’s SpeechBlocks play with playtime
controlled (log-transformed)
(1)
(2)
(3)
0.119
0.138
0.188
(0.133)
(0.106)
(0.180)
t = 0.890
t = 1.306
t = 1.045
p = 0.374
p = 0.192
p = 0.297

Table E.13: (Outcome 6.13) Unique English words in children’s SpeechBlocks play with playtime controlled. Outcome variable and total
minutes of SpeechBlocks play are log-transformed.
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3
64
0.108
0.031
0.013 (df = 58)
1.406 (df = 5; 58)

3
64
0.190
0.089
0.012 (df = 56)
∗
1.874 (df = 7; 56)

Linear regression models of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered
at the family level. ∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

64
0.015
−0.001
0.013 (df = 62)
0.919 (df = 1; 62)

−0.015**
(0.006)
t = −2.434
p = 0.015

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

0.009*
(0.005)
t = 1.927
p = 0.054

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Gini-Simpson Diversity Index of letters used in SpeechBlocks wordplay
(1)
(2)
(3)
0.003
0.003
0.011**
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.004)
t = 0.956
t = 1.038
t = 2.492
p = 0.339
p = 0.300
p = 0.013

Table E.14: (Outcome 6.14) Gini-Simpson Diversity Index of letters used in SpeechBlocks wordplay.
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3
64
0.110
0.033
0.120 (df = 58)
1.434 (df = 5; 58)

3
64
0.146
0.039
0.120 (df = 56)
1.366 (df = 7; 56)

Linear regression models of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered
at the family level. ∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

64
0.060
0.045
0.120 (df = 62)
3.957∗ (df = 1; 62)

−0.086
(0.064)
t = −1.347
p = 0.179

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

0.068
(0.049)
t = 1.384
p = 0.167

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Gini-Simpson Diversity Index of parts-of-speech used in SpeechBlocks wordplay
(1)
(2)
(3)
−0.060**
−0.058*
−0.016
(0.030)
(0.031)
(0.048)
t = −1.972
t = −1.888
t = −0.333
p = 0.049
p = 0.060
p = 0.739

Table E.15: (Outcome 6.15) Gini-Simpson Diversity Index of parts-of-speech used in SpeechBlocks wordplay.
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3
64
0.112
0.035
2.109 (df = 58)
1.458 (df = 5; 58)

3
64
0.216
0.119
2.016 (df = 56)
∗∗
2.210 (df = 7; 56)

Linear regression models of the treatment status on the outcome variable, with robust standard errors clustered
at the family level. ∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

64
0.003
−0.013
2.161 (df = 62)
0.164 (df = 1; 62)

−2.820***
(1.015)
t = −2.780
p = 0.006

Treatment x CPG

Randomization block fixed effects
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

1.802**
(0.730)
t = 2.470
p = 0.014

CPG

Treatment

Dependent variable:
Composite measure of the variety in children’s SpeechBlocks wordplay
(1)
(2)
(3)
0.219
0.298
1.674**
(0.541)
(0.538)
(0.749)
t = 0.405
t = 0.553
t = 2.234
p = 0.686
p = 0.581
p = 0.026

Table E.16: (Outcome 6.16) Composite measure of variety in children’s SpeechBlocks wordplay. This is calculated as a composite measure
composed of the z-scores of the unique English words (log-transformed), the letter diversity, and the part-of-speech diversity
present in children’s SpeechBlocks play. Treatment effects represent standard deviations from the mean.
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GV STUDY CONTROL CONDITION

F

COACHING TIPS AND SUGGESTED
WORDS

Families in the control condition of the GV Study were not paired with a
coach. Instead, they received weekly “coaching tips” and three suggested
words designed to mimic an automated system. These tips and accompanying suggested words were sent out at 5 p.m. on Wednesday throughout
the study—the same time as the coaches’ updates were sent out to families
on Wednesdays. The content of the coaching tips and the suggested words
(selected based on the child’s SpeechBlocks level) are shown below in Table F.1 and Table F.2. Please note: Only some families received the coaching
tip and words for Week 0, as we had a week-long series of onboarding
workshops to accommodate family’s schedules. Some families had not yet
been enrolled in the study during this initial Wednesday (Week 0), and
thus did not receive these coaching tips or suggested words.
Table F.1: Coaching tips sent to control condition caregivers during the GV

Study.
Week

Coaching tip

0

Children can explore new words by using SpeechBlocks in their word-related guessing games! For a fun activity, play I-Spy, but instead of saying the guess out loud,
have your child write their guess in SpeechBlocks!

1

Since there is no right or wrong in SpeechBlocks, many children make invented
spelling words that are spelled exactly how they sound (like writing "spshal" for
"special"). This shows that children are learning letter-sound mappings! For a fun activity, you could try sounding out words in your child’s environment that they want
to spell with and purposely make invented spellings together.

2

Many children make compound words in SpeechBlocks by adding two existing words
together! This is a fun way to explore creating new, silly words (like "catball"), or
making multi-syllabic words (like "rainbow"). You could try coming up with as many
compound words (real and silly) in SpeechBlocks with your child as possible.
(Continued on next page)
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3

Since SpeechBlocks is open-ended, children can make any real or silly words they
want, and explore hearing how sounds change as letters are remixed (like the difference between "ce" and "ck"). For a fun activity, encourage your child to make as many
real or silly words as they can in SpeechBlocks, and then talk to them about if any of
the words had surprising or funny sounds.

4

Many children make the names of loved ones or characters in SpeechBlocks (like
"Moana"). For a fun activity, you could try brainstorming names of characters with
your child for a story, and encouraging them to write their favorite names in SpeechBlocks to tell a story.

5

Many children like to make words that have a certain theme (like "dog", "cat", "pig",
and "cow" are all animals). This is a great way to make new words in SpeechBlocks!
For a fun activity, try coming up with a theme (like animals, colors, countries, etc.)
and brainstorm as many words as possible that fit in that category. Encourage your
child to write their favorite in SpeechBlocks.

6

Many children create rhyming words in SpeechBlocks by making multiple words with
the same ending (like "pan" and "fan"). This is a great way to play with letter-sound
patterns! For a fun activity, you could try building rhyming words with your child in
SpeechBlocks.

7

Many children remix words in SpeechBlocks by taking one word (like "lemon"), and
rearranging, adding, and deleting letters to make new words (like "nemo"). This is a
great way to explore different words that have similar letters. For a fun activity, you
could pull out certain letters from the letter drawer and see how many combinations
of words you can make with just those letters.

8

Children can get inspiration for making words from anywhere in their environment.
For a fun activity, go on a scavenger hunt and look through books, signs, toys. Make
some of the words in SpeechBlocks to see how the app pronounces the words.

Table F.2: Suggested SpeechBlocks (SB) words sent to control condition

children during the GV Study. Children were sent three words
appropriate for their literacy level.
Week

SB Level 1

SB Level 2

SB Level 3

SB Level 4

0

he
she
we

fish
swim
water

this
these
those

grow
show
toe

1

fun
run
play

funny
running
runner

sing
sang
songs

draw
write
reading

2

bat
cow
bird

pink
yellow
blue

sheep
rabbit
kitten

chicken
squirrel
tiger

3

saw
was
say

at
ate
plate

sleep
peels
pull

together
myself
today

(Continued on next page)
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Week

SB Level 1

SB Level 2

SB Level 3

SB Level 4

4

good
bad
okay

after
before
here

always
never
some

lighter
darker
shadow

5

look
soon
food

live
give
gave

hood
could,
would

purple
violet
orange

6

who
what
when

horse
duck
bear

which
what
when

six
seven
eight

7

red
black
blue

leaf
lawn
piece

yellow
black
blue

right
light
bite

8

brush
wave
bump

boil
burst
boom

banjo
badge
begun

badge
batch
bright
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GREENVILLE STUDY CAREGIVER
INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS

At the end of the GV Study, we conducted short, 15-minute individual
interviews with a randomly selected group of caregivers from each condition during the study’s post-workshops. A member of the research team
who had not previously met the families conducted all of the interviews.
Below are the interview protocols used for each condition.

g.1

control condition interview protocol

introduction:

First of all, thank you so much for your participation

in the study. I know that you’ve had to answer a lot of questions or surveys,
so we will try to make sure none of this is redundant. There are no right
or wrong answers. I really just want to have a conversation with you about
this whole experience and give you a chance to talk about anything you’d
like regarding the study or answer any questions that you have. Is it okay
if I record audio?

questions:
1. Now that you’ve played with SpeechBlocks for a while, as a parent/caregiver, are there any tools or resources that would be helpful in
engaging you and your children with SpeechBlocks?
2. How did you feel about having the SpeechBlocks coaching tips?
3. Did you have to push your kids to play with SpeechBlocks? Do you
think SpeechBlocks feel like homework?
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4. To wrap up, what’s your favorite memory from playing SpeechBlocks
with CHILDNAME?

g.2

treatment condition interview protocol

introduction:

First of all, thank you so much for your participation

in the study. I know that you’ve had to answer a lot of questions or surveys,
so we will try to make sure none of this is redundant. There are no right
or wrong answers. I really just want to have a conversation with you about
this whole experience and give you a chance to talk about anything you’d
like regarding the study or answer any questions that you have. Is it okay
if I record audio?

questions:
1. How did you feel about having a SpeechBlocks coach?
2. Did you have to push your kids to play with SpeechBlocks? Do you
think SpeechBlocks feel like homework?
3. If this were a different or more engaging app, do you think there is
value in having a coach?
4. If these same updates and suggestions were coming from an automated system, how would you feel about that?
5. Is there a coaching update that was most memorable for you?
6. To wrap up, what’s your favorite memory from playing SpeechBlocks
with CHILDNAME?

H
h.1

A P P F E AT U R E W A L K T H R O U G H S

speechblocks app walkthrough

overview:

SpeechBlocks aims to help young children (ages five to

eight) develop their phonological processing through exploration (Figure H.1) (Sysoev et al., 2017). In SpeechBlocks, as children pull apart
(Figure H.2) and put together letter blocks (Figure H.3) to make real and
nonsense words, a speech synthesizer pronounces the letter sequence
using rules of English pronunciation. It has a word drawer, where children
can pull out fully-constructed app-generated words (Figure H.5) and a
letter drawer, where children can pull out letters of the alphabet to play
with (Figure H.4). The speech synthesizer used in SpeechBlocks is made
by the Acapela Group (Acapela Group, 2020). Coaches can send suggested
words and prompts to children’s SpeechBlocks devices, which the app can
assist children in spelling (Figure H.6). In the GV Study, coaches used this
feature to send words and prompts to children in the treatment condition,
and the research team used this feature to send automated words and
prompts to children in the control condition (see Appendix F).
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Figure H.1: The main SpeechBlocks canvas. When children open the app, the
words “BALL” and “CAT” appear preloaded on the canvas.

split apart letters

Figure H.2: Children can split words apart by dragging with their fingers. When
they are split apart, there is a “popping” sound and then the speech
synthesizer reads out the new words or letters (regardless of if they
are English words or not), starting with the word on the left first.

H.1 speechblocks app walkthrough

merge together letters

Figure H.3: Children can merge letters and words together by dragging the blocks
together with their fingers until the blocks click together. When they
are merged together, there is a “clicking” sound and then the speech
synthesizer reads out the new word (regardless of if it is an English
word or not).

Figure H.4: SpeechBlocks letter drawer. Children can tap on the letter blocks to
hear how they sound. They can drag letter blocks from the drawer
onto the canvas using their fingers. Once a letter is dragged onto the
canvas, a new block of the same letter replaces it in the drawer.
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Figure H.5: SpeechBlocks word drawer. Children can tap on the words to hear
how they are pronounced. They can drag words from the drawer
onto the canvas using their fingers. Once a word is dragged onto the
canvas, a new copy of the word replaces it in the drawer. Initially,
the words in the drawer are pre-selected according to each child’s
SpeechBlocks level (see Appendix A). Children can save words by
dragging them from the canvas into the word drawer. They can long
press on the word and then click the “x” that appears in the upper
right-hand corner to delete words from the word drawer.

Figure H.6: SpeechBlocks suggestion bar. ( Le f t) The closed suggestion bar. When
the bar has purple stars, it indicates that there is a new suggestion
prompt or new suggested words (either sent by the child’s coach in
the GV Study’s treatment condition or by the automated coach in the
GV Study’s control condition). When the child opens the app, these
stars pulse for a few seconds to draw the child’s attention. ( Right)
The opened suggestion bar. When the child opens the suggestion
bar, the suggestion prompt is automatically read aloud by the speech
synthesizer. When the child taps on a word, the app helps the child
spell the word sound-by-sound using letters in the letter drawer.

H.2 storyblocks app walkthrough

h.2

storyblocks app walkthrough

overview:

StoryBlocks aims to help older children (ages six to ten)

develop their narrative skills. In StoryBlocks, a child can make comicbook style stories. They can write character dialogue, add audio narration,
spell words to search for items to put into their scene, and arrange the
background, characters, and items to create a cohesive narrative. There
are three main characters that children can use in their StoryBlocks stories:
Boo, Kiwi, and Lem. We designed these characters in collaboration with
Sesame Workshop. The speech synthesizers used in StoryBlocks are made
by the Acapela Group (Acapela Group, 2020). The item search feature of
StoryBlocks was adopted from the PictureBlocks app (Makini et al., 2020)
and uses open-source icons from flaticon.com (Freepik Company, 2020).
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Figure H.7: StoryBlocks home screen. Children can see all of their stories on this
screen. They can add titles, see a notification if their coach left a
sticky note, and make a new story.

Figure H.8: StoryBlocks screen for a new story. When children open up a new
story, this screen is empty except for a single comic-book frame with
a default background.

H.2 storyblocks app walkthrough

Figure H.9: StoryBlocks drawer: Setting the background. On the background tab,
children can select the frame background from approximately 30
backgrounds related to outdoor (e.g., space, pool, sidewalk), indoor
(e.g., classroom, bedroom, kitchen), and plain colors by tapping on
the background thumbnail.

Figure H.10: StoryBlocks drawer: Adding characters. On the character tab, children can select the characters Boo (orange), Kiwi (green), and Lem
(yellow) in multiple standing and sitting positions by tapping on
the character thumbnail to insert it into the frame.
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Figure H.11: StoryBlocks drawer: Adding dialogue bubbles. On the dialogue
bubble tab, children can select from multiple dialogue bubbles by
tapping on the bubble to insert it into the screen.

Figure H.12: StoryBlocks drawer: Searching for and adding items. On the item
search tab, children can type in words to search for items from a
library of over two thousand item icons. Once they find an item,
they can drag it into the screen.

H.2 storyblocks app walkthrough

Figure H.13: StoryBlocks drawer: Search history. On this tab, children can see
all of the previous items they have searched for across all of their
stories. They can tap on an item to add it to their story.

Figure H.14: Selecting StoryBlocks characters’ emotions. Children can tap on
the character to open up the emotion selector, which displays five
emotions per character: angry, sad, calm, happy, and surprised.
When they tap on the emotion, it is placed on the characters’ face
and the name of the emotion is spoken aloud by the synthesizer
using the character’s voice.
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Figure H.15: Adding text to StoryBlocks dialogue bubbles. Children can tap on
the dialogue bubble to open up the keyboard and add text. They
can press the “read” button to hear their text spoken aloud by the
synthesizer using the character’s voice.

Figure H.16: Positioning dialogue bubbles in StoryBlocks. Children can position
dialogue bubbles next to each of the characters. This makes the
bubble’s outline change color to match the character’s color and
ensures that the dialogue is read aloud by the synthesizer using the
character’s voice.

H.2 storyblocks app walkthrough

Figure H.17: StoryBlocks navigation bar. On the top of the screen, the navigation
bar allows children to record a ten-second audio narration, add
frames, and play through each frame. When the frame is played
through, it is read similar to a comic-book. It starts with the audio
narration, and then proceeds to read the text from the upper lefthand corner in a left to right, top to bottom fashion.

Figure H.18: StoryBlocks story stickies. When coaches send a story sticky to a
child, it appears on the frame of their story. They can listen to it
read aloud using the speech synthesizer, move it, or delete it.
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GREENVILLE STUDY CAREGIVER
SURVEY QUESTIONS

The GV Caregiver Survey was sent to families three times over the course
of the study: During week 3, week 6, and at the study’s conclusion (week
9). They received a customized survey link for each child they had enrolled
in the study via text message, and were asked to fill out the survey for
each child they had enrolled in the study.
Here are the questions that appeared across these three survey waves.
Please note, CHILDNAME is used as a placeholder for the child’s first
name, and S/HE and HIM/HER were placeholders for the child’s pronouns. Asterisks (*) indicate required questions.

BLOCK 1. PRE-SURVEY QUESTIONS
Display this question if child lives with caregiver part-time (information collected
on initial survey prior to study)
Q1. Was CHILDNAME in your care last week? *

5
5

Yes
No

Display this text if Q1=Yes
If CHILDNAME was not in your care last week, think about the last
week where S/HE was when answering these questions.
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BLOCK 2. QUESTIONS ABOUT PAST WEEK
Q2. Did CHILDNAME play with SpeechBlocks in the past week? *

5
5

Yes
No

Display this question if Q2=Yes
Q3. What are some of the words that CHILDNAME made with SpeechBlocks in the last week?
Word #1 ________________ (text input)
Word #2 ________________ (text input)
Word #3 ________________ (text input)
Display this question if Q2=Yes
Q4. Do you think CHILDNAME learned anything new from SpeechBlocks last week? *

5
5

Yes
No

Display this question if Q4=Yes
Q5. If so, can you share an example of something that CHILDNAME
learned?
_____________________________________________________ (text input)
Display this question if Q2=Yes
Q6. How often did you and CHILDNAME play together using SpeechBlocks in the last week? *

5
5
5
5
5

Everyday
More than 4 times
Between 2 and 4 times
Once
Not at all

greenville study caregiver survey questions
Display this question if Q6!=Not at all
Q7. When you and CHILDNAME played together using SpeechBlocks,
how long did you play for? *

5
5
5
5

Over 20 minutes
Between 10-20 minutes
Between 5-10 minutes
Less than 5 minutes

Display this question if Q6!=Not at all
Q8. Describe what you did when you played together.
_____________________________________________________ (text input)
Q9. In the last week, did you read the coaching update? *

5
5

Yes
No

BLOCK 3. QUESTIONS ABOUT CAREGIVER PERCEPTIONS
Q10. For CHILDNAME, SpeechBlocks can be: (Check all that apply) *
[Options presented in random order]

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Too easy
Too hard
Boring
Fun
Helpful
Engaging
Interesting

Q11. I know what CHILDNAME is doing when S/HE is playing with
SpeechBlocks. *
Strongly
Disagree
0

Strongly
Agree

Neutral
25

50

75

100
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Display this question if Q11 > 50
Q12. What are the reasons that you know what CHILDNAME is doing
when S/HE is playing with SpeechBlocks? (Check all that apply).
[Options presented in random order each time]

0
0
0
0
0
0

I am in the same room
We are playing together
CHILDNAME tells me
I ask CHILDNAME
The coaching updates are helpful
Other: _______________ (text input)

Display this question if more than one option selected in Q12
Q13. Please arrange (by dragging the items), in order of importance,
the reasons that you know what CHILDNAME is doing when S/HE is
playing with SpeechBlocks.
[Selected options from Q12 presented]
Display this question if Q11 ≤ 50
Q14. Are there any reasons why you don’t know what CHILDNAME is
doing when S/HE is playing with SpeechBlocks? (Check all that apply).
[Options presented in random order each time]

0
0
0
0
0
0

I am not in the same room
We are not playing together
CHILDNAME does not tell me
I do not ask CHILDNAME
The coaching updates are unhelpful
Other: _______________ (text input)

Display this question if more than one option selected in Q14
Q15. Please arrange (by dragging the items), in order of importance, the
reasons that you don’t know what CHILDNAME is doing when S/HE
is playing with SpeechBlocks.
[Selected options from Q14 presented]

greenville study caregiver survey questions
Q16. I feel confident that CHILDNAME is learning something when
S/HE is playing with SpeechBlocks. *
Strongly
Disagree
0

Strongly
Agree

Neutral
25

50

75

100

Display this question if Q16 > 50
Q17. What are the reasons that you feel confident that CHILDNAME is
learning something when S/HE is playing with SpeechBlocks? (Check
all that apply).
[Options presented in random order each time]

0
0
0
0
0

I am in the same room while CHILDNAME is playing
I am playing with CHILDNAME
CHILDNAME tells me about SpeechBlocks
I receive coaching updates
Other: _______________ (text input)

Display this question if more than one option selected in Q17
Q18. Please arrange (by dragging the items), in order of importance,
the reasons that you feel confident that CHILDNAME is learning something when S/HE is playing with SpeechBlocks.
[Selected options from Q17 presented]
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Display this question if Q16 ≤ 50
Q19. Are there any reasons why you don’t feel confident that CHILDNAME is learning something when S/HE is playing with SpeechBlocks?
(Check all that apply).
[Options presented in random order each time]

0
0
0
0
0
0

I am in a different room while CHILDNAME is playing
CHILDNAME is playing independently
CHILDNAME doesn’t tell me about SpeechBlocks
I don’t receive coaching updates
SpeechBlocks does not work for CHILDNAME
Other: _______________ (text input)

Display this question if more than one option selected in Q19
Q20. Please arrange (by dragging the items), in order of importance, the
reasons that you don’t feel confident that CHILDNAME is practicing
HIS/HER literacy skills when S/HE is playing with SpeechBlocks.
[Selected options from Q19 presented]
Q21. It’s easy to play together with CHILDNAME using SpeechBlocks.*

Strongly
Disagree
0

Strongly
Agree

Neutral
25

50

75

100

greenville study caregiver survey questions
Display this question if Q21 > 50
Q22. What are the reasons that you play SpeechBlocks with CHILDNAME? (Check all that apply)
[Options presented in random order each time]

0
0
0
0
0
0

It helps HIM/HER get more benefit from it
I enjoy it
CHILDNAME asks me to
It’s our “together time”
The coaching updates remind me to
Other: _______________ (text input)

Display this question if more than one option selected in Q22
Q23. Please arrange (by dragging the items), in order of importance, the
reasons that you play SpeechBlocks with CHILDNAME.
[Selected options from Q22 presented]
Display this question if Q21 ≤ 50
Q24. Are there any reasons why you don’t play SpeechBlocks with
CHILDNAME? (Check all that apply)
[Options presented in random order each time]

0
0
0
0
0
0

CHILDNAME gets more benefit from playing independently
We have difficulty finding activities that we both enjoy
CHILDNAME likes to play independently
I need the time to get other things done
Sometimes I don’t see the coaching updates
Other: _______________ (text input)

Display this question if more than one option selected in Q24
Q25. Please arrange (by dragging the items), in order of importance, the
reasons that you don’t play SpeechBlocks with CHILDNAME.
[Selected options from Q24 presented]
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Q26. The coaching updates provide valuable information about CHILDNAME’s literacy development. *
Strongly
Disagree
0

Strongly
Agree

Neutral
25

50

75

100

Display this question if Q26 > 50
Q27. Which of the following are reasons that you feel the coaching
updates provide valuable information about CHILDNAME’s literacy
development. (Check all that apply)
[Options presented in random order each time]

0
0
0
0
0
0

They are short
They are long
They are specific
They provide context
The suggested activities are relevant to CHILDNAME
Other: _______________ (text input)

Display this question if more than one option selected in Q27
Q28. Please arrange (by dragging the items), in order of importance,
the reasons that you feel the coaching updates provide valuable information about CHILDNAME’s literacy development.
[Selected options from Q27 presented]

greenville study caregiver survey questions
Display this question if Q26 ≤ 50
Q29. Which of the following are reasons that you don’t feel the coaching
updates provide valuable information about CHILDNAME’s literacy
development. (Check all that apply)
[Options presented in random order each time]

0
0
0
0
0
0

They are short
They are long
They aren’t specific
They don’t provide context
The suggested activities are not relevant to CHILDNAME
Other: _______________ (text input)

Display this question if more than one option selected in Q29
Q30. Please arrange (by dragging the items), in order of importance,
the reasons that you don’t feel the coaching updates provide valuable
information about CHILDNAME’s literacy development.
[Selected options from Q29 presented]
Q31. The coaching updates are helpful in coming up with ideas for
activities to do with CHILDNAME using SpeechBlocks. *
Strongly
Disagree
0

Strongly
Agree

Neutral
25

50

75

100
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Display this question if Q31 > 50
Q32. Which of the following are reasons that you find the coaching updates helpful in coming up with ideas for activities to do with CHILDNAME using SpeechBlocks. (Check all that apply)
[Options presented in random order each time]

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

They don’t take much time
They are specific
The activities are simple
CHILDNAME enjoys these activities
I don’t have to make up an activity
There are a lot of activities to choose from
They are directly relevant to CHILDNAME
Other: _______________ (text input)

Display this question if more than one option selected in Q32
Q33. Please arrange (by dragging the items), in order of importance, the
reasons that you find the coaching updates helpful in coming up with
ideas for activities to do with CHILDNAME using SpeechBlocks.
[Selected options from Q32 presented]
Display this question if Q31 ≤ 50
Q34. Which of the following are reasons that you don’t find the coaching updates helpful in coming up with ideas for activities to do with
CHILDNAME using SpeechBlocks. (Check all that apply)
[Options presented in random order each time]

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

They take a lot of time
They are not specific enough
The activities are difficult
CHILDNAME would not enjoy these activities
I prefer to make up my own activities
There are not enough activities to choose from
They are not relevant to CHILDNAME
Other: _______________ (text input)

greenville study caregiver survey questions
Display this question if more than one option selected in Q34
Q35. Please arrange (by dragging the items), in order of importance, the
reasons that you don’t find the coaching updates helpful in coming up
with ideas for activities to do with CHILDNAME using SpeechBlocks.
[Selected options from Q34 presented]

BLOCK 4. QUESTIONS ABOUT COACH
(TREATMENT CONDITION ONLY)

Display this text if family is in the treatment condition
These next questions are about SpeechBlocks coaches. These responses
will not be shared with any of the coaches.
Display this text if family is in the treatment condition
Q36. I find the coach’s feedback valuable.
Strongly
Disagree
0

Strongly
Agree

Neutral
25

50

75

100

Display this text if family is in the treatment condition
Q37. I am satisfied with my coach.
Strongly
Disagree
0

Strongly
Agree

Neutral
25

50

75

100
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Display this text if family is in the treatment condition
Q38. I would recommend my coach to other parents whose children use
SpeechBlocks.
Strongly
Disagree
0

Strongly
Agree

Neutral
25

50

75

100

